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Welcome by the Editor

WE live in the age of infocommunication technology boom, 
where research results are applied in various fields. This 

first 2022 issue of the Infocommunications Journal presents a 
colorful blend of technologies used in various fields, most of 
which can be categorized as distributed systems. The range of 
application areas is wide: from predicting housing prices through 
transportation, from cloud-based robotic control through multi-
core batch-scheduling to semiconductor supply chains.

Let us have a brief overview of the articles included in the 
current, first 2022-issue of the Infocommunications Journal.

Qinghe Pan and his co-authors designed and implemented 
a system based on Lambda architecture to predict the price of 
second-hand housing. After comparing the performance of 
various machine learning algorithms, they chose the KD tree 
model to predict prices in both real-time and batch processing 
services. Besides, they further suggested that the nearest k 
neighbours can be used as a housing recommending list. Their 
implementation of Lambda architecture is based on open Apache 
components such as Kafka, Spark, Cassandra and Flask, making 
the setup relatively easy to replicate.

In their paper, Es-said Azougaghe et al. studied the effect 
of various usage parameters of generalized parallel concate- 
nated block codes based on Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. Their 
simulation results show that the chosen adapted parameters 
– such as the weighting factor α, the reliablilty factor β, the 
reciprocal value of the extrinsic information delivered by the 
previous decoder (α(p)) are effective in providing good the 
decoding performance. Furthermore, they show the effect of 
the number of iteration as well as the multi-block M and the 
interleaver structure on the decoding performance.

Dávid Papp and Regő Borsodi presented a lightweight solu- 
tion on a transportation-related computer vision problem: how 
to provide accurate annotation of vehicles for transport analysis. 
They introduce hybrid re-identification features, which combine 
latent, static, and dynamic attributes to improve tracking. They 
propose multiple scenarios to calculate the static attributes, from 
which the desired ones can be selected, based on the given task 
requirements.

Hassan Farran, David Khoury and László Bokor provided 
a comprehensive survey on the blockchain/hash chain tech- 
nologies in Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications. It 
is clear from their paper that these technologies can play an 
important role in various aspects of V2X communications, 
enabling the resolution of many issues, including traceable 
key negotiation between vehicles, security issues in V2X 
communication, simplification of the distribution of participant 
CA, trust authentication between vehicles, and many others.

Cloud-based control of visual-guided robotic systems are the 
state-of-the-art in the domain of industrial robotic research. One 
of the many challenges is related to sending a vast amount of 
sensory data with low latency under limited networking con- 
ditions. Marcell Balogh and Attila Vidács propose a general 
solution for efficient camera stream transportation in cloud 
robotic systems. The evaluation of their streaming solution 
shows better performance by one order of magnitude when 
compared with the industry-standard ROS solution.

In data flow graphs, the nodes represent processing primitives 
and edges between them describe the control flow. Processing 
data-flows with a multi-core system can improve performance 
significantly, but batch-scheduling is a challenge. Batch 
processing is one of the elemental data processing methods, 
and Batchy is a state-of-the-art batch-scheduling framework for 
high-end programmable software switches. In their paper, Tamás 
Lévai and Gábor Rátvári extend Batchy with a non-trivial task: 
to leverage parallel execution. They developed and implemented 
effective control algorithms to be used in practical data flow 
graph batch-scheduling, and evaluated it in a real 5G use-case.

Supply chains has scheduling challenges as well, among 
which the proper planning of Transit Time (TT) is a currently 
interesting one because this would help minimize delays. 
Transit Time in this context is the time taken to move goods 
physically between different locations in a supply chain. Nour 
Ramzy and her co-authors approached the problem through 
Knowledge Graphs, and applied their solution to the semi- 
conductor industry. By examining the time violations, experts 
can study how to update the planned transit time concerning 
actual transit times to create a non-conservative and reliable 
demand fulfilment. Their approach is called Knowgraph-TT, as 
it connects actual and planned TT, shows the gaps via applied 
queries, and enables an optimized update of planned TT.

Infocommunications Journal wishes peace and perseverance 
in 2022 to all its readers, reviewers, and authors.

Pal Varga received his Ph.D. degree from the 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics, 
Hungary. He is currently an Associate Professor at the 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics 
and also the Director at AITIA International Inc. 
His main research interests include communication 
systems, Cyber-Physical Systems and Industrial 
Internet of Things, network traffic analysis, end-
to-end QoS and SLA issues – for which he is 
keen to apply hardware acceleration and artificial 
intelligence, machine learning techniques as well.

Besides being a member of HTE, he is a senior member of IEEE, where he 
is active both in the IEEE ComSoc (Communication Society) and IEEE IES
(Industrial Electronics Society) communities. He is Editorial Board member 
of the Sensors (MDPI) and Electronics (MDPI) journals, and the Editor-in-
Chief of the Infocommunications Journal.
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Abstract—In this paper a system is designed and implemented 
to predict the price of second-hand housing. This system based 
on Lambda architecture can execute prediction in both real- 
time and batch modes so it can give two kinds of different 
price predictions that reflect current and historical conditions 
respectively. The kNN related algorithms are used for price 
prediction. By comparing the performance of brute kNN, kd tree 
and ball tree, kd tree is selected as the price prediction model 
of the system. In system implementation the kd tree model is 
chosen to predict prices in both real-time and batch services. 
The kd tree model can also recommend housings to user besides 
price prediction. The experiment shows the effectiveness 
of our system. Time and space performance of brute kNN, 
kd tree and ball tree are compared by experiments. And the 
evaluation metrics of other available maching learning models 
are compared. The reason of choosing the kd tree model is also 
explained by the experimental results.

Index Terms—Lambda Architecture, real-time system, batch 
system, kd tree.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years the techniques of big data have been
developing in industrial and commercial areas. Emerging

business requirements continually bring new challenges to
software and hardware architectures in the big data industry.
One of the most important fields is prediction which can
greatly help individuals and enterprises to make decisions.
Lambda architecture [1], [2], [3], [4] can help us achieve this
goal with its special construction. This architecture consists of
three layers: speed, service and batch layers. The speed layer
is responsible for real-time computation on streaming data and
the batch layer is in charge of batch computation on historical
big data. The service layer can provide services to users so one
can get computation results based on the latest and historical
data at the same time.

Lambda architecture has been deployed in various appli-
cations such as recommendation system [5], [6], anomaly
detection [7], [8], monitoring system [9] and so on. In this
paper it is used to predict the second-hand housing prices in
China where the second-hand housing transactions are usually
processed in trading agents. The sellers provide their housing
information to realtors of the agents who publish the second-
hand housing information on websites. The buyers can search
on websites to choose the interesting housings. The price
of the second-hand housing is a more attracting attribute
than other attributes. This paper designs and implements a
system to predict the second-hand housing price based on

1,2,3 School of Computer and Information Engineering, Harbin University
of Commerce, Harbin, China.

1corresponding author (e-mail: panqh@hrbcu.edu.cn)

Lambda Architecture. The system can help realtors to publish
reasonable housing price and buyers to learn the current market
price. And it can also be used to study the price trend by
research institutions, and be used by bankers to evaluate the
price of mortgaged housing.

In [1] the similar problem has been studied and an architec-
ture named Alarea has been designed and applied successfully
in price prediction of real estate. In [1] the data of real estate
transactions on different categories from Spanish Ministry of
Development (2004-2016) is used in batch layer. And data
from Twitter real-time API is used in real-time layer. The
influence of sentiment(like tweets) on housing prediction has
been studied in [10], [11], [12]. In [13] and [14], real-time
sentiment analysis is particularly studied. Based on big data
technology, multiple data sources can be associated together,
and more accurate prediction can be provided from both
historical and real-time perspectives. Our research is very
similar to [1], but in the batch layer and real-time layer, our
system uses the same data source. In future research we will
consider to absorb other real-time factors and ingredients into
our existing system to improve the prediction effect.

The representative models of housing price prediction are
AVMs (Automated Valuation Models) [15]. The traditional
benchmark for AVMs is the hedonic model based on the theory
that the price of an asset is a function of its quantifiable
characteristics. Now instead of hedonic models most AVMs
use some type of ML technique [16], such as neural network,
decision tree, random forest, SVM regression and so on. In
this paper, kd(k dimensional) tree [17], [18] is used as the
prediction model in batch and real-time layers. Because kd
tree resides in memory after it is trained, it can also be used in
service layer to provide querying service. Compared to other
kNN(K Nearest Neighbor) related algorithms such as brute
kNN and ball tree [19], [20], kd tree has its advantages in
performance. Other models such as linear regression, neural
network, SVM and so on can also be used in in batch and real-
time layers. In experiment the performances of these models
are compared with kd tree.

Besides Lambda architecture, other architectures or systems
with reasonable techniques stack can achieve the same pre-
diction goal. Based on Kafka [21] and Flink [22], Kappa
architecture [23] can unify batch processing and real-time
computing. Alarea [1] can handle source data in different
formats. Compared with Lambda and Kappa architectures,
it has equivalent or better quality attributes, so it is very
attractive.

The rest of this paper is arranged by the following way.
In Section II the characteristics of Lambda architecture are
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described, and Kappa and Alarea architectures are briefly
introduced and analyzed. In Section III kNN-related models
are discussed and the housing data is briefly explored. In Sec-
tion IV-A the results of experiment are analyzed. It describes
the details of components in our system, discusses experiment
results and compares the performance and metrics of different
models. Lastly, the paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. RELATED ARCHITECTURES

A. Lambda architecture

Lambda Architecture is initiated by Nathan Marz [24].
There are three layers in this architecture. The names and
functions of the layers are described in Table I. The batch
layer is responsible for providing batch views based on the
master database. The speed layer executes fast and timely
computation that will compensate for high latency to serving
layer. This schema can also be depicted in Fig. 1 [24]. In
Fig. 1 the new data flows into two places. One direction is
to batch layer where the new data will be appended to the
master database so when next update the batch views will
contain the new data. The other direction is to speed layer
where the same new data will be accumulated in this layer
to produce real-time views before the next iteration of batch
views in serving layer. The functions of Lambda Architecture
in full can be summarized by these three equations:

batch view = function(all data)
real-time view = function(real-time view, new data)
query = function(batch view, real-time view)

TABLE I
THE NAMES AND FUNCTIONS OF LAYERS IN LAMBDA ARCHITECTURE.

Layers Function Descriptions

Speed layer

1. Compensate for high latency of updates to
serving layer.
2. Fast, incremental algorithms.
3. Batch layer eventually overrides speed.

Serving layer
1. Provide access services to batch views.
2. Updated by batch layers.

Batch layer
1. Store growing master dataset.
2. Compute functions on the dataset.
3. Provide batch views.

B. Kappa architecture

Kappa architecture [23] is a simplification of Lambda
architecture. Compared to Lambda architecture Kappa unifies
the batch and real-time layers. The structure of Kappa is shown
is Fig. 2. The main reason for the popularity of Kappa is the
Apache Kafka [21] and Apache Flink [22] frameworks. Kafka
not only acts as a message queue, but also can save historical
data for a longer time to replace the batch layer in Lambda
architecture. Flink takes an earlier time as the starting point
and plays the role of batch processing. At the same time, Flink
solves the problem of accuracy of calculation results under
the disorder of events. If batch processing is consistent with
real-time processing, Kappa is more appropriate. However,

Fig. 1. The illustration of Lambda Architecture.

in some other scenarios, the whole historical data set needs
to be processed in batch, so Lambda architecture is more
appropriate.

Fig. 2. The illustration of Kappa Architecture.

C. Alarea architecture

Alarea [1] is an architecture that combines batch processing
and real-time processing in two different layers and has been
deployed to deal with big data and real-time data in the real
estate domain. Compared with Lambda and Kappa, Alarea has
the following three advantages.

1. Alarea mixes and integrates heterogeneous data sources.
2. Alarea gives developers the opportunity to decide which

layer is better for their purposes.
3. Alarea copes with two kind of data processing and is

capable of treating it no matter the timing that they present.
In [1] Lambda, Kappa, and Alarea are also compared based

on the four quality attributes, including recoverability, fault
tolerance, new data gap and hardware consumption.

III. MODELS

A. KNN Models

The most effective method to evaluate the price of a house
in a building is to obverse the prices of the nearest floors
above or beneath it. So kNN(K Nearest Neighbors) model is
an intuitive approach to predict the housing price. Compared
to other prediction models kNN has two advantages in our
application scenario.
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The first advantage is that kNN can get more accurate result
when the number of sample data is few. KNN only needs to
find out the k nearest neighbors from the sample data but other
prediction models may have to get more data to execute the
training. If the dataset only contains two samples(k=2), for
example the housing information of the 4th and 6th floors.
If the task is to predict the price of housing on the 5th floor
that between 4th and 6th floors in the same building, then kNN
model will get the 4th and 6th floors as its 2 nearest neighbors
and predict the 5th housing price by averaging the prices of
the two neighbors. But for others models two samples are too
small to execute the training.

The second advantage is that kNN can also generate a
recommending housings list by the k nearest neighbors them-
selves besides predicting housing price.

Assume that the data set X = {x1, . . . , xm}, where m
represents the number of housing records. xi = (xi1, . . . , xin),
1 ≤ i ≤ m, where n is the number of fields in each record
and xin is the price field. Suppose the data of a house is
h = (h1, . . . , hn−1, hprice), where h1, . . . , hn−1 are known
and hprice is the targeting value that will be predicted by kNN.
The following steps describe the details of prediction by kNN
method.

Step 1. For each data record x in X, its 1st to (n-1)th fields
are used to calculate the Euclidean distance from h and the re-
sults are collected and sorted to find the k nearest data records.
Let Xk = (xs1 , . . . , xsk) be the vector representing the k
nearest data records by distance from near to far, and the cor-
responding distance vector is Distk = (dists1 , . . . , distsk).

Step 2. Use the nth field of the k data records to estimate
the value of hprice, as shown in (1).

hprice =

∑k
i=1 xsin

k
(1)

Where xsin is the nth field of record xsi , i.e., the price
field.

The variation of kNN is Weighted kNN that considers the
influences of different distances on hprice instead of directly
averaging the nth field of the k data records in (1). The
following (2) calculates the weight for each data record based
on the distance, where δ is the appropriate positive constant.

wsi = e−
distsi

2

2δ2 (2)

The value range of wsi is (0, 1]. The larger the value
of distsi , the smaller the value of wsi , and vice versa.
These characteristics determine that wsi is a better choice
for representing weight. After the introduction of weights, the
calculation of hprice is shown in (3).

hprice =

∑k
i=1 wsixsin∑k

i=1 wsi

(3)

B. Kd tree and ball tree

The naive or brute kNN is to choose the k nearest neighbors
from the n samples by sample-wise comparison. The time
complexity to predict price of one housing is O(n2). When

n is large the brute kNN is not a practicable method. Many
improved methods are designed to solve this problem such as
the kd tree [17], [18], ball tree [19], [20], Hybrid Spill Tree
[25], [26] and so on. The time complexity of these tree-based
methods are O(log(n)).

The process of building kd tree is recursive process that
includes two main steps shown in Fig. 3.

Step1. Computes the variance of the dimensions and splits
the data at median based on the dimension Root that has the
highest variance. Let the two split datasets be Left and Right.

Step2. Repeat the step 1 for Left and Right until Left and
Right cannot be split.

Fig. 3. The construction of kd tree.

The process of building ball tree is also a recursive process
that includes two main steps shown in Fig. 4.

Step1. All data is split into two almost equal sized balls
ballA and ballB .

Step2. Repeat the step 1 for ballA and ballB until ballA
and ballB cannot be split.

Fig. 4. The construction of ball tree.

In this paper the kd tree is used in both batch and speed
layers in Lambda architecture. The reason will be explained in
detail in Section V. After trained by data the kd tree will reside
in memory and provide prediction service until next iteration.
For instance, in batch layer the kd tree is trained every day
and in speed layer the training frequency is decided by the
size of time windows.

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Data

Usually, the second-hand housing data is crawled from the
official websites on the Internet. A distributed crawling system
is designed and deployed on cloud to gather data. In such
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system each node has its IP address and crawlers on each node
run as daemons to crawl data from the websites that own large
real-time and historical housing information. By the research
purpose the second-hand housing data used in this paper is
from one public dataset [27]. This dataset includes 318851
housing information records in Beijing from 2011 to 2017.
The data in this dataset will be used as input to our system.
It means that the crawlers in our system can directly read
records in this dataset as if the data obtained from websites on
Internet. This way will save us the time to clean data and help
us focus on the system implementation itself. One notation is
that housing price in this dataset is the final price but we will
ignore this attribute. So the price can be used as the listing
price or final price. Each record in dataset consists of 26 fields
but only 11 fields are used. The names and meanings of these
fields are listed in Table II.

TABLE II
THE NAMES AND MEANINGS OF FIELDS IN DATASET.

Field names Meanings
bedroom the number of bedroom

living room the number of living room

bathroom the number of bathroom

kitchen the number of kitchen

floor the height of the house

ladder ratio the number of ladders a resident have on average

square the square of house

subway not near to subway(0) and near to subway(1)

lat the latitude of house

lng the longitude of house

price the average price by square

For example the list [3, 2, 2, 1, 6, 0.5, 102.66, 0, 39.873867,
116.66589] consists of data items corresponding to the fields
in table. For training kd tree the data must be processed further.
Firstly, the dataset should be split into X matrix and Y targeting
vector. The Y consists of all housing prices in price field and
the X matrix consists of data in other fields except for price
field. Secondly, the X matrix should be normalized before it is
used to train kd tree. For example the subway field should be
one-hot encoding and other nine fields in the X matrix should
be standardized by using max-min or std-dev methods. The
data is explored and the results are shown in Fig. 5.

The Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the price field and
the longitude and latitude fields. It can be seen that the closer
to the central urban area, the higher the average housing price,
the more housings for sale, and the more frequent transactions.

The Pearson correlation coefficient between data fields is
shown in the Fig. 7. It can be seen that the bedroom, living
room and bathroom fields are positively correlated and have
high correlation coefficients. At the same time, there are also
strong positive correlations between the square field and the
bedroom, living room and bathroom fields. The subway field
has a strong positive correlation with the price field. Because
the data comes from Beijing and it belongs to the economic
center, whether there is a subway has a great impact on the
housing price. The bedroom, living room and bathroom fields

have negative correlations with the price field, because usually
the total price of houses with large area is higher, which makes
it more difficult to sell, resulting in lower the price field.

B. System structure

In this experiment the main frameworks used in our system
are described in Table III. The concise experiment topology
is shown in Fig. 8. Both Apache Flume and Apache Kafka
are distributed, reliable, and available components. They are
widely used in big data processing. In this research they are
combined together to implement Lambda architecture. There
are four reasons for this combination.

1. In production environment because there are many real-
time data sources, it is not convenient to build many Kafka
clients to publish data to central topics with one topic per
activity type. So, usually in implementation the real-time data
is delivered to Flume firstly.

2. There are many interceptors in Flume that can be used
to filter and clean data. It is more convenient to process data
in Flume than in Kafka.

3. When Flume is connected to Spark streaming directly
without Kafka, if the speed of data flowing in is faster than
the speed of data processing in Spark streaming then the data
that cannot be processed in time will be lost. It can be solved
by using Kafka between Flume and Spark streaming. Kafka
likes a cache that can store data over a period of time.

4. Besides connecting Flume to Spark streaming, Kafka
can also provide data to Cassandra for persistent storage. So,
Kafka is the core component in our implementation of Lambda
architecture.

There are two crawlers c1 and c2 for housing data col-
lecting. As described in IV-A the c1 and c2 read records in
dataset as if they crawl them from websites on Internet. The
c1 and c2 put their data into f1 and f2 respectively. The f1 and
f2 put their data into f3. The f3 directly connects to Kafka.
Spark streaming system fetch data from Kafka based on the
time window. The fetched data flows into two directions. In
one direction the data is pushed to speed layer and in this
layer the kd tree model is trained by the data. In the other
direction the same data is appended to the existing distributed
Cassandra database and in the batch layer the kd tree is trained
by all or partial data in Cassandra. For speed layer the model
training frequency is decided by the size of time window which
can be set half an hour, one hour, or two hours and so on.
The model training frequency for batch layer can be set one
day, two days and so on. Based on speed layer the real-time
service can be built which can provide price prediction and
house recommending based on the coming data in the time
window. The batch service built on batch layer can do the
same task based on the historical data. The results from real-
time and batch services can support decision making from
different perspectives.

C. Experimental Results

We can test the effectiveness of price prediction and housing
recommendation by submitting some data to the real-time
and batch service respectively. For example, after running a
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The first advantage is that kNN can get more accurate result
when the number of sample data is few. KNN only needs to
find out the k nearest neighbors from the sample data but other
prediction models may have to get more data to execute the
training. If the dataset only contains two samples(k=2), for
example the housing information of the 4th and 6th floors.
If the task is to predict the price of housing on the 5th floor
that between 4th and 6th floors in the same building, then kNN
model will get the 4th and 6th floors as its 2 nearest neighbors
and predict the 5th housing price by averaging the prices of
the two neighbors. But for others models two samples are too
small to execute the training.

The second advantage is that kNN can also generate a
recommending housings list by the k nearest neighbors them-
selves besides predicting housing price.

Assume that the data set X = {x1, . . . , xm}, where m
represents the number of housing records. xi = (xi1, . . . , xin),
1 ≤ i ≤ m, where n is the number of fields in each record
and xin is the price field. Suppose the data of a house is
h = (h1, . . . , hn−1, hprice), where h1, . . . , hn−1 are known
and hprice is the targeting value that will be predicted by kNN.
The following steps describe the details of prediction by kNN
method.

Step 1. For each data record x in X, its 1st to (n-1)th fields
are used to calculate the Euclidean distance from h and the re-
sults are collected and sorted to find the k nearest data records.
Let Xk = (xs1 , . . . , xsk) be the vector representing the k
nearest data records by distance from near to far, and the cor-
responding distance vector is Distk = (dists1 , . . . , distsk).

Step 2. Use the nth field of the k data records to estimate
the value of hprice, as shown in (1).

hprice =

∑k
i=1 xsin

k
(1)

Where xsin is the nth field of record xsi , i.e., the price
field.

The variation of kNN is Weighted kNN that considers the
influences of different distances on hprice instead of directly
averaging the nth field of the k data records in (1). The
following (2) calculates the weight for each data record based
on the distance, where δ is the appropriate positive constant.

wsi = e−
distsi

2

2δ2 (2)

The value range of wsi is (0, 1]. The larger the value
of distsi , the smaller the value of wsi , and vice versa.
These characteristics determine that wsi is a better choice
for representing weight. After the introduction of weights, the
calculation of hprice is shown in (3).

hprice =

∑k
i=1 wsixsin∑k

i=1 wsi

(3)

B. Kd tree and ball tree

The naive or brute kNN is to choose the k nearest neighbors
from the n samples by sample-wise comparison. The time
complexity to predict price of one housing is O(n2). When

n is large the brute kNN is not a practicable method. Many
improved methods are designed to solve this problem such as
the kd tree [17], [18], ball tree [19], [20], Hybrid Spill Tree
[25], [26] and so on. The time complexity of these tree-based
methods are O(log(n)).

The process of building kd tree is recursive process that
includes two main steps shown in Fig. 3.

Step1. Computes the variance of the dimensions and splits
the data at median based on the dimension Root that has the
highest variance. Let the two split datasets be Left and Right.

Step2. Repeat the step 1 for Left and Right until Left and
Right cannot be split.

Fig. 3. The construction of kd tree.

The process of building ball tree is also a recursive process
that includes two main steps shown in Fig. 4.

Step1. All data is split into two almost equal sized balls
ballA and ballB .

Step2. Repeat the step 1 for ballA and ballB until ballA
and ballB cannot be split.

Fig. 4. The construction of ball tree.

In this paper the kd tree is used in both batch and speed
layers in Lambda architecture. The reason will be explained in
detail in Section V. After trained by data the kd tree will reside
in memory and provide prediction service until next iteration.
For instance, in batch layer the kd tree is trained every day
and in speed layer the training frequency is decided by the
size of time windows.

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Data

Usually, the second-hand housing data is crawled from the
official websites on the Internet. A distributed crawling system
is designed and deployed on cloud to gather data. In such
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Fig. 5. The exploration of all data fields.

Fig. 6. The housing price distribution of different latitude and longitude.

period of time, there are 153626 records in Cassandra and
the kd tree has been trained by data in batch layer. The time
window of Spark streaming is set to 30s and the kd tree in
speed layer has been trained by data in this time span. The
housing information [3, 2, 2, 1, 6, 0.5, 102.66, 0, 39.873867,
116.66589] is submitted to the real time and batch service

Fig. 7. The corralation of data fields.

respectively. Both services are deployed in Flask and the
housing information is post to corresponding service in JSON
format.
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TABLE III
THE COMPONENTS AND FRAMEWORKS IN THE SYSTEM

Frameworks Functions Office websites
Flume Gather and redirect streaming data. http://flume.apache.org/

Kafka Cache the data flow from Flume and provide streaming data to Spark streaming system. http://kafka.apache.org/

Spark streaming
1. Be used in speed layer to get streaming data for real-time computation.
2. Store streaming data as real-time views.
3. Append streaming data to distributed Cassandra database.

https://spark.apache.org/streaming/

Cassandra Be used in batch layer to store the streaming data and provide batch views. https://cassandra.apache.org

Flask
1. Train kd trees based on real-time and batch views respectively.
2. Provide web interfaces for both real-time and batch services.

https://flask.palletsprojects.com/

Fig. 8. The structure of price prediction system.

Table IV shows the results returned by batch service when
k = 10. The predicted price is 33194.3 that is the average price
of the 10 nearest neighbors. We can also compute the price
by weighted kNN. The response time of service is 0.001753s
that is short enough. The id field gives the neighbor index in
the 153626 records. So one whole housing information with
26 fields can be obtained by each id.

Table V shows the results returned by real-time service
when k = 10. The predicted price is 34910.6 and the numbers
in id field are the housing indices in the records of the
corresponding time window.

For the same input data the batch and real-time services
give different price predictions. The reason is that the kd tree
in batch service is trained by the all or partial historical data,
but the kd tree in real-time service is trained by the data in
time window. In our example the more training data the greater
chance to find out the most nearest neighbors. It can be seen
from the distance values in the distance column in Table IV
and V. It is clear that the 10 neighbors got in batch service
are closer to input data than in the real-time service.

So in Lambda architecture we can get more accurate pre-
diction in batch service and get more timely prediction in real-
time service that can reflect the trend and fluctuation of price in
short term. These two kinds of prices can give us the different
perspectives to make decision.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the time and space performance of brute kNN,
kd tree and ball tree are compared. The results show that kd
tree is better than other two models in our application. We
also compare some other machine learning models with the
three kNN related models.

Figure 9 shows the memory space of different models after
training for different n, here n is the number of records in
training data. The values of n are set 20000, 50000, 100000
and 150000. It can be seen that with the growth of n the
memory space of different models increases accordingly. And
the memory space of kd tree and ball tree has more significant
increase than brute kNN. The reason is that besides the basic
data information both the kd tree and ball tree need additional
space to store tree structure information.

Figure 10 shows time cost of different models for different
n during the training process. It can be seen that the brute
kNN uses less training time than both kd tree and ball tree.
The time cost of kd tree and ball tree has significant increase
as the growth of n because both tree-based models need more
time to construct the tree structures.

So from Fig. 9 and 10 it can be seen that both kd tree and
ball tree need more memory space and training time. But after
trained, the tree-based models have shorter prediction time. It
can be proved by the following experiment. The testing dataset
includes 1000 samples and all models are trained by the same
training dataset. When k=3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 we compute the
averaging prediction time of 1000 samples on brute kNN, ball
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respectively. Both services are deployed in Flask and the
housing information is post to corresponding service in JSON
format.
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Table IV shows the results returned by batch service when
k = 10. The predicted price is 33194.3 that is the average price
of the 10 nearest neighbors. We can also compute the price
by weighted kNN. The response time of service is 0.001753s
that is short enough. The id field gives the neighbor index in
the 153626 records. So one whole housing information with
26 fields can be obtained by each id.
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when k = 10. The predicted price is 34910.6 and the numbers
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corresponding time window.
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Table IV shows the results returned by batch service when
k = 10. The predicted price is 33194.3 that is the average price
of the 10 nearest neighbors. We can also compute the price
by weighted kNN. The response time of service is 0.001753s
that is short enough. The id field gives the neighbor index in
the 153626 records. So one whole housing information with
26 fields can be obtained by each id.

Table V shows the results returned by real-time service
when k = 10. The predicted price is 34910.6 and the numbers
in id field are the housing indices in the records of the
corresponding time window.

For the same input data the batch and real-time services
give different price predictions. The reason is that the kd tree
in batch service is trained by the all or partial historical data,
but the kd tree in real-time service is trained by the data in
time window. In our example the more training data the greater
chance to find out the most nearest neighbors. It can be seen
from the distance values in the distance column in Table IV
and V. It is clear that the 10 neighbors got in batch service
are closer to input data than in the real-time service.

So in Lambda architecture we can get more accurate pre-
diction in batch service and get more timely prediction in real-
time service that can reflect the trend and fluctuation of price in
short term. These two kinds of prices can give us the different
perspectives to make decision.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the time and space performance of brute kNN,
kd tree and ball tree are compared. The results show that kd
tree is better than other two models in our application. We
also compare some other machine learning models with the
three kNN related models.

Figure 9 shows the memory space of different models after
training for different n, here n is the number of records in
training data. The values of n are set 20000, 50000, 100000
and 150000. It can be seen that with the growth of n the
memory space of different models increases accordingly. And
the memory space of kd tree and ball tree has more significant
increase than brute kNN. The reason is that besides the basic
data information both the kd tree and ball tree need additional
space to store tree structure information.

Figure 10 shows time cost of different models for different
n during the training process. It can be seen that the brute
kNN uses less training time than both kd tree and ball tree.
The time cost of kd tree and ball tree has significant increase
as the growth of n because both tree-based models need more
time to construct the tree structures.

So from Fig. 9 and 10 it can be seen that both kd tree and
ball tree need more memory space and training time. But after
trained, the tree-based models have shorter prediction time. It
can be proved by the following experiment. The testing dataset
includes 1000 samples and all models are trained by the same
training dataset. When k=3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 we compute the
averaging prediction time of 1000 samples on brute kNN, ball
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Table IV shows the results returned by batch service when
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when k = 10. The predicted price is 34910.6 and the numbers
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For the same input data the batch and real-time services
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in batch service is trained by the all or partial historical data,
but the kd tree in real-time service is trained by the data in
time window. In our example the more training data the greater
chance to find out the most nearest neighbors. It can be seen
from the distance values in the distance column in Table IV
and V. It is clear that the 10 neighbors got in batch service
are closer to input data than in the real-time service.

So in Lambda architecture we can get more accurate pre-
diction in batch service and get more timely prediction in real-
time service that can reflect the trend and fluctuation of price in
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and 150000. It can be seen that with the growth of n the
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TABLE IV
THE BATCH SERVICE RESULTS WHEN k = 10.

id bedroom livingroom bathroom kitchen floor ladderratio square subway lat lng distances
65707 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 105.97 0 39.879143 116.652458 0.158833

151840 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 108.38 0 39.882812 116.661682 0.186459

151820 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 108.70 0 39.882812 116.661682 0.193895

14604 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 110.00 0 39.876873 116.655457 0.222846

14596 3 2 2 1 6 0.333 110.00 0 39.876873 116.655457 0.222846

65726 3 2 2 1 6 0.333 109.92 0 39.879143 116.652458 0.237487

14603 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 110.81 0 39.876873 116.655457 0.242931

112687 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 111.62 0 39.882767 116.669685 0.264404

142464 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 111.65 0 39.883930 116.655563 0.282764

112650 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 92.90 0 39.882767 116.669685 0.284707

TABLE V
THE REAL-TIME SERVICE RESULTS WHEN k = 10.

id bedroom livingroom bathroom kitchen floor ladderratio square subway lat lng distances
91 3 2 2 1 15 0.3 114.60 0 39.910679 116.594887 1.666115

73 3 3 2 1 4 0.5 144.70 0 39.970848 116.552177 2.611373

59 2 2 1 1 6 0.5 79.88 0 39.934643 116.695198 2.942007

82 2 2 2 1 4 0.028 52.41 0 39.774361 116.512253 3.288918

78 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 129.56 0 40.092632 116.381378 3.437851

41 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 187.16 0 40.110054 116.560165 3.452464

64 3 1 1 1 9 0.5 95.00 0 39.971687 116.544952 3.491309

44 4 2 2 1 6 0.5 158.00 0 40.162060 116.555733 3.619236

84 3 2 2 1 13 0.5 158.93 1 40.082584 116.416153 3.679577

96 3 2 2 1 25 0.375 129.83 0 40.045547 116.430565 3.754350

Fig. 9. The memory space of brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree models.

tree and kd tree respectively. In Fig. 11 it can be seen that
kd tree have less prediction time than both ball tree and brute
kNN.

Besides the comparison of space and time cost the evalu-
ation metrics RMSE(Root Mean Squared Error), MAE(Mean
Absolute Error) ,R-Squared and MAPE(Mean Absolute Per-
centage Error) are chosen to evaluate the models. The smaller

Fig. 10. Training time of of brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree models.

these metrics the better performance of models. In this pa-
per the k-fold cross-validation technique is used in order to
compute the average values of RMSE, MAE, R-Squared and
MAPE. The k is set to 5. We compare these metrics between
the brute kNN, ball tree and kd tree. Table VI shows the
computed results of RMSE, MAE, R-Squared and MAPE of
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Table IV shows the results returned by batch service when
k = 10. The predicted price is 33194.3 that is the average price
of the 10 nearest neighbors. We can also compute the price
by weighted kNN. The response time of service is 0.001753s
that is short enough. The id field gives the neighbor index in
the 153626 records. So one whole housing information with
26 fields can be obtained by each id.

Table V shows the results returned by real-time service
when k = 10. The predicted price is 34910.6 and the numbers
in id field are the housing indices in the records of the
corresponding time window.

For the same input data the batch and real-time services
give different price predictions. The reason is that the kd tree
in batch service is trained by the all or partial historical data,
but the kd tree in real-time service is trained by the data in
time window. In our example the more training data the greater
chance to find out the most nearest neighbors. It can be seen
from the distance values in the distance column in Table IV
and V. It is clear that the 10 neighbors got in batch service
are closer to input data than in the real-time service.

So in Lambda architecture we can get more accurate pre-
diction in batch service and get more timely prediction in real-
time service that can reflect the trend and fluctuation of price in
short term. These two kinds of prices can give us the different
perspectives to make decision.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the time and space performance of brute kNN,
kd tree and ball tree are compared. The results show that kd
tree is better than other two models in our application. We
also compare some other machine learning models with the
three kNN related models.

Figure 9 shows the memory space of different models after
training for different n, here n is the number of records in
training data. The values of n are set 20000, 50000, 100000
and 150000. It can be seen that with the growth of n the
memory space of different models increases accordingly. And
the memory space of kd tree and ball tree has more significant
increase than brute kNN. The reason is that besides the basic
data information both the kd tree and ball tree need additional
space to store tree structure information.

Figure 10 shows time cost of different models for different
n during the training process. It can be seen that the brute
kNN uses less training time than both kd tree and ball tree.
The time cost of kd tree and ball tree has significant increase
as the growth of n because both tree-based models need more
time to construct the tree structures.

So from Fig. 9 and 10 it can be seen that both kd tree and
ball tree need more memory space and training time. But after
trained, the tree-based models have shorter prediction time. It
can be proved by the following experiment. The testing dataset
includes 1000 samples and all models are trained by the same
training dataset. When k=3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 we compute the
averaging prediction time of 1000 samples on brute kNN, ball
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also compare some other machine learning models with the
three kNN related models.
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and 150000. It can be seen that with the growth of n the
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TABLE IV
THE BATCH SERVICE RESULTS WHEN k = 10.

id bedroom livingroom bathroom kitchen floor ladderratio square subway lat lng distances
65707 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 105.97 0 39.879143 116.652458 0.158833

151840 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 108.38 0 39.882812 116.661682 0.186459

151820 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 108.70 0 39.882812 116.661682 0.193895

14604 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 110.00 0 39.876873 116.655457 0.222846

14596 3 2 2 1 6 0.333 110.00 0 39.876873 116.655457 0.222846

65726 3 2 2 1 6 0.333 109.92 0 39.879143 116.652458 0.237487

14603 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 110.81 0 39.876873 116.655457 0.242931

112687 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 111.62 0 39.882767 116.669685 0.264404

142464 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 111.65 0 39.883930 116.655563 0.282764

112650 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 92.90 0 39.882767 116.669685 0.284707

TABLE V
THE REAL-TIME SERVICE RESULTS WHEN k = 10.

id bedroom livingroom bathroom kitchen floor ladderratio square subway lat lng distances
91 3 2 2 1 15 0.3 114.60 0 39.910679 116.594887 1.666115

73 3 3 2 1 4 0.5 144.70 0 39.970848 116.552177 2.611373

59 2 2 1 1 6 0.5 79.88 0 39.934643 116.695198 2.942007

82 2 2 2 1 4 0.028 52.41 0 39.774361 116.512253 3.288918

78 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 129.56 0 40.092632 116.381378 3.437851

41 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 187.16 0 40.110054 116.560165 3.452464

64 3 1 1 1 9 0.5 95.00 0 39.971687 116.544952 3.491309

44 4 2 2 1 6 0.5 158.00 0 40.162060 116.555733 3.619236

84 3 2 2 1 13 0.5 158.93 1 40.082584 116.416153 3.679577

96 3 2 2 1 25 0.375 129.83 0 40.045547 116.430565 3.754350

Fig. 9. The memory space of brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree models.

tree and kd tree respectively. In Fig. 11 it can be seen that
kd tree have less prediction time than both ball tree and brute
kNN.

Besides the comparison of space and time cost the evalu-
ation metrics RMSE(Root Mean Squared Error), MAE(Mean
Absolute Error) ,R-Squared and MAPE(Mean Absolute Per-
centage Error) are chosen to evaluate the models. The smaller

Fig. 10. Training time of of brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree models.

these metrics the better performance of models. In this pa-
per the k-fold cross-validation technique is used in order to
compute the average values of RMSE, MAE, R-Squared and
MAPE. The k is set to 5. We compare these metrics between
the brute kNN, ball tree and kd tree. Table VI shows the
computed results of RMSE, MAE, R-Squared and MAPE of
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41 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 187.16 0 40.110054 116.560165 3.452464

64 3 1 1 1 9 0.5 95.00 0 39.971687 116.544952 3.491309

44 4 2 2 1 6 0.5 158.00 0 40.162060 116.555733 3.619236

84 3 2 2 1 13 0.5 158.93 1 40.082584 116.416153 3.679577

96 3 2 2 1 25 0.375 129.83 0 40.045547 116.430565 3.754350

Fig. 9. The memory space of brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree models.
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Besides the comparison of space and time cost the evalu-
ation metrics RMSE(Root Mean Squared Error), MAE(Mean
Absolute Error) ,R-Squared and MAPE(Mean Absolute Per-
centage Error) are chosen to evaluate the models. The smaller

Fig. 10. Training time of of brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree models.

these metrics the better performance of models. In this pa-
per the k-fold cross-validation technique is used in order to
compute the average values of RMSE, MAE, R-Squared and
MAPE. The k is set to 5. We compare these metrics between
the brute kNN, ball tree and kd tree. Table VI shows the
computed results of RMSE, MAE, R-Squared and MAPE of
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three kNN related models for k=3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25. It can be
seen that there is no obvious difference of performance in all
cases.

TABLE VI
THE EVALUATION METRICS FOR DIFFERENT k ON THE brute kNN, ball tree

AND kd tree MODELS.

k Models RMSE MAE R-Squared MAPE
3 brute kNN 18206.3527 13926.4134 0.4257 364.7942

ball tree 18202.1706 13926.7102 0.4260 364.7693

kd tree 18200.8848 13926.0901 0.4260 358.1100

5 brute kNN 17562.3638 13584.7236 0.4656 350.8004

ball tree 17548.6531 13577.2199 0.4664 346.4767

kd tree 17553.8938 13579.8747 0.4661 346.4880

10 brute kNN 17129.0225 13382.8892 0.4916 337.2047

ball tree 17122.4624 13377.2459 0.4920 336.3491

kd tree 17126.3306 13377.2684 0.4918 335.6577

15 brute kNN 17062.6534 13373.7111 0.4956 347.9658

ball tree 17061.8768 13377.6418 0.4956 345.4252

kd tree 17064.7471 13376.5118 0.4955 345.9193

20 brute kNN 17062.9813 13407.4079 0.4956 351.2006

ball tree 17062.5500 13403.7100 0.4956 352.4062

kd tree 17067.8417 13410.3385 0.4953 352.5939

25 brute kNN 17086.2347 13437.6975 0.4942 364.1835

ball tree 17086.8381 13436.8339 0.4942 364.5805

kd tree 17086.4431 13437.4806 0.4942 364.1689

In the k-fold cross-validation above, other machine learning
models are chosen to complete the same prediction task,
including regression, neural network, decision tree, random
forest and SVM regression. The description and parameter
information and the average values of RMSE, MAE, R-
Squared and MAPE of these models are shown in Table VII.
From Table VI and VII we can see that kNN-related models
have better performance in our application.

From these experiments we can see:
1. The brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree have similar

evaluation metrics that are better than other machine learning
models in our system.

2. Although the ball tree and kd tree need more memory
space and training time than brute kNN, the prediction time is
less.

3. In our application the kd tree has less prediction time
than ball tree. So we choose kd tree as the final model.

VI. CONCLUSION

The accurate and timely housing price prediction can help
individuals and enterprises make reasonable decisions. In this
paper we design and implement a system for the prediction
of second-hand housing price based on Lambda Architecture.
This system can provide housing price prediction by both
historical and real-time data, so it can provide two different
perspectives on prediction. By analysis of the space and time
performance and metrics comparison with other models, the
kd tree is used as prediction model in both batch layer and
speed layer. Besides price prediction, the other benefit of using
the kd tree is that the nearest k neighbors can be used as a
housing recommending list. The system can also be used in
other applications to provide prediction services.

Other architectures, such as Kappa and Alarea, can also
complete the same task. In the future, we will consider porting
the existing system to these two frameworks and compare their
implementation performance with that of Lambda architecture.
Alarea is very attractive because its techniques stack is very
similar to that of our system, and it combines the advantages
of Lambda and Kappa architectures.
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TABLE IV
THE BATCH SERVICE RESULTS WHEN k = 10.

id bedroom livingroom bathroom kitchen floor ladderratio square subway lat lng distances
65707 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 105.97 0 39.879143 116.652458 0.158833

151840 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 108.38 0 39.882812 116.661682 0.186459

151820 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 108.70 0 39.882812 116.661682 0.193895

14604 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 110.00 0 39.876873 116.655457 0.222846

14596 3 2 2 1 6 0.333 110.00 0 39.876873 116.655457 0.222846

65726 3 2 2 1 6 0.333 109.92 0 39.879143 116.652458 0.237487

14603 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 110.81 0 39.876873 116.655457 0.242931

112687 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 111.62 0 39.882767 116.669685 0.264404

142464 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 111.65 0 39.883930 116.655563 0.282764

112650 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 92.90 0 39.882767 116.669685 0.284707

TABLE V
THE REAL-TIME SERVICE RESULTS WHEN k = 10.

id bedroom livingroom bathroom kitchen floor ladderratio square subway lat lng distances
91 3 2 2 1 15 0.3 114.60 0 39.910679 116.594887 1.666115

73 3 3 2 1 4 0.5 144.70 0 39.970848 116.552177 2.611373

59 2 2 1 1 6 0.5 79.88 0 39.934643 116.695198 2.942007

82 2 2 2 1 4 0.028 52.41 0 39.774361 116.512253 3.288918

78 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 129.56 0 40.092632 116.381378 3.437851

41 3 2 2 1 6 0.5 187.16 0 40.110054 116.560165 3.452464

64 3 1 1 1 9 0.5 95.00 0 39.971687 116.544952 3.491309

44 4 2 2 1 6 0.5 158.00 0 40.162060 116.555733 3.619236

84 3 2 2 1 13 0.5 158.93 1 40.082584 116.416153 3.679577

96 3 2 2 1 25 0.375 129.83 0 40.045547 116.430565 3.754350

Fig. 9. The memory space of brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree models.

tree and kd tree respectively. In Fig. 11 it can be seen that
kd tree have less prediction time than both ball tree and brute
kNN.

Besides the comparison of space and time cost the evalu-
ation metrics RMSE(Root Mean Squared Error), MAE(Mean
Absolute Error) ,R-Squared and MAPE(Mean Absolute Per-
centage Error) are chosen to evaluate the models. The smaller

Fig. 10. Training time of of brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree models.

these metrics the better performance of models. In this pa-
per the k-fold cross-validation technique is used in order to
compute the average values of RMSE, MAE, R-Squared and
MAPE. The k is set to 5. We compare these metrics between
the brute kNN, ball tree and kd tree. Table VI shows the
computed results of RMSE, MAE, R-Squared and MAPE of
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three kNN related models for k=3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25. It can be
seen that there is no obvious difference of performance in all
cases.

TABLE VI
THE EVALUATION METRICS FOR DIFFERENT k ON THE brute kNN, ball tree

AND kd tree MODELS.

k Models RMSE MAE R-Squared MAPE
3 brute kNN 18206.3527 13926.4134 0.4257 364.7942

ball tree 18202.1706 13926.7102 0.4260 364.7693

kd tree 18200.8848 13926.0901 0.4260 358.1100

5 brute kNN 17562.3638 13584.7236 0.4656 350.8004

ball tree 17548.6531 13577.2199 0.4664 346.4767

kd tree 17553.8938 13579.8747 0.4661 346.4880

10 brute kNN 17129.0225 13382.8892 0.4916 337.2047

ball tree 17122.4624 13377.2459 0.4920 336.3491

kd tree 17126.3306 13377.2684 0.4918 335.6577
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kd tree 17086.4431 13437.4806 0.4942 364.1689

In the k-fold cross-validation above, other machine learning
models are chosen to complete the same prediction task,
including regression, neural network, decision tree, random
forest and SVM regression. The description and parameter
information and the average values of RMSE, MAE, R-
Squared and MAPE of these models are shown in Table VII.
From Table VI and VII we can see that kNN-related models
have better performance in our application.

From these experiments we can see:
1. The brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree have similar

evaluation metrics that are better than other machine learning
models in our system.

2. Although the ball tree and kd tree need more memory
space and training time than brute kNN, the prediction time is
less.

3. In our application the kd tree has less prediction time
than ball tree. So we choose kd tree as the final model.

VI. CONCLUSION

The accurate and timely housing price prediction can help
individuals and enterprises make reasonable decisions. In this
paper we design and implement a system for the prediction
of second-hand housing price based on Lambda Architecture.
This system can provide housing price prediction by both
historical and real-time data, so it can provide two different
perspectives on prediction. By analysis of the space and time
performance and metrics comparison with other models, the
kd tree is used as prediction model in both batch layer and
speed layer. Besides price prediction, the other benefit of using
the kd tree is that the nearest k neighbors can be used as a
housing recommending list. The system can also be used in
other applications to provide prediction services.

Other architectures, such as Kappa and Alarea, can also
complete the same task. In the future, we will consider porting
the existing system to these two frameworks and compare their
implementation performance with that of Lambda architecture.
Alarea is very attractive because its techniques stack is very
similar to that of our system, and it combines the advantages
of Lambda and Kappa architectures.
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From Table VI and VII we can see that kNN-related models
have better performance in our application.

From these experiments we can see:
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evaluation metrics that are better than other machine learning
models in our system.

2. Although the ball tree and kd tree need more memory
space and training time than brute kNN, the prediction time is
less.

3. In our application the kd tree has less prediction time
than ball tree. So we choose kd tree as the final model.
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individuals and enterprises make reasonable decisions. In this
paper we design and implement a system for the prediction
of second-hand housing price based on Lambda Architecture.
This system can provide housing price prediction by both
historical and real-time data, so it can provide two different
perspectives on prediction. By analysis of the space and time
performance and metrics comparison with other models, the
kd tree is used as prediction model in both batch layer and
speed layer. Besides price prediction, the other benefit of using
the kd tree is that the nearest k neighbors can be used as a
housing recommending list. The system can also be used in
other applications to provide prediction services.

Other architectures, such as Kappa and Alarea, can also
complete the same task. In the future, we will consider porting
the existing system to these two frameworks and compare their
implementation performance with that of Lambda architecture.
Alarea is very attractive because its techniques stack is very
similar to that of our system, and it combines the advantages
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forest and SVM regression. The description and parameter
information and the average values of RMSE, MAE, R-
Squared and MAPE of these models are shown in Table VII.
From Table VI and VII we can see that kNN-related models
have better performance in our application.

From these experiments we can see:
1. The brute kNN, kd tree and ball tree have similar

evaluation metrics that are better than other machine learning
models in our system.

2. Although the ball tree and kd tree need more memory
space and training time than brute kNN, the prediction time is
less.

3. In our application the kd tree has less prediction time
than ball tree. So we choose kd tree as the final model.

VI. CONCLUSION

The accurate and timely housing price prediction can help
individuals and enterprises make reasonable decisions. In this
paper we design and implement a system for the prediction
of second-hand housing price based on Lambda Architecture.
This system can provide housing price prediction by both
historical and real-time data, so it can provide two different
perspectives on prediction. By analysis of the space and time
performance and metrics comparison with other models, the
kd tree is used as prediction model in both batch layer and
speed layer. Besides price prediction, the other benefit of using
the kd tree is that the nearest k neighbors can be used as a
housing recommending list. The system can also be used in
other applications to provide prediction services.

Other architectures, such as Kappa and Alarea, can also
complete the same task. In the future, we will consider porting
the existing system to these two frameworks and compare their
implementation performance with that of Lambda architecture.
Alarea is very attractive because its techniques stack is very
similar to that of our system, and it combines the advantages
of Lambda and Kappa architectures.
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Abstract—Iteratively decoded block turbo codes are product
codes that exhibit excellent performance with reasonable com-
plexity. In this paper, a generalization of parallel concatenated
block codes (GPCBs) based on RS codes is presented. We propose
an efficient decoding algorithm with modifications of the Chase-
Pyndiah algorithm is written by using Weighting factor α and
Reliability factor β.
In this work, we studied the effect of diverse parametres
such as the effect of various component codes, interleaver size
(number of sub-blocks) and number of iterations. The simulation
results shows the relevance of the adapted parameters to decode
generalized parallel concatenated block codes based on RS codes.
The proposed algorithm (MCP) using the adapted parameters
performs better than the one using with empirical parameters
(CP).

Index Terms— RS codes, Chase decoding, Modified Chase-
Pyndiah Algorithm, iterative decoding, generalized parallel con-
catenated codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are many reasons that contributed to the massive
interest in product codes. First of all, product codes have
noticed a great growth as a result of the introduction of
Turbo decoding. In addition to this, the product codes are
very identical to concatenated codes as well as to multilevel
codes in the sense that almost any solution that works for
product codes can easily be compatible to concatenated codes
and multilevel codes. Many scholars have suggested different
computation methods of soft value for iterative decoding of
product codes. A case in example can be found in the works
of Pyndiah et al. [1] [2] [3] and [4] who proposed a new
iterative decoding algorithm based on Chase decoding [5][6].
The obtained results for product codes based on BCH codes
suggested that there is a similarity with those obtained by
convolutional turbo codes. Likewise, the generalized parallel
concatenated block (GPCB) codes can be seen to be similar
to convolutional turbo codes in both encoding and decoding
structures. Iterative decoding of concatenated codes uses long
powerful codes, and keeps the decoder relatively simple. The
length and power of these codes result in safety and durability
of application.

Our study is based on RS codes that we decode by using
the Modified Chase-Pyndiah algorithm (MCP) [7][8]. Our
contribution, in this work, lies in that we tested the application
of the Modified Chase-Pyndiah SISO algorithm to decode the
GPCB-RS codes based on RS CODES, and we investigated the
impact of various component codes, the number of iterations,
interleaver size, length and pattern using simulations with an
adapted scaling factor to the circumstances of the decoder,
namely β and α.
Relevant studies adapted scaling factor to the circumstances of
the decoder. The adapted parameter can outperforms the previ-
ous empirical factor, except that the adapted parameter works
without re-optimisation after every change in application. This
can be noticed in the generalized serial concatenated block
codes presented in [9] and parallel concatenated block codes
in [10]. Unlike the aforementioned works that applied adapted
scaling factor for BCH codes, our study applies this adapted
parameter to decode GPCB-RS codes. We can compare our
work with several recent works using turbo decoding for con-
volutional codes or block codes using experimental weighting
parameters namely [11][12] [13] and [14], our result gave good
performance at the level of the gold decoding gain close to
the Shannon limits [15].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows : Section
II presents the encoder structure of the generalized parallel
concatenated block codes. In Section III, we present the
component decoder. We describe the iterative decoding of the
GPCB codes, in Section IV. The simulation results are given
in Section V. The last Section concludes this paper.

II. GENERALIZED PARALLEL CONCATENATED
BLOCK CODES (GPCB)

1) CONSTRUCTION:

The Fig. 1 illustrates the construction of the generalized
parallel concatenated block codes (GPCB). Here a block of
N = M × k data symbols at the input of the encoder
is subdivided to M sub-blocks each of k symbols. Each k
symbols vector is encoded in order to produce n symbols
codeword. The input block is scrambled by the interleaver
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iterative decoding algorithm based on Chase decoding [5][6].
The obtained results for product codes based on BCH codes
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without re-optimisation after every change in application. This
can be noticed in the generalized serial concatenated block
codes presented in [9] and parallel concatenated block codes
in [10]. Unlike the aforementioned works that applied adapted
scaling factor for BCH codes, our study applies this adapted
parameter to decode GPCB-RS codes. We can compare our
work with several recent works using turbo decoding for con-
volutional codes or block codes using experimental weighting
parameters namely [11][12] [13] and [14], our result gave good
performance at the level of the gold decoding gain close to
the Shannon limits [15].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows : Section
II presents the encoder structure of the generalized parallel
concatenated block codes. In Section III, we present the
component decoder. We describe the iterative decoding of the
GPCB codes, in Section IV. The simulation results are given
in Section V. The last Section concludes this paper.

II. GENERALIZED PARALLEL CONCATENATED
BLOCK CODES (GPCB)

1) CONSTRUCTION:

The Fig. 1 illustrates the construction of the generalized
parallel concatenated block codes (GPCB). Here a block of
N = M × k data symbols at the input of the encoder
is subdivided to M sub-blocks each of k symbols. Each k
symbols vector is encoded in order to produce n symbols
codeword. The input block is scrambled by the interleaver
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Fig. 1. Encoder structure of GPCB

-denoted by Π- before entering in the second encoder. The
codeword of GPCB code, as shown in Fig. 2, consists of
the input block followed by the parity check symbols of both
encoders. In this contribution, several interleaving techniques
were invoked such as random, helical, diagonal and primitive
interleaver.
A systematic GPCB code is based on two component sys-
tematic block codes, C1 with parameters (n1, k) and C2

with parameters (n2, k). Viewing the coding scheme of 1
as single GPCB encoder, the length of the information-word
to be encoded by the GPCB code is given by the size of
the interleaver N = M × k . The first encoder produces
P1 = M×(n1−k) parity check symbols. The second encoder
produces P2 = M × (n2 − k) parity check symbols. Thus
the total number of parity symbols generated by the GPCB
encoder is:P = P1 + P2 = M × (n1 + n2 − 2 × k). The
length of the GPCB codeword is given by: L = N + P =
M × (n1 + n2 − k) Consequently, the code rate of the
GPCB codes can be computed by: R = N

L = k
(n1+n2−k) .

This implies that the GPCB code rate is independent of the
interleaver size N .

Fig. 2. Systematic GPCB encoding

2) SOFT DECoding of RS code:
If we consider the transmission of block coded binary symbols
{−1,+1} using BPSK signaling over a Gaussian channel, the
sequence R at the input of the RS decoder has the following
expression: R = E +B

where :

R =




r11 · · · r1j · · · r1n
...

... rij
...

...
rm1 · · · rmj · · · rmn




is the received sample word,

E =




e11 · · · e1j · · · e1n
...

... eij
...

...
em1 · · · emj · · · emn




is the transmitted word,

B =




b11 · · · b1j · · · b1n
...

... bij
...

...
bm1 · · · bmj · · · bmn




are Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) samples of
standard deviation σ. Decoding the received sequence R
according to the maximum likelihood criteria is given by :

D = Ci if Pr(E = Ci|R) > Pr(E = Cl|R) ∀l ̸= i
(1)

where:

Ci =




ci11 · · · ci1j · · · ci1n
...

... ciij
...

...
cim1 · · · cimj · · · cimn




is the ith code word of code C with parameters (n, i) and

D =




d11 · · · d1j · · · d1n
...

... dij
...

...
dm1 · · · dmj · · · dmn




The decision corresponding to maximum likelihood transmit-
ted sequence conditionally to R.
For received samples corrupted by AWGN, decoding rule (1)
is simplified into : D = Ci if |R−Ci|2 < |R−Cl|2 ∀l ̸= i
where:

|R− Ci|2 =
n

j=1

l
f=1

(rjf − cijf )
2

III. COMPONENT DECODER

We choose as component decoder the Modified Chase-
Pyndiah algorithm [7]. This decoder works as follows:
The decoder starts by generating a set of codewords which
are in the vicinity of the received vector R. Then, among
those codewords, it selects the nearest codeword from R in
term of Euclidean distance. By doing that it tries to determine
the most likelihood codeword. The reliability of the decoded
bits is given by the log likelihood ratio (LLR) of the decision
dif which is defined by:

LLRif = ln


Pr(ejf = +1|R)

Pr(ejf = −1|R)


(2)
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III. COMPONENT DECODER

We choose as component decoder the Modified Chase-
Pyndiah algorithm [7]. This decoder works as follows:
The decoder starts by generating a set of codewords which
are in the vicinity of the received vector R. Then, among
those codewords, it selects the nearest codeword from R in
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IV. ITERATIVE DECODING OF GPCB CODES

A. GPCB decoder
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We have determined the values of α and β empirically
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performance. So, the better parameters you have the better
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the best BER (bit error rate). Next, we vary the value of the
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with parameters (n2, k). Viewing the coding scheme of 1
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to be encoded by the GPCB code is given by the size of
the interleaver N = M × k . The first encoder produces
P1 = M×(n1−k) parity check symbols. The second encoder
produces P2 = M × (n2 − k) parity check symbols. Thus
the total number of parity symbols generated by the GPCB
encoder is:P = P1 + P2 = M × (n1 + n2 − 2 × k). The
length of the GPCB codeword is given by: L = N + P =
M × (n1 + n2 − k) Consequently, the code rate of the
GPCB codes can be computed by: R = N

L = k
(n1+n2−k) .

This implies that the GPCB code rate is independent of the
interleaver size N .
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2) SOFT DECoding of RS code:
If we consider the transmission of block coded binary symbols
{−1,+1} using BPSK signaling over a Gaussian channel, the
sequence R at the input of the RS decoder has the following
expression: R = E +B

where :
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is the transmitted word,

B =
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...
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bm1 · · · bmj · · · bmn




are Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) samples of
standard deviation σ. Decoding the received sequence R
according to the maximum likelihood criteria is given by :

D = Ci if Pr(E = Ci|R) > Pr(E = Cl|R) ∀l ̸= i
(1)

where:
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is the ith code word of code C with parameters (n, i) and
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... dij
...
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dm1 · · · dmj · · · dmn




The decision corresponding to maximum likelihood transmit-
ted sequence conditionally to R.
For received samples corrupted by AWGN, decoding rule (1)
is simplified into : D = Ci if |R−Ci|2 < |R−Cl|2 ∀l ̸= i
where:

|R− Ci|2 =
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with parameters (n2, k). Viewing the coding scheme of 1
as single GPCB encoder, the length of the information-word
to be encoded by the GPCB code is given by the size of
the interleaver N = M × k . The first encoder produces
P1 = M×(n1−k) parity check symbols. The second encoder
produces P2 = M × (n2 − k) parity check symbols. Thus
the total number of parity symbols generated by the GPCB
encoder is:P = P1 + P2 = M × (n1 + n2 − 2 × k). The
length of the GPCB codeword is given by: L = N + P =
M × (n1 + n2 − k) Consequently, the code rate of the
GPCB codes can be computed by: R = N

L = k
(n1+n2−k) .

This implies that the GPCB code rate is independent of the
interleaver size N .

Fig. 2. Systematic GPCB encoding

2) SOFT DECoding of RS code:
If we consider the transmission of block coded binary symbols
{−1,+1} using BPSK signaling over a Gaussian channel, the
sequence R at the input of the RS decoder has the following
expression: R = E +B

where :

R =




r11 · · · r1j · · · r1n
...

... rij
...

...
rm1 · · · rmj · · · rmn




is the received sample word,

E =




e11 · · · e1j · · · e1n
...

... eij
...

...
em1 · · · emj · · · emn




is the transmitted word,

B =




b11 · · · b1j · · · b1n
...

... bij
...

...
bm1 · · · bmj · · · bmn




are Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) samples of
standard deviation σ. Decoding the received sequence R
according to the maximum likelihood criteria is given by :

D = Ci if Pr(E = Ci|R) > Pr(E = Cl|R) ∀l ̸= i
(1)

where:

Ci =




ci11 · · · ci1j · · · ci1n
...

... ciij
...

...
cim1 · · · cimj · · · cimn




is the ith code word of code C with parameters (n, i) and

D =




d11 · · · d1j · · · d1n
...

... dij
...

...
dm1 · · · dmj · · · dmn




The decision corresponding to maximum likelihood transmit-
ted sequence conditionally to R.
For received samples corrupted by AWGN, decoding rule (1)
is simplified into : D = Ci if |R−Ci|2 < |R−Cl|2 ∀l ̸= i
where:

|R− Ci|2 =
n

j=1

l
f=1

(rjf − cijf )
2

III. COMPONENT DECODER

We choose as component decoder the Modified Chase-
Pyndiah algorithm [7]. This decoder works as follows:
The decoder starts by generating a set of codewords which
are in the vicinity of the received vector R. Then, among
those codewords, it selects the nearest codeword from R in
term of Euclidean distance. By doing that it tries to determine
the most likelihood codeword. The reliability of the decoded
bits is given by the log likelihood ratio (LLR) of the decision
dif which is defined by:

LLRif = ln


Pr(ejf = +1|R)

Pr(ejf = −1|R)


(2)
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Where ejf is the binary element in position (j, f) of the
transmitted code word E, 1 ≤ j ≤ n et 1 ≤ f ≤ m. Using the
bayes rule and taking into account that the noise is Gaussian,

LLRif = log


Σq∈S+1

j
exp−( |R−Cq|2

2σ2 )

Σq∈S−1
j

exp−( |R−Cq|2
2σ2 )


 (3)

where Si
j represent the set of codewords having a bit equal to

i(i = 1) in position j. LLRif can be approximated, in the case
of the AWGN, by: The expression of the can be approximated,
in the case of the AWGN, by:

LLRif =
1

2σ2


|R− Cmin(−1)|2 − |R− Cmin(+1)|2


(4)

Where c
min(+1)
jf and c

min(−1)
jf are two codewords at mini-

mum Euclidean distance from R with c
min(+1)
jf = +1 and

c
min(−1)
jf = −1 , cmin(+1)

jf and c
min(−1)
jf are chosen among the

subset of code word given by Chase algorithm. By expanding
relation 4 we obtain:

LLRif =
2

σ2


rjf +

n
x=1x ̸=j

n
z=1z ̸=f

rxzc
min(+1)
xz ρxz




Where

((x, z) ̸= (j, f)) ρxz =


0, if c

min(+1)
xz = c

min(−1)
xz

1, if c
min(+1)
xz ̸= c

min(−1)
xz

If we normalize the approximated LLR of dif with respect to
2
σ2 we obtain:

r
′

jf = (
σ2

2
)LLRif = rjf + wjf

The estimated normalized LLR of decision dif , r
′

jf is given
by input samples rjf plus wjf which is independent of rjf .
The LLR of r

′

jf is an estimation of the soft decision of the
RS decoder.
To compute the normalized LLRif , of binary elements at
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at minimum Euclidean distance from R. Let Cmin(+i) be
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Cmin(−i) must have −i as binary element at position (j, f).
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′

jf can
be computed using the relation given bellow:

r
′

jf =


(Mmin(−i) −Mmin(i))

4


c
min(i)
jf

Where Mmin(−i) and Mmin(i) represent respectively the
c
min(−i)
jf Euclidean distance from R and c

min(i)
jf Euclidean

distance from R.
Else we use the relation: r

′

jf = ( 12σR + |rij |)cmin(i)
jf where

σR is the standard deviation of the decoder input sequence R.

Fig. 3. Iterative decoding structure for the GPCB codes

IV. ITERATIVE DECODING OF GPCB CODES
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The decision corresponding to maximum likelihood transmit-
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where:
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We choose as component decoder the Modified Chase-
Pyndiah algorithm [7]. This decoder works as follows:
The decoder starts by generating a set of codewords which
are in the vicinity of the received vector R. Then, among
those codewords, it selects the nearest codeword from R in
term of Euclidean distance. By doing that it tries to determine
the most likelihood codeword. The reliability of the decoded
bits is given by the log likelihood ratio (LLR) of the decision
dif which is defined by:
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parameter β , where 0 < β < 1, in the same way.
Once the good parameters are chosen, for the first iteration, we
increment the number of iterations, and we look for the good
ones for the second iteration. Then we come back without
decrementing the number of iterations so as to adjust the
parameters α and β for eventual improvement of the per-
formance. Afterwards, we increment the number of iterations
and repeat again the same process until a maximal number of
iterations is reached. The coefficients α and β used in Chase-
Pyndiah algorithm are listed in table V.

C. Adapted parameter α(p)

1) Parameter α(p): The role of the parameter α(p) is
vital in the decoding performance. In the works [2][9][16]
and [17], this parameter was experimentally predetermined.
Its values are chosen such as the BER = 10−5 is attained
with the minimum number of iterations. This process is too
hard. We have adapted the parameters to the circumstances
of the product codes and turbo like-codes to overcome this
problem. The following formula gives the expression of α(p) :

α(p) =
1

σ2
W (p−1)

where σ2
W (p−1) denote the variance of the extrinsic infor-

mation delivered by the previous decoder. The performance
obtained by using the adapted parameter α(p) is comparable
to those obtained by the predetermined parameter. Therefore,
we don’t need to re-optimize this parameter if we change the
application.

2) Parameter β: In case of absence of competitor all the
code words have an element cj equal to dj . This means that
all codewords vote for the same decision. In this case the
reliability produced by the decoder must follow the fact that
all the words agree on the same decision dj . This can be
translated by the following relation:

γdj = β.dj

where
β = (σλ + |λj |)

where σλ is the standard deviation of the decoder input
sequence R.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this Section, the performances of generalized parallel
concatenated block codes based on RS codes are evaluated.
Transmission over the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
in channel and binary antipodal modulation are used. We are
interested in the information bit error rate (BER) for different
signal to noise ratios per information bit Eb

N0
in dB. There are

many parameters which affect the performance of GPCB-RS
codes when decoded with iterative decoder. Accordingly, we
studied the effects of the following parameters on the decoder
performance, namely the number of decoding iterations, the
component codes and interleaver size and patterns.
The simulation parameters are summarized in this table V:

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Modulation BPSK

Environnement The C Language
Cannel AWGN

Interleaver Random interleaver (default)
Diagonal interleaver
Primitive interleaver
Helical interleaver

Elementary decoder Chase-Pyndiah
Iterations from 1 to 10 (default)

Interleaver size 1× k, 10× k, 100× k, 300× k

A. Effect of iterations

In this part of simulations we compare between the
algorithm of Chase-Pyndiah (CP ) which uses the empirical
parameters and the version of this algorithm which we
modified by using the adapted parameters, called algorithm
Modified Chase-Pyndiah (MCP ).
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Fig. 4. Effect of iterations on iterative decoding of GPCB-RS(67 , 59) Code,
with M=100, over AWGN channel

Fig. 4 shows the performance of the code GPCB-RS (67,
59), with M = 100. This figure shows that the slope of curves
and coding gain are improved by increasing the number of
iterations. After the 10th iteration, the amelioration of the
coding gain becomes negligible for Chase-Pyndiah decoder
(CP ), whereas the Modified Chase-Pyndiah decoder (MCP )
can go up to the 20th iteration.

B. Effect of the parameter M

The Fig. 5 shows the effect of the multi-block M . The gain
reaches 1.4dB as we pass from M = 1 to M = 10,decreases
to 0.4dB between M = 10 to M = 100 and becomes
negligible beyond M = 100. This demonstrates how effective
is the multi-block M .
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and coding gain are improved by increasing the number of
iterations. After the 10th iteration, the amelioration of the
coding gain becomes negligible for Chase-Pyndiah decoder
(CP ), whereas the Modified Chase-Pyndiah decoder (MCP )
can go up to the 20th iteration.

B. Effect of the parameter M

The Fig. 5 shows the effect of the multi-block M . The gain
reaches 1.4dB as we pass from M = 1 to M = 10,decreases
to 0.4dB between M = 10 to M = 100 and becomes
negligible beyond M = 100. This demonstrates how effective
is the multi-block M .
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To study the influence of the interleaver pattern on the
GPCB-RS codes performance, we have evaluated the BER
versus Eb

N0
of the GPCB-RS (67, 59) code using different

interleaver structures such as diagonal, helical, primitive and
random interleaver with parameter M = 100. The Fig. 6
shows the performance results. according to this figure we
observe that the Random interleaver outperforms the other
ones by about 0.5dB at TEB = 10−5.

D. Effect of multi-blocs

To evaluate the performance of the generalized parallel
concatenated block codes, we compare the coding gain at
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the 20th iteration of the following codes GPCB-RS (67,
59), GPCB-RS (131, 123), with the same code rate 0.82
and the parameter M = 100. The performance is shown in
Fig. 7. From this figure, we observe that the performance
becomes worse with increasing the length of the component
code. The GPCB-RS (69,57), GPCB-RS (131, 123) codes are
respectively 2.3, 2.8 away from their Shannon limits.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have extended the work that has been done
to decode generalized concatenated block codes based on BCH
codes for RS codes. We have used adapted parameters in order
to avoid determining its value empirically. The simulation
results show that the adapted parameters are effective, as it
can be demonstrated in the asymptotic performance.
This work can be extended to produce codes and generalized
serially concatenated block based on RS codes adopting the
adapted parameters.
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the 20th iteration of the following codes GPCB-RS (67,
59), GPCB-RS (131, 123), with the same code rate 0.82
and the parameter M = 100. The performance is shown in
Fig. 7. From this figure, we observe that the performance
becomes worse with increasing the length of the component
code. The GPCB-RS (69,57), GPCB-RS (131, 123) codes are
respectively 2.3, 2.8 away from their Shannon limits.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have extended the work that has been done
to decode generalized concatenated block codes based on BCH
codes for RS codes. We have used adapted parameters in order
to avoid determining its value empirically. The simulation
results show that the adapted parameters are effective, as it
can be demonstrated in the asymptotic performance.
This work can be extended to produce codes and generalized
serially concatenated block based on RS codes adopting the
adapted parameters.
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Abstract — The research topic presented in this paper belongs 
to computer vision problems in the transport application area, 
where the statistical data of the results give the input for the 
transport analysis. Although object tracking in a controlled 
environment could be performed with good results in general, 
accurate and detailed annotation of vehicles is a common problem 
in traffic analysis. Such annotation includes static and dynamic 
attributes of numerous vehicles. Most recent object trackers 
employ CNNs to compute the so-called re-identification features of 
the bounding boxes. In this paper we introduce hybrid re-
identification features, which combine latent, static, and dynamic 
attributes to improve tracking. Furthermore, we propose a 
lightweight solution that could be integrated in a real-time multi-
camera tracking system. 
 

Index Terms — transport analysis, deep learning, feature 
extraction, re-identification, multiple object tracking, multi-target 
multi-camera tracking 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The subset of Intelligent Transport Systems allows cooperation 
[15] among the vehicles and infrastructure, which is called Co‐
operative Transport System (CTS). CTS systems are designed 
for cooperative sensing and predicting flow, infrastructure and 
environmental conditions surrounding traffic, with a goal of 
improving the safety and efficiency of road transport operations 
[28]. The efficiency depends on the individual vehicles as well, 
for example their route planning, as an optimization problem. 
The uncertainty influences the route; however, a sophisticated 
model with an appropriate algorithm can handle this uncertainty 
to find the best route [31]. Finding a good solution for route 
planning in a transport network is a general problem with 
arbitrary network type, like a network of buses, a network of 
tram rails, or any other type of a transport network [30].  

Video-based vehicle behavior analysis is done by following 
and annotating the vehicles across multiple cameras. This 
requires accurate multi-target multi-camera tracking (MTMC) 
that must be built upon information coming from single 
cameras. The detection and tracking of multiple vehicles on a 
single-camera is frequently referred to as MTSC (multi-target 
single-camera tracking) or MOT (multiple object tracking). 
These methods first run an object detector network to detect all 
object instances, whose bounding boxes are then matched with 
the trajectories based on previous frames. A critical part of 
fusing MOTs into MTMC is matching the individual 
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trajectories. This could be done by vehicle re-identification, that 
aims to retrieve images from a gallery that contain the object of 
the same identity as a provided query image. Recent solutions 
for MOT extract feature vectors (so called re-id features) using 
special CNNs (for example ResNet-IBN variants [23]) and rank 
gallery images based on their cosine similarity to the query [9], 
[21], [45]. To improve single-camera tracking, some MOT 
methods employ the re-id features to help the association 
between bounding boxes. 

Static and dynamic attributes (such as axle number, 
differentiating signs or velocity) of the vehicles could aid 
MTMC trajectory matching. Determining these attributes 
require frame by frame analysis. Passing vehicles usually 
appear in several, most frequently (but not necessarily) 
neighboring, frames. Thus, to determine dynamic features, it is 
required to correctly identify their trajectories including all 
bounding boxes of the object during their progress in front of 
the camera. For calculating static features this is not necessary 
in general, but it could enhance accuracy by using an ensemble 
decision. The same reasoning holds for a system of multiple 
cameras, where vehicle re-identification and tracking is 
preferable. 

In this paper we introduce hybrid re-id features, which 
combines latent features, static and dynamic attributes of the 
vehicle, and ordinary re-id features. We examine different 
scenarios to calculate the hybrid re-id feature, from most 
accurate to most lightweight, that could even be used in a real-
time MTMC system. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Transport Analysis 
In transport networks different situations can be analyzed, one 
of which is equilibrium at the case of uncertainty situations, 
where the uncertainty comes from lack of information. The 
uncertainty can be represented by Dempster-Shafer theory, an 
interval-based solution has been developed for handling this 
situation [29]. In transport analysis different influencing factors 
of the traffic congestion can be investigated on the roads using 
uncertain probabilities described by probability intervals [32].  

Vehicle behavior analysis consists of some parts, like car-
following, lane change maneuvers, velocities of the cars, etc. 
As the fundamental control strategy of intelligent vehicles, car-
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differentiating signs or velocity) of the vehicles could aid 
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accurate to most lightweight, that could even be used in a real-
time MTMC system. 
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In transport networks different situations can be analyzed, one 
of which is equilibrium at the case of uncertainty situations, 
where the uncertainty comes from lack of information. The 
uncertainty can be represented by Dempster-Shafer theory, an 
interval-based solution has been developed for handling this 
situation [29]. In transport analysis different influencing factors 
of the traffic congestion can be investigated on the roads using 
uncertain probabilities described by probability intervals [32].  

Vehicle behavior analysis consists of some parts, like car-
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As the fundamental control strategy of intelligent vehicles, car-
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following control directly affects vehicle performance. In 
practical driving, drivers usually predict the behavior of 
vehicles in the adjacent lane before modulating the driving 
strategy of the host vehicle [6]. Prediction of lane change 
maneuvers intended by the driver is solved by an artificial 
neural network with fusing features modeling the 
environmental situation [14]. The characterization of vehicles’ 
behavior based on their velocities can be modelled by 
information theory [1]. A vehicle behavior analysis system can 
be used in traffic jams and under complex weather conditions 
[26]. To analyze the behavior of vehicles we need determine the 
static and dynamic features of vehicles in videos, which belongs 
to the discipline of computer vision. 

B. Computer Vision 
Most solutions for MOT can be categorized as either one-phase 
or two-phase approaches. Two-phase methods first run object 
detection to get the bounding boxes, then extract (re-id) features 
of the detected objects. For the association step the SORT [2] 
method uses Kalman filter [10] to predict object locations and 
computes the overlap with detected objects. The matching is 
performed with the Hungarian algorithm [13], with the nodes 
of the graph being the bounding boxes on neighboring frames. 
The IOU tracker [3], on the other hand, does the matching based 
entirely on the overlaps of bounding boxes, without the use of 
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subtracted from vehicle similarity to reduce the bias [45]. Given 
the initial ranking based on similarities, several re-ranking 
methods have been introduced to improve accuracy, such as the 
K-reciprocal nearest neighbor method, that favors gallery 
images having a similar set of k nearest neighbors to the query 
image [43]. 
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A high-level overview of MTMC process is shown in Fig. 1. 
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class confidence levels. Tracking algorithms (e.g. DeepSORT) 
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filtering is a camera-specific step, when stationary, too noisy, 
or unnecessary trajectories, e.g. those containing pedestrians or 
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Figure 1. Overview of the MTMC tracking process using one-phase single-camera tracking (A) or a two-phase one (B). The yellow trajectory 
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Abstract — The research topic presented in this paper belongs 
to computer vision problems in the transport application area, 
where the statistical data of the results give the input for the 
transport analysis. Although object tracking in a controlled 
environment could be performed with good results in general, 
accurate and detailed annotation of vehicles is a common problem 
in traffic analysis. Such annotation includes static and dynamic 
attributes of numerous vehicles. Most recent object trackers 
employ CNNs to compute the so-called re-identification features of 
the bounding boxes. In this paper we introduce hybrid re-
identification features, which combine latent, static, and dynamic 
attributes to improve tracking. Furthermore, we propose a 
lightweight solution that could be integrated in a real-time multi-
camera tracking system. 
 

Index Terms — transport analysis, deep learning, feature 
extraction, re-identification, multiple object tracking, multi-target 
multi-camera tracking 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The subset of Intelligent Transport Systems allows cooperation 
[15] among the vehicles and infrastructure, which is called Co‐
operative Transport System (CTS). CTS systems are designed 
for cooperative sensing and predicting flow, infrastructure and 
environmental conditions surrounding traffic, with a goal of 
improving the safety and efficiency of road transport operations 
[28]. The efficiency depends on the individual vehicles as well, 
for example their route planning, as an optimization problem. 
The uncertainty influences the route; however, a sophisticated 
model with an appropriate algorithm can handle this uncertainty 
to find the best route [31]. Finding a good solution for route 
planning in a transport network is a general problem with 
arbitrary network type, like a network of buses, a network of 
tram rails, or any other type of a transport network [30].  

Video-based vehicle behavior analysis is done by following 
and annotating the vehicles across multiple cameras. This 
requires accurate multi-target multi-camera tracking (MTMC) 
that must be built upon information coming from single 
cameras. The detection and tracking of multiple vehicles on a 
single-camera is frequently referred to as MTSC (multi-target 
single-camera tracking) or MOT (multiple object tracking). 
These methods first run an object detector network to detect all 
object instances, whose bounding boxes are then matched with 
the trajectories based on previous frames. A critical part of 
fusing MOTs into MTMC is matching the individual 
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trajectories. This could be done by vehicle re-identification, that 
aims to retrieve images from a gallery that contain the object of 
the same identity as a provided query image. Recent solutions 
for MOT extract feature vectors (so called re-id features) using 
special CNNs (for example ResNet-IBN variants [23]) and rank 
gallery images based on their cosine similarity to the query [9], 
[21], [45]. To improve single-camera tracking, some MOT 
methods employ the re-id features to help the association 
between bounding boxes. 

Static and dynamic attributes (such as axle number, 
differentiating signs or velocity) of the vehicles could aid 
MTMC trajectory matching. Determining these attributes 
require frame by frame analysis. Passing vehicles usually 
appear in several, most frequently (but not necessarily) 
neighboring, frames. Thus, to determine dynamic features, it is 
required to correctly identify their trajectories including all 
bounding boxes of the object during their progress in front of 
the camera. For calculating static features this is not necessary 
in general, but it could enhance accuracy by using an ensemble 
decision. The same reasoning holds for a system of multiple 
cameras, where vehicle re-identification and tracking is 
preferable. 

In this paper we introduce hybrid re-id features, which 
combines latent features, static and dynamic attributes of the 
vehicle, and ordinary re-id features. We examine different 
scenarios to calculate the hybrid re-id feature, from most 
accurate to most lightweight, that could even be used in a real-
time MTMC system. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Transport Analysis 
In transport networks different situations can be analyzed, one 
of which is equilibrium at the case of uncertainty situations, 
where the uncertainty comes from lack of information. The 
uncertainty can be represented by Dempster-Shafer theory, an 
interval-based solution has been developed for handling this 
situation [29]. In transport analysis different influencing factors 
of the traffic congestion can be investigated on the roads using 
uncertain probabilities described by probability intervals [32].  

Vehicle behavior analysis consists of some parts, like car-
following, lane change maneuvers, velocities of the cars, etc. 
As the fundamental control strategy of intelligent vehicles, car-
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following control directly affects vehicle performance. In 
practical driving, drivers usually predict the behavior of 
vehicles in the adjacent lane before modulating the driving 
strategy of the host vehicle [6]. Prediction of lane change 
maneuvers intended by the driver is solved by an artificial 
neural network with fusing features modeling the 
environmental situation [14]. The characterization of vehicles’ 
behavior based on their velocities can be modelled by 
information theory [1]. A vehicle behavior analysis system can 
be used in traffic jams and under complex weather conditions 
[26]. To analyze the behavior of vehicles we need determine the 
static and dynamic features of vehicles in videos, which belongs 
to the discipline of computer vision. 

B. Computer Vision 
Most solutions for MOT can be categorized as either one-phase 
or two-phase approaches. Two-phase methods first run object 
detection to get the bounding boxes, then extract (re-id) features 
of the detected objects. For the association step the SORT [2] 
method uses Kalman filter [10] to predict object locations and 
computes the overlap with detected objects. The matching is 
performed with the Hungarian algorithm [13], with the nodes 
of the graph being the bounding boxes on neighboring frames. 
The IOU tracker [3], on the other hand, does the matching based 
entirely on the overlaps of bounding boxes, without the use of 
the Kalman filter, thus reaching a higher frame rate. 

To improve tracking, some two-phase methods, such as 
DeepSORT [37] - an improved version of SORT, use deep 
learning to extract re-id features of the detected objects. The re-
id features and the IOU (intersection over union) of bounding 
boxes are used to compute a cost matrix, which is utilized to do 
the linking task using Kalman filter and the Hungarian 
algorithm. This approach delivers decent performance in 
MOTA (multi-object tracking accuracy), however, the two 
different deep learning models (for object detection and re-id 
embedding) do not share architecture and, as the networks are 
run sequentially, the total inference time is the sum of the 
individual execution times. Moreover, in crowded scenes, the 
re-id network must be run separately for tens of bounding 
boxes, further increasing the total running time. 

One-phase approaches merge the object detection and re-id 
embedding phases into a single network, thus, reaching real-
time or near real-time execution time. The JDE (Joint Detection 

and Embedding) [34] tracker uses a FPN (Feature Pyramid 
Network) [16] built on a Yolov3 [5] backbone. The prediction 
heads on top of the FPN produce objectness scores, box offset 
and box size for each anchor and location while also yielding 
the re-id features. The recently proposed FairMOT [42] tracker 
eliminates anchors and seeks to strike a balance between 
accurate detection and re-id features. The prediction head is 
built on a modified DLA (Deep Layer Aggregation) [41] 
network on top of a ResNet-34 [7]. The network processes over 
25 frames per second on multiple benchmarks [42]. 

The extraction of re-id features is a crucial part of MOT 
methods [34], [37], [42]. On the one hand, one-phase trackers 
such as JDE or FairMOT learn embeddings together with 
detection by utilizing cross entropy loss or variations of triplet 
loss [34], [42]. As video datasets with bounding box and 
identity annotations are scarce, weakly supervised learning was 
introduced, utilizing images with bounding box annotations, 
and treating transformed variants of the same objects as the 
same identity [42]. On the other hand, in a two-phase MOT 
(scenario B in Figure 1), a separate re-id model is trained for 
extracting accurate embeddings. Commonly used models for 
this purpose are IBN-net variants with a ResNet [7] or ResNeXt 
[38] backbone. Zhu et al trained three models for extracting 
features describing the vehicle, camera, and orientation, then in 
the final similarity, camera and orientation similarities are 
subtracted from vehicle similarity to reduce the bias [45]. Given 
the initial ranking based on similarities, several re-ranking 
methods have been introduced to improve accuracy, such as the 
K-reciprocal nearest neighbor method, that favors gallery 
images having a similar set of k nearest neighbors to the query 
image [43]. 

III. MTMC VEHICLE TRACKING 
A high-level overview of MTMC process is shown in Fig. 1. 
Video streams are fed into a one-phase (A) or a two-phase (B) 
tracker, which both provide bounding boxes, re-id features, and 
class confidence levels. Tracking algorithms (e.g. DeepSORT) 
generate a trajectory when no more bounding boxes are 
appended to it for a given interval of frames [37]. Trajectory 
filtering is a camera-specific step, when stationary, too noisy, 
or unnecessary trajectories, e.g. those containing pedestrians or 
off-road vehicles, are discarded. When a single-camera 
trajectory is finalized, it is matched with trajectories on other 

Figure 1. Overview of the MTMC tracking process using one-phase single-camera tracking (A) or a two-phase one (B). The yellow trajectory 
is an erroneous detection; thus, it is filtered out in the single-camera process. 
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heads on top of the FPN produce objectness scores, box offset 
and box size for each anchor and location while also yielding 
the re-id features. The recently proposed FairMOT [42] tracker 
eliminates anchors and seeks to strike a balance between 
accurate detection and re-id features. The prediction head is 
built on a modified DLA (Deep Layer Aggregation) [41] 
network on top of a ResNet-34 [7]. The network processes over 
25 frames per second on multiple benchmarks [42]. 

The extraction of re-id features is a crucial part of MOT 
methods [34], [37], [42]. On the one hand, one-phase trackers 
such as JDE or FairMOT learn embeddings together with 
detection by utilizing cross entropy loss or variations of triplet 
loss [34], [42]. As video datasets with bounding box and 
identity annotations are scarce, weakly supervised learning was 
introduced, utilizing images with bounding box annotations, 
and treating transformed variants of the same objects as the 
same identity [42]. On the other hand, in a two-phase MOT 
(scenario B in Figure 1), a separate re-id model is trained for 
extracting accurate embeddings. Commonly used models for 
this purpose are IBN-net variants with a ResNet [7] or ResNeXt 
[38] backbone. Zhu et al trained three models for extracting 
features describing the vehicle, camera, and orientation, then in 
the final similarity, camera and orientation similarities are 
subtracted from vehicle similarity to reduce the bias [45]. Given 
the initial ranking based on similarities, several re-ranking 
methods have been introduced to improve accuracy, such as the 
K-reciprocal nearest neighbor method, that favors gallery 
images having a similar set of k nearest neighbors to the query 
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tracker, which both provide bounding boxes, re-id features, and 
class confidence levels. Tracking algorithms (e.g. DeepSORT) 
generate a trajectory when no more bounding boxes are 
appended to it for a given interval of frames [37]. Trajectory 
filtering is a camera-specific step, when stationary, too noisy, 
or unnecessary trajectories, e.g. those containing pedestrians or 
off-road vehicles, are discarded. When a single-camera 
trajectory is finalized, it is matched with trajectories on other 

Figure 1. Overview of the MTMC tracking process using one-phase single-camera tracking (A) or a two-phase one (B). The yellow trajectory 
is an erroneous detection; thus, it is filtered out in the single-camera process. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the MTMC tracking process using one-phase single-camera tracking (A) or a two-phase one (B). The yellow trajectory 
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Fig. 1.: Overview of the MTMC tracking process using one-phase single-camera tracking (A) or a two-phase one (B). The yellow trajectory is an 
erroneous detection; thus, it is filtered out in the single-camera process.
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cameras to create multi-camera tracklets. This step is usually 
done by clustering the mean feature vectors of tracklets [17]. 

Multi-target multi-camera tracking has been mostly studied 
as an offline task. For example, the test dataset on Track 3 of 
the AI City challenge [22] contains 20 minutes of traffic videos 
from 6 non-overlapping cameras. Many solutions first ran MOT 
on all cameras, and when all trajectories were available, multi-
camera trajectory clustering was deployed [17], [40]. As the 
locations of cameras were available, spatial-temporal 
constraints were considered, which greatly reduced the number 
of possible trajectory matchings. If such constraints are not 
available, the inter-camera matching can only be done based on 
vehicle appearance, which becomes increasingly difficult with 
the growth of the dataset.  

Commonly used MOT systems operate in an online manner  
[3], [34], [37], [42]. In online MTMC, when a single-camera 
trajectory is generated, it should be immediately connected to 
an existing multi-camera tracklet or used to initialize a new one. 
The exact details of this operation heavily depend on the spatial-
temporal constraints based on cameras. State-of-the-art single-
camera trackers (e.g. FairMOT) also achieve real-time tracking, 
reaching 25-30 frames per second on the MOT15, MOT16, and 
MOT17 benchmarks [42]. However, real-time MTMC would 
require cameras to be well synchronized, and a new vehicle 
appearing on a camera to be matched with trajectories (or even 
newly appearing vehicles) from other cameras immediately as 
it is detected, which would likely deteriorate MTMC accuracy. 
However, we still consider the running time of the system, 
including the extraction of static and dynamic features, as it is 
preferable to be able to process video streams with at least the 
same speed as they are generated (even if the tracking and 
extraction do not run strictly in a real-time manner). 
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For training re-id models, huge datasets, containing multiple 
images of the same vehicle identities are available (see Table 1) 
in contrast to the case of one-phase trackers described 
previously. The VehicleX [39] rendering engine also comes 
handy in training state-of-the-art re-id models. Firstly, for 
training an orientation model in the commonly used VOC 
approach, a dataset annotated with vehicle orientation labels is 
generated using VehicleX, as creating a real-world dataset 
containing such labels would require tremendous amount of 
work. Moreover, extending the dataset with artificial images 
from VehicleX can alone improve the quality of the features 
[22]. 
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B. Static and Dynamic attributes 
Fig. 2 shows the set of dynamic and static attributes that are 
associated with each detected object. Each of these attributes 
could be calculated from the bounding box directly, or we could 
exploit the re-id features, as those are already computed and 
should be good representations of the objects. 

Extracting static and dynamic characteristics of vehicles is 
generally the output of the annotation process; however, we 
propose to feed this information back into the MTMC system 
in order to improve tracking and trajectory matching. Since 
dynamic features are time dependent, it is required to extract 
them for all bounding boxes of the object during their progress 
in front of the camera. Overlapping and well synchronized 
cameras allow to compensate for false negatives; otherwise, 
they are replaced with the attributes extracted in neighboring 
frames. In an ideal situation, static features are also calculated 
for all bounding boxes, but this is not necessary, because they 
are constant for the entire trajectory. There are essentially two 
ways to determine static features: 

• Weighted majority vote of frame-by-frame extraction 
• Mean of best (high confidence, close to camera) 

detections 
Fig. 3 proposes multiple scenarios for extracting static 

features. The features can be determined by reusing the re-id 
features, either by feeding them into a single NN, that has a 
divided prediction head for each task (C), or by training one 
classifier for each static feature (E). These classifiers could be 
NNs, SVMs, GBMs or even random forests. In scenarios D and 
F, the region of interests (ROIs) from cropped bounding boxes 
are fed into either a single CNN with a stacked prediction head 
(D) or into separate CNNs (F). Most likely, scenario F provides 
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cameras to create multi-camera tracklets. This step is usually 
done by clustering the mean feature vectors of tracklets [17]. 
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as an offline task. For example, the test dataset on Track 3 of 
the AI City challenge [22] contains 20 minutes of traffic videos 
from 6 non-overlapping cameras. Many solutions first ran MOT 
on all cameras, and when all trajectories were available, multi-
camera trajectory clustering was deployed [17], [40]. As the 
locations of cameras were available, spatial-temporal 
constraints were considered, which greatly reduced the number 
of possible trajectory matchings. If such constraints are not 
available, the inter-camera matching can only be done based on 
vehicle appearance, which becomes increasingly difficult with 
the growth of the dataset.  

Commonly used MOT systems operate in an online manner  
[3], [34], [37], [42]. In online MTMC, when a single-camera 
trajectory is generated, it should be immediately connected to 
an existing multi-camera tracklet or used to initialize a new one. 
The exact details of this operation heavily depend on the spatial-
temporal constraints based on cameras. State-of-the-art single-
camera trackers (e.g. FairMOT) also achieve real-time tracking, 
reaching 25-30 frames per second on the MOT15, MOT16, and 
MOT17 benchmarks [42]. However, real-time MTMC would 
require cameras to be well synchronized, and a new vehicle 
appearing on a camera to be matched with trajectories (or even 
newly appearing vehicles) from other cameras immediately as 
it is detected, which would likely deteriorate MTMC accuracy. 
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following control directly affects vehicle performance. In 
practical driving, drivers usually predict the behavior of 
vehicles in the adjacent lane before modulating the driving 
strategy of the host vehicle [6]. Prediction of lane change 
maneuvers intended by the driver is solved by an artificial 
neural network with fusing features modeling the 
environmental situation [14]. The characterization of vehicles’ 
behavior based on their velocities can be modelled by 
information theory [1]. A vehicle behavior analysis system can 
be used in traffic jams and under complex weather conditions 
[26]. To analyze the behavior of vehicles we need determine the 
static and dynamic features of vehicles in videos, which belongs 
to the discipline of computer vision. 

B. Computer Vision 
Most solutions for MOT can be categorized as either one-phase 
or two-phase approaches. Two-phase methods first run object 
detection to get the bounding boxes, then extract (re-id) features 
of the detected objects. For the association step the SORT [2] 
method uses Kalman filter [10] to predict object locations and 
computes the overlap with detected objects. The matching is 
performed with the Hungarian algorithm [13], with the nodes 
of the graph being the bounding boxes on neighboring frames. 
The IOU tracker [3], on the other hand, does the matching based 
entirely on the overlaps of bounding boxes, without the use of 
the Kalman filter, thus reaching a higher frame rate. 

To improve tracking, some two-phase methods, such as 
DeepSORT [37] - an improved version of SORT, use deep 
learning to extract re-id features of the detected objects. The re-
id features and the IOU (intersection over union) of bounding 
boxes are used to compute a cost matrix, which is utilized to do 
the linking task using Kalman filter and the Hungarian 
algorithm. This approach delivers decent performance in 
MOTA (multi-object tracking accuracy), however, the two 
different deep learning models (for object detection and re-id 
embedding) do not share architecture and, as the networks are 
run sequentially, the total inference time is the sum of the 
individual execution times. Moreover, in crowded scenes, the 
re-id network must be run separately for tens of bounding 
boxes, further increasing the total running time. 

One-phase approaches merge the object detection and re-id 
embedding phases into a single network, thus, reaching real-
time or near real-time execution time. The JDE (Joint Detection 

and Embedding) [34] tracker uses a FPN (Feature Pyramid 
Network) [16] built on a Yolov3 [5] backbone. The prediction 
heads on top of the FPN produce objectness scores, box offset 
and box size for each anchor and location while also yielding 
the re-id features. The recently proposed FairMOT [42] tracker 
eliminates anchors and seeks to strike a balance between 
accurate detection and re-id features. The prediction head is 
built on a modified DLA (Deep Layer Aggregation) [41] 
network on top of a ResNet-34 [7]. The network processes over 
25 frames per second on multiple benchmarks [42]. 

The extraction of re-id features is a crucial part of MOT 
methods [34], [37], [42]. On the one hand, one-phase trackers 
such as JDE or FairMOT learn embeddings together with 
detection by utilizing cross entropy loss or variations of triplet 
loss [34], [42]. As video datasets with bounding box and 
identity annotations are scarce, weakly supervised learning was 
introduced, utilizing images with bounding box annotations, 
and treating transformed variants of the same objects as the 
same identity [42]. On the other hand, in a two-phase MOT 
(scenario B in Figure 1), a separate re-id model is trained for 
extracting accurate embeddings. Commonly used models for 
this purpose are IBN-net variants with a ResNet [7] or ResNeXt 
[38] backbone. Zhu et al trained three models for extracting 
features describing the vehicle, camera, and orientation, then in 
the final similarity, camera and orientation similarities are 
subtracted from vehicle similarity to reduce the bias [45]. Given 
the initial ranking based on similarities, several re-ranking 
methods have been introduced to improve accuracy, such as the 
K-reciprocal nearest neighbor method, that favors gallery 
images having a similar set of k nearest neighbors to the query 
image [43]. 

III. MTMC VEHICLE TRACKING 
A high-level overview of MTMC process is shown in Fig. 1. 
Video streams are fed into a one-phase (A) or a two-phase (B) 
tracker, which both provide bounding boxes, re-id features, and 
class confidence levels. Tracking algorithms (e.g. DeepSORT) 
generate a trajectory when no more bounding boxes are 
appended to it for a given interval of frames [37]. Trajectory 
filtering is a camera-specific step, when stationary, too noisy, 
or unnecessary trajectories, e.g. those containing pedestrians or 
off-road vehicles, are discarded. When a single-camera 
trajectory is finalized, it is matched with trajectories on other 

Figure 1. Overview of the MTMC tracking process using one-phase single-camera tracking (A) or a two-phase one (B). The yellow trajectory 
is an erroneous detection; thus, it is filtered out in the single-camera process. 
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cameras to create multi-camera tracklets. This step is usually 
done by clustering the mean feature vectors of tracklets [17]. 

Multi-target multi-camera tracking has been mostly studied 
as an offline task. For example, the test dataset on Track 3 of 
the AI City challenge [22] contains 20 minutes of traffic videos 
from 6 non-overlapping cameras. Many solutions first ran MOT 
on all cameras, and when all trajectories were available, multi-
camera trajectory clustering was deployed [17], [40]. As the 
locations of cameras were available, spatial-temporal 
constraints were considered, which greatly reduced the number 
of possible trajectory matchings. If such constraints are not 
available, the inter-camera matching can only be done based on 
vehicle appearance, which becomes increasingly difficult with 
the growth of the dataset.  

Commonly used MOT systems operate in an online manner  
[3], [34], [37], [42]. In online MTMC, when a single-camera 
trajectory is generated, it should be immediately connected to 
an existing multi-camera tracklet or used to initialize a new one. 
The exact details of this operation heavily depend on the spatial-
temporal constraints based on cameras. State-of-the-art single-
camera trackers (e.g. FairMOT) also achieve real-time tracking, 
reaching 25-30 frames per second on the MOT15, MOT16, and 
MOT17 benchmarks [42]. However, real-time MTMC would 
require cameras to be well synchronized, and a new vehicle 
appearing on a camera to be matched with trajectories (or even 
newly appearing vehicles) from other cameras immediately as 
it is detected, which would likely deteriorate MTMC accuracy. 
However, we still consider the running time of the system, 
including the extraction of static and dynamic features, as it is 
preferable to be able to process video streams with at least the 
same speed as they are generated (even if the tracking and 
extraction do not run strictly in a real-time manner). 

IV. MTMC VEHICLE TRACKING USING HYBRID RE-ID 

A. Re-id model 
For training re-id models, huge datasets, containing multiple 
images of the same vehicle identities are available (see Table 1) 
in contrast to the case of one-phase trackers described 
previously. The VehicleX [39] rendering engine also comes 
handy in training state-of-the-art re-id models. Firstly, for 
training an orientation model in the commonly used VOC 
approach, a dataset annotated with vehicle orientation labels is 
generated using VehicleX, as creating a real-world dataset 
containing such labels would require tremendous amount of 
work. Moreover, extending the dataset with artificial images 
from VehicleX can alone improve the quality of the features 
[22]. 
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B. Static and Dynamic attributes 
Fig. 2 shows the set of dynamic and static attributes that are 
associated with each detected object. Each of these attributes 
could be calculated from the bounding box directly, or we could 
exploit the re-id features, as those are already computed and 
should be good representations of the objects. 

Extracting static and dynamic characteristics of vehicles is 
generally the output of the annotation process; however, we 
propose to feed this information back into the MTMC system 
in order to improve tracking and trajectory matching. Since 
dynamic features are time dependent, it is required to extract 
them for all bounding boxes of the object during their progress 
in front of the camera. Overlapping and well synchronized 
cameras allow to compensate for false negatives; otherwise, 
they are replaced with the attributes extracted in neighboring 
frames. In an ideal situation, static features are also calculated 
for all bounding boxes, but this is not necessary, because they 
are constant for the entire trajectory. There are essentially two 
ways to determine static features: 

• Weighted majority vote of frame-by-frame extraction 
• Mean of best (high confidence, close to camera) 

detections 
Fig. 3 proposes multiple scenarios for extracting static 

features. The features can be determined by reusing the re-id 
features, either by feeding them into a single NN, that has a 
divided prediction head for each task (C), or by training one 
classifier for each static feature (E). These classifiers could be 
NNs, SVMs, GBMs or even random forests. In scenarios D and 
F, the region of interests (ROIs) from cropped bounding boxes 
are fed into either a single CNN with a stacked prediction head 
(D) or into separate CNNs (F). Most likely, scenario F provides 
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cameras to create multi-camera tracklets. This step is usually 
done by clustering the mean feature vectors of tracklets [17]. 

Multi-target multi-camera tracking has been mostly studied 
as an offline task. For example, the test dataset on Track 3 of 
the AI City challenge [22] contains 20 minutes of traffic videos 
from 6 non-overlapping cameras. Many solutions first ran MOT 
on all cameras, and when all trajectories were available, multi-
camera trajectory clustering was deployed [17], [40]. As the 
locations of cameras were available, spatial-temporal 
constraints were considered, which greatly reduced the number 
of possible trajectory matchings. If such constraints are not 
available, the inter-camera matching can only be done based on 
vehicle appearance, which becomes increasingly difficult with 
the growth of the dataset.  

Commonly used MOT systems operate in an online manner  
[3], [34], [37], [42]. In online MTMC, when a single-camera 
trajectory is generated, it should be immediately connected to 
an existing multi-camera tracklet or used to initialize a new one. 
The exact details of this operation heavily depend on the spatial-
temporal constraints based on cameras. State-of-the-art single-
camera trackers (e.g. FairMOT) also achieve real-time tracking, 
reaching 25-30 frames per second on the MOT15, MOT16, and 
MOT17 benchmarks [42]. However, real-time MTMC would 
require cameras to be well synchronized, and a new vehicle 
appearing on a camera to be matched with trajectories (or even 
newly appearing vehicles) from other cameras immediately as 
it is detected, which would likely deteriorate MTMC accuracy. 
However, we still consider the running time of the system, 
including the extraction of static and dynamic features, as it is 
preferable to be able to process video streams with at least the 
same speed as they are generated (even if the tracking and 
extraction do not run strictly in a real-time manner). 

IV. MTMC VEHICLE TRACKING USING HYBRID RE-ID 

A. Re-id model 
For training re-id models, huge datasets, containing multiple 
images of the same vehicle identities are available (see Table 1) 
in contrast to the case of one-phase trackers described 
previously. The VehicleX [39] rendering engine also comes 
handy in training state-of-the-art re-id models. Firstly, for 
training an orientation model in the commonly used VOC 
approach, a dataset annotated with vehicle orientation labels is 
generated using VehicleX, as creating a real-world dataset 
containing such labels would require tremendous amount of 
work. Moreover, extending the dataset with artificial images 
from VehicleX can alone improve the quality of the features 
[22]. 
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could be calculated from the bounding box directly, or we could 
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should be good representations of the objects. 

Extracting static and dynamic characteristics of vehicles is 
generally the output of the annotation process; however, we 
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in order to improve tracking and trajectory matching. Since 
dynamic features are time dependent, it is required to extract 
them for all bounding boxes of the object during their progress 
in front of the camera. Overlapping and well synchronized 
cameras allow to compensate for false negatives; otherwise, 
they are replaced with the attributes extracted in neighboring 
frames. In an ideal situation, static features are also calculated 
for all bounding boxes, but this is not necessary, because they 
are constant for the entire trajectory. There are essentially two 
ways to determine static features: 

• Weighted majority vote of frame-by-frame extraction 
• Mean of best (high confidence, close to camera) 

detections 
Fig. 3 proposes multiple scenarios for extracting static 

features. The features can be determined by reusing the re-id 
features, either by feeding them into a single NN, that has a 
divided prediction head for each task (C), or by training one 
classifier for each static feature (E). These classifiers could be 
NNs, SVMs, GBMs or even random forests. In scenarios D and 
F, the region of interests (ROIs) from cropped bounding boxes 
are fed into either a single CNN with a stacked prediction head 
(D) or into separate CNNs (F). Most likely, scenario F provides 
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cameras to create multi-camera tracklets. This step is usually 
done by clustering the mean feature vectors of tracklets [17]. 

Multi-target multi-camera tracking has been mostly studied 
as an offline task. For example, the test dataset on Track 3 of 
the AI City challenge [22] contains 20 minutes of traffic videos 
from 6 non-overlapping cameras. Many solutions first ran MOT 
on all cameras, and when all trajectories were available, multi-
camera trajectory clustering was deployed [17], [40]. As the 
locations of cameras were available, spatial-temporal 
constraints were considered, which greatly reduced the number 
of possible trajectory matchings. If such constraints are not 
available, the inter-camera matching can only be done based on 
vehicle appearance, which becomes increasingly difficult with 
the growth of the dataset.  

Commonly used MOT systems operate in an online manner  
[3], [34], [37], [42]. In online MTMC, when a single-camera 
trajectory is generated, it should be immediately connected to 
an existing multi-camera tracklet or used to initialize a new one. 
The exact details of this operation heavily depend on the spatial-
temporal constraints based on cameras. State-of-the-art single-
camera trackers (e.g. FairMOT) also achieve real-time tracking, 
reaching 25-30 frames per second on the MOT15, MOT16, and 
MOT17 benchmarks [42]. However, real-time MTMC would 
require cameras to be well synchronized, and a new vehicle 
appearing on a camera to be matched with trajectories (or even 
newly appearing vehicles) from other cameras immediately as 
it is detected, which would likely deteriorate MTMC accuracy. 
However, we still consider the running time of the system, 
including the extraction of static and dynamic features, as it is 
preferable to be able to process video streams with at least the 
same speed as they are generated (even if the tracking and 
extraction do not run strictly in a real-time manner). 
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A. Re-id model 
For training re-id models, huge datasets, containing multiple 
images of the same vehicle identities are available (see Table 1) 
in contrast to the case of one-phase trackers described 
previously. The VehicleX [39] rendering engine also comes 
handy in training state-of-the-art re-id models. Firstly, for 
training an orientation model in the commonly used VOC 
approach, a dataset annotated with vehicle orientation labels is 
generated using VehicleX, as creating a real-world dataset 
containing such labels would require tremendous amount of 
work. Moreover, extending the dataset with artificial images 
from VehicleX can alone improve the quality of the features 
[22]. 
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cameras allow to compensate for false negatives; otherwise, 
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cameras to create multi-camera tracklets. This step is usually 
done by clustering the mean feature vectors of tracklets [17]. 

Multi-target multi-camera tracking has been mostly studied 
as an offline task. For example, the test dataset on Track 3 of 
the AI City challenge [22] contains 20 minutes of traffic videos 
from 6 non-overlapping cameras. Many solutions first ran MOT 
on all cameras, and when all trajectories were available, multi-
camera trajectory clustering was deployed [17], [40]. As the 
locations of cameras were available, spatial-temporal 
constraints were considered, which greatly reduced the number 
of possible trajectory matchings. If such constraints are not 
available, the inter-camera matching can only be done based on 
vehicle appearance, which becomes increasingly difficult with 
the growth of the dataset.  

Commonly used MOT systems operate in an online manner  
[3], [34], [37], [42]. In online MTMC, when a single-camera 
trajectory is generated, it should be immediately connected to 
an existing multi-camera tracklet or used to initialize a new one. 
The exact details of this operation heavily depend on the spatial-
temporal constraints based on cameras. State-of-the-art single-
camera trackers (e.g. FairMOT) also achieve real-time tracking, 
reaching 25-30 frames per second on the MOT15, MOT16, and 
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appearing on a camera to be matched with trajectories (or even 
newly appearing vehicles) from other cameras immediately as 
it is detected, which would likely deteriorate MTMC accuracy. 
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for all bounding boxes, but this is not necessary, because they 
are constant for the entire trajectory. There are essentially two 
ways to determine static features: 

• Weighted majority vote of frame-by-frame extraction 
• Mean of best (high confidence, close to camera) 

detections 
Fig. 3 proposes multiple scenarios for extracting static 

features. The features can be determined by reusing the re-id 
features, either by feeding them into a single NN, that has a 
divided prediction head for each task (C), or by training one 
classifier for each static feature (E). These classifiers could be 
NNs, SVMs, GBMs or even random forests. In scenarios D and 
F, the region of interests (ROIs) from cropped bounding boxes 
are fed into either a single CNN with a stacked prediction head 
(D) or into separate CNNs (F). Most likely, scenario F provides 
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cameras to create multi-camera tracklets. This step is usually 
done by clustering the mean feature vectors of tracklets [17]. 

Multi-target multi-camera tracking has been mostly studied 
as an offline task. For example, the test dataset on Track 3 of 
the AI City challenge [22] contains 20 minutes of traffic videos 
from 6 non-overlapping cameras. Many solutions first ran MOT 
on all cameras, and when all trajectories were available, multi-
camera trajectory clustering was deployed [17], [40]. As the 
locations of cameras were available, spatial-temporal 
constraints were considered, which greatly reduced the number 
of possible trajectory matchings. If such constraints are not 
available, the inter-camera matching can only be done based on 
vehicle appearance, which becomes increasingly difficult with 
the growth of the dataset.  

Commonly used MOT systems operate in an online manner  
[3], [34], [37], [42]. In online MTMC, when a single-camera 
trajectory is generated, it should be immediately connected to 
an existing multi-camera tracklet or used to initialize a new one. 
The exact details of this operation heavily depend on the spatial-
temporal constraints based on cameras. State-of-the-art single-
camera trackers (e.g. FairMOT) also achieve real-time tracking, 
reaching 25-30 frames per second on the MOT15, MOT16, and 
MOT17 benchmarks [42]. However, real-time MTMC would 
require cameras to be well synchronized, and a new vehicle 
appearing on a camera to be matched with trajectories (or even 
newly appearing vehicles) from other cameras immediately as 
it is detected, which would likely deteriorate MTMC accuracy. 
However, we still consider the running time of the system, 
including the extraction of static and dynamic features, as it is 
preferable to be able to process video streams with at least the 
same speed as they are generated (even if the tracking and 
extraction do not run strictly in a real-time manner). 

IV. MTMC VEHICLE TRACKING USING HYBRID RE-ID 

A. Re-id model 
For training re-id models, huge datasets, containing multiple 
images of the same vehicle identities are available (see Table 1) 
in contrast to the case of one-phase trackers described 
previously. The VehicleX [39] rendering engine also comes 
handy in training state-of-the-art re-id models. Firstly, for 
training an orientation model in the commonly used VOC 
approach, a dataset annotated with vehicle orientation labels is 
generated using VehicleX, as creating a real-world dataset 
containing such labels would require tremendous amount of 
work. Moreover, extending the dataset with artificial images 
from VehicleX can alone improve the quality of the features 
[22]. 

 
Table 1. Vehicle re-identification datasets 

Dataset #Bboxes #Identities 
VRIC [11], [35]  60K 5622 

CityFlow(v2) [33] 313K 880 
VeRi-776 [19] 50K 776 
VeRi-Wild [20] 416K 40K 
VehicleID [18] 221K 26K 
VehicleX [39] ∞ 1362 

 

Figure 2. Hierarchy of static and dynamic attributes of vehicles; solid 
line boxes represent the top level 

B. Static and Dynamic attributes 
Fig. 2 shows the set of dynamic and static attributes that are 
associated with each detected object. Each of these attributes 
could be calculated from the bounding box directly, or we could 
exploit the re-id features, as those are already computed and 
should be good representations of the objects. 

Extracting static and dynamic characteristics of vehicles is 
generally the output of the annotation process; however, we 
propose to feed this information back into the MTMC system 
in order to improve tracking and trajectory matching. Since 
dynamic features are time dependent, it is required to extract 
them for all bounding boxes of the object during their progress 
in front of the camera. Overlapping and well synchronized 
cameras allow to compensate for false negatives; otherwise, 
they are replaced with the attributes extracted in neighboring 
frames. In an ideal situation, static features are also calculated 
for all bounding boxes, but this is not necessary, because they 
are constant for the entire trajectory. There are essentially two 
ways to determine static features: 

• Weighted majority vote of frame-by-frame extraction 
• Mean of best (high confidence, close to camera) 

detections 
Fig. 3 proposes multiple scenarios for extracting static 

features. The features can be determined by reusing the re-id 
features, either by feeding them into a single NN, that has a 
divided prediction head for each task (C), or by training one 
classifier for each static feature (E). These classifiers could be 
NNs, SVMs, GBMs or even random forests. In scenarios D and 
F, the region of interests (ROIs) from cropped bounding boxes 
are fed into either a single CNN with a stacked prediction head 
(D) or into separate CNNs (F). Most likely, scenario F provides 

TABLE I
Vehicle re-identification datasets.
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the most accurate predictions, however, it requires multiple 
networks to run for each cropped bounding box on all frames. 
The process can be optimized by running the models on only 
some designated Bboxes, after finalizing a single-camera 
trajectory. In scenarios C and E, if the static features are 
determined using the mean re-id features, the inference runs 
once per trajectory, which is the most lightweight solution. 

C. Fusion of features 
Hybrid re-id features are created in two phases, first during 
single-camera tracking, then during multi-camera trajectory 
matching. In the former case, temporal static features are 
merged with the re-id features of bounding boxes; while in the 
latter, the finalized static features are merged with the mean re-
id features. In case of well synchronized cameras, dynamic 
attributes could also be used in the trajectory matching, but we 
do not consider this situation. Dynamic attributes such as brake 
light on/off could help filtering out candidate bounding boxes 
during the association step. In case of architectures D and F 
(Fig. 3), dropping the prediction layers results in a feature 
extractor network, whose features then can be merged with the 
temporal re-id features. The same holds for trajectory matching, 
as methods C and E deliver the interpretable static attributes 
(e.g. license plate color, differentiating sign), which then can be 
used for filtering purposes. Whereas following architectures D 
or F gives latent attributes. 
 Fig. 4 shows the multi-target multi-camera vehicle tracking 
using hybrid re-id features. It is basically the same process as 
shown in Fig. 1, and therefore we grayed the closely related but 
less relevant elements (regarding hybrid re-id features), while 
omitted the non-related ones. The first part of the process is a 
two-phase single-camera tracking, which is followed by the  
multi-camera trajectory filtering and matching. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 4, hybrid re-id features are used in both; highlighted 
with blue boxes. Furthermore, classification of basic re-id and 
mean re-id features produces interpretable attributes that are 
integrated into the filtering approach; highlighted with green 
boxes. In case of multi-camera trajectory filtering, these 
attributes are exclusively static attributes. What is more 
interesting is that the matching step in single-camera tracking 
could benefit from the dynamic attributes as well (as mentioned 
above). We call the dynamic and static attributes on the 
bounding box level together as temporal attributes. 
 

D. Style transfer 
Image properties like lighting conditions and color distribution 
heavily depend on the camera, thus, when the images used for 
training and testing a re-id network were captured by different 
cameras, feature vector quality decreases. The domain bias is 
even more obvious between images generated by VehicleX and 
real-world images. For the domain adaptation of images 
SPGAN [4] was used in practice, however SPGAN was 
designed for images containing people, thus a new network, 
VTGAN [24] was proposed for vehicles. MixStyle is another 
domain generalization technique, which does not require to 
modify training images (in contrast to GAN methods). It was 
used for training a vehicle re-id baseline by Huyn et al [9]. 
MixStyle [44] mixes features at the bottom layers of a CNN 
between instances from different domains, thus improving 
domain generalization. MixStyle takes an input batch 𝑥𝑥 and 
shuffles it to create 𝑥𝑥". Then standardizes 𝑥𝑥, and scales back 
according to the mixed statistics: 

MixStyle(𝑥𝑥) = γ!"# ⋅
𝑥𝑥 − µ(𝑥𝑥)
σ(𝑥𝑥) + β!"# (1) 

where 
γ!"# = λσ(𝑥𝑥) + (1 − λ)σ(𝑥𝑥") (2) 
β!"# = λµ(x) + (1 − λ)µ(𝑥𝑥") (3) 

and 𝜆𝜆 is a vector, whose elements are sampled from a 
Beta(α, α) distribution. If possible, in 𝑥𝑥" and 𝑥𝑥, samples at the 
same positions are from different domains, thus mixing their 
feature distributions. Two viable options for re-using multiple 
public re-id datasets are: inserting MixStyle into our network or 
train a GAN variant (like VTGAN) for each foreign dataset and 
transform its images into the style of our domain. 

E. Loss function 
Choosing appropriate loss functions is critical in training re-id 
networks. A common technique is to use a weighted sum of two 
types of losses: id loss and metric loss. The id loss is measured 
at the classification layer of the network, while the metric loss 
is at the feature extraction layer, and its goal is to make features 
of the same id converge and those from different classes 
diverge. Triplet loss [25], center loss [36], circle loss [27] and 
supervised contrastive loss [12] are commonly used as metric 
losses, while cross entropy is a typical id loss. The weight of id 
loss and metric loss in the final loss formula can be adapted 

Figure 3. Different scenarios for extracting static features: feeding re-id features into a single fully connected network (C), classifying 
bounding boxes with a single CNN (D), using separate classifiers to extract features from re-id vectors (E), running separate classifiers for 
cropped bounding boxes (F). 
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the most accurate predictions, however, it requires multiple 
networks to run for each cropped bounding box on all frames. 
The process can be optimized by running the models on only 
some designated Bboxes, after finalizing a single-camera 
trajectory. In scenarios C and E, if the static features are 
determined using the mean re-id features, the inference runs 
once per trajectory, which is the most lightweight solution. 

C. Fusion of features 
Hybrid re-id features are created in two phases, first during 
single-camera tracking, then during multi-camera trajectory 
matching. In the former case, temporal static features are 
merged with the re-id features of bounding boxes; while in the 
latter, the finalized static features are merged with the mean re-
id features. In case of well synchronized cameras, dynamic 
attributes could also be used in the trajectory matching, but we 
do not consider this situation. Dynamic attributes such as brake 
light on/off could help filtering out candidate bounding boxes 
during the association step. In case of architectures D and F 
(Fig. 3), dropping the prediction layers results in a feature 
extractor network, whose features then can be merged with the 
temporal re-id features. The same holds for trajectory matching, 
as methods C and E deliver the interpretable static attributes 
(e.g. license plate color, differentiating sign), which then can be 
used for filtering purposes. Whereas following architectures D 
or F gives latent attributes. 
 Fig. 4 shows the multi-target multi-camera vehicle tracking 
using hybrid re-id features. It is basically the same process as 
shown in Fig. 1, and therefore we grayed the closely related but 
less relevant elements (regarding hybrid re-id features), while 
omitted the non-related ones. The first part of the process is a 
two-phase single-camera tracking, which is followed by the  
multi-camera trajectory filtering and matching. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 4, hybrid re-id features are used in both; highlighted 
with blue boxes. Furthermore, classification of basic re-id and 
mean re-id features produces interpretable attributes that are 
integrated into the filtering approach; highlighted with green 
boxes. In case of multi-camera trajectory filtering, these 
attributes are exclusively static attributes. What is more 
interesting is that the matching step in single-camera tracking 
could benefit from the dynamic attributes as well (as mentioned 
above). We call the dynamic and static attributes on the 
bounding box level together as temporal attributes. 
 

D. Style transfer 
Image properties like lighting conditions and color distribution 
heavily depend on the camera, thus, when the images used for 
training and testing a re-id network were captured by different 
cameras, feature vector quality decreases. The domain bias is 
even more obvious between images generated by VehicleX and 
real-world images. For the domain adaptation of images 
SPGAN [4] was used in practice, however SPGAN was 
designed for images containing people, thus a new network, 
VTGAN [24] was proposed for vehicles. MixStyle is another 
domain generalization technique, which does not require to 
modify training images (in contrast to GAN methods). It was 
used for training a vehicle re-id baseline by Huyn et al [9]. 
MixStyle [44] mixes features at the bottom layers of a CNN 
between instances from different domains, thus improving 
domain generalization. MixStyle takes an input batch 𝑥𝑥 and 
shuffles it to create 𝑥𝑥". Then standardizes 𝑥𝑥, and scales back 
according to the mixed statistics: 

MixStyle(𝑥𝑥) = γ!"# ⋅
𝑥𝑥 − µ(𝑥𝑥)
σ(𝑥𝑥) + β!"# (1) 

where 
γ!"# = λσ(𝑥𝑥) + (1 − λ)σ(𝑥𝑥") (2) 
β!"# = λµ(x) + (1 − λ)µ(𝑥𝑥") (3) 

and 𝜆𝜆 is a vector, whose elements are sampled from a 
Beta(α, α) distribution. If possible, in 𝑥𝑥" and 𝑥𝑥, samples at the 
same positions are from different domains, thus mixing their 
feature distributions. Two viable options for re-using multiple 
public re-id datasets are: inserting MixStyle into our network or 
train a GAN variant (like VTGAN) for each foreign dataset and 
transform its images into the style of our domain. 

E. Loss function 
Choosing appropriate loss functions is critical in training re-id 
networks. A common technique is to use a weighted sum of two 
types of losses: id loss and metric loss. The id loss is measured 
at the classification layer of the network, while the metric loss 
is at the feature extraction layer, and its goal is to make features 
of the same id converge and those from different classes 
diverge. Triplet loss [25], center loss [36], circle loss [27] and 
supervised contrastive loss [12] are commonly used as metric 
losses, while cross entropy is a typical id loss. The weight of id 
loss and metric loss in the final loss formula can be adapted 

Figure 3. Different scenarios for extracting static features: feeding re-id features into a single fully connected network (C), classifying 
bounding boxes with a single CNN (D), using separate classifiers to extract features from re-id vectors (E), running separate classifiers for 
cropped bounding boxes (F). 
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during the training (in contrast to using constant values), as 
proposed in [9]. 

V. TRAJECTORY FILTERING AND MATCHING 
The trajectory filtering step (applied to single-camera 
trajectories) depends on the constellation of cameras. We 
consider a crossroad with four cameras pointing inwards. Such 
a scenario is shown in Fig. 5. We define zones as proposed by 
Hsu et al. [8]. If a single-camera trajectory does not start and 
end in one of the zones or is stationary for a long period (false 
prediction), then it can be filtered out. When matching 
trajectories across cameras, only those have to be considered 
that start and end in the same zone. The constraints, of course, 
need to be adjusted to the field of view of the cameras, because 
it is possible that not all cameras have a view of all zones. 
Another possible constellation is a series of cameras on a 
highway, with two zones (one direction) or four (two 
directional) and possible additional ones if the camera has a 
view on a highway ramp. 
 The multi-camera trajectory matching step has a strict 
temporal constraint in the crossroad scenario. If the video 
streams from cameras are synchronized, or the delays are 
known, almost exact timestamps are available about vehicles 
entering and leaving zones, thus the trajectory matching step 
becomes a simple association step, like the single-camera 
scenario. 

 

Figure 5. Common camera constellation at a crossroad 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we elaborated an approach for multi-target multi-
camera tracking using hybrid re-id features. The hybrid re-id 
features are created from static attributes and (basic) re-id 
features. However, this requires a two-phase tracking method, 
which is computationally more expensive than one-phase ones; 
furthermore, the calculation of static attributes comes with 
additional computation cost. We propose multiple scenarios to 
calculate the static attributes, from which the most appropriate 
one can be selected, based on the requirement of the task, i.e. 
higher accuracy or higher frame rate. 

Our research is currently at the stage of gathering real-world 
data, which includes multi-camera scenes at crossroads and 
highways. After the data is collected and cleaned, the proposed 
methods will be thoroughly tested and evaluated. 
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the most accurate predictions, however, it requires multiple 
networks to run for each cropped bounding box on all frames. 
The process can be optimized by running the models on only 
some designated Bboxes, after finalizing a single-camera 
trajectory. In scenarios C and E, if the static features are 
determined using the mean re-id features, the inference runs 
once per trajectory, which is the most lightweight solution. 

C. Fusion of features 
Hybrid re-id features are created in two phases, first during 
single-camera tracking, then during multi-camera trajectory 
matching. In the former case, temporal static features are 
merged with the re-id features of bounding boxes; while in the 
latter, the finalized static features are merged with the mean re-
id features. In case of well synchronized cameras, dynamic 
attributes could also be used in the trajectory matching, but we 
do not consider this situation. Dynamic attributes such as brake 
light on/off could help filtering out candidate bounding boxes 
during the association step. In case of architectures D and F 
(Fig. 3), dropping the prediction layers results in a feature 
extractor network, whose features then can be merged with the 
temporal re-id features. The same holds for trajectory matching, 
as methods C and E deliver the interpretable static attributes 
(e.g. license plate color, differentiating sign), which then can be 
used for filtering purposes. Whereas following architectures D 
or F gives latent attributes. 
 Fig. 4 shows the multi-target multi-camera vehicle tracking 
using hybrid re-id features. It is basically the same process as 
shown in Fig. 1, and therefore we grayed the closely related but 
less relevant elements (regarding hybrid re-id features), while 
omitted the non-related ones. The first part of the process is a 
two-phase single-camera tracking, which is followed by the  
multi-camera trajectory filtering and matching. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 4, hybrid re-id features are used in both; highlighted 
with blue boxes. Furthermore, classification of basic re-id and 
mean re-id features produces interpretable attributes that are 
integrated into the filtering approach; highlighted with green 
boxes. In case of multi-camera trajectory filtering, these 
attributes are exclusively static attributes. What is more 
interesting is that the matching step in single-camera tracking 
could benefit from the dynamic attributes as well (as mentioned 
above). We call the dynamic and static attributes on the 
bounding box level together as temporal attributes. 
 

D. Style transfer 
Image properties like lighting conditions and color distribution 
heavily depend on the camera, thus, when the images used for 
training and testing a re-id network were captured by different 
cameras, feature vector quality decreases. The domain bias is 
even more obvious between images generated by VehicleX and 
real-world images. For the domain adaptation of images 
SPGAN [4] was used in practice, however SPGAN was 
designed for images containing people, thus a new network, 
VTGAN [24] was proposed for vehicles. MixStyle is another 
domain generalization technique, which does not require to 
modify training images (in contrast to GAN methods). It was 
used for training a vehicle re-id baseline by Huyn et al [9]. 
MixStyle [44] mixes features at the bottom layers of a CNN 
between instances from different domains, thus improving 
domain generalization. MixStyle takes an input batch 𝑥𝑥 and 
shuffles it to create 𝑥𝑥". Then standardizes 𝑥𝑥, and scales back 
according to the mixed statistics: 

MixStyle(𝑥𝑥) = γ!"# ⋅
𝑥𝑥 − µ(𝑥𝑥)
σ(𝑥𝑥) + β!"# (1) 

where 
γ!"# = λσ(𝑥𝑥) + (1 − λ)σ(𝑥𝑥") (2) 
β!"# = λµ(x) + (1 − λ)µ(𝑥𝑥") (3) 

and 𝜆𝜆 is a vector, whose elements are sampled from a 
Beta(α, α) distribution. If possible, in 𝑥𝑥" and 𝑥𝑥, samples at the 
same positions are from different domains, thus mixing their 
feature distributions. Two viable options for re-using multiple 
public re-id datasets are: inserting MixStyle into our network or 
train a GAN variant (like VTGAN) for each foreign dataset and 
transform its images into the style of our domain. 

E. Loss function 
Choosing appropriate loss functions is critical in training re-id 
networks. A common technique is to use a weighted sum of two 
types of losses: id loss and metric loss. The id loss is measured 
at the classification layer of the network, while the metric loss 
is at the feature extraction layer, and its goal is to make features 
of the same id converge and those from different classes 
diverge. Triplet loss [25], center loss [36], circle loss [27] and 
supervised contrastive loss [12] are commonly used as metric 
losses, while cross entropy is a typical id loss. The weight of id 
loss and metric loss in the final loss formula can be adapted 

Figure 3. Different scenarios for extracting static features: feeding re-id features into a single fully connected network (C), classifying 
bounding boxes with a single CNN (D), using separate classifiers to extract features from re-id vectors (E), running separate classifiers for 
cropped bounding boxes (F). 

Fig. 3.: Different scenarios for extracting static features: feeding re-id features into a single fully connected network (C), classifying bounding boxes with 
a single CNN (D), using separate classifiers to extract features from re-id vectors (E), running separate classifiers for cropped bounding boxes (F).
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the most accurate predictions, however, it requires multiple 
networks to run for each cropped bounding box on all frames. 
The process can be optimized by running the models on only 
some designated Bboxes, after finalizing a single-camera 
trajectory. In scenarios C and E, if the static features are 
determined using the mean re-id features, the inference runs 
once per trajectory, which is the most lightweight solution. 

C. Fusion of features 
Hybrid re-id features are created in two phases, first during 
single-camera tracking, then during multi-camera trajectory 
matching. In the former case, temporal static features are 
merged with the re-id features of bounding boxes; while in the 
latter, the finalized static features are merged with the mean re-
id features. In case of well synchronized cameras, dynamic 
attributes could also be used in the trajectory matching, but we 
do not consider this situation. Dynamic attributes such as brake 
light on/off could help filtering out candidate bounding boxes 
during the association step. In case of architectures D and F 
(Fig. 3), dropping the prediction layers results in a feature 
extractor network, whose features then can be merged with the 
temporal re-id features. The same holds for trajectory matching, 
as methods C and E deliver the interpretable static attributes 
(e.g. license plate color, differentiating sign), which then can be 
used for filtering purposes. Whereas following architectures D 
or F gives latent attributes. 
 Fig. 4 shows the multi-target multi-camera vehicle tracking 
using hybrid re-id features. It is basically the same process as 
shown in Fig. 1, and therefore we grayed the closely related but 
less relevant elements (regarding hybrid re-id features), while 
omitted the non-related ones. The first part of the process is a 
two-phase single-camera tracking, which is followed by the  
multi-camera trajectory filtering and matching. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 4, hybrid re-id features are used in both; highlighted 
with blue boxes. Furthermore, classification of basic re-id and 
mean re-id features produces interpretable attributes that are 
integrated into the filtering approach; highlighted with green 
boxes. In case of multi-camera trajectory filtering, these 
attributes are exclusively static attributes. What is more 
interesting is that the matching step in single-camera tracking 
could benefit from the dynamic attributes as well (as mentioned 
above). We call the dynamic and static attributes on the 
bounding box level together as temporal attributes. 
 

D. Style transfer 
Image properties like lighting conditions and color distribution 
heavily depend on the camera, thus, when the images used for 
training and testing a re-id network were captured by different 
cameras, feature vector quality decreases. The domain bias is 
even more obvious between images generated by VehicleX and 
real-world images. For the domain adaptation of images 
SPGAN [4] was used in practice, however SPGAN was 
designed for images containing people, thus a new network, 
VTGAN [24] was proposed for vehicles. MixStyle is another 
domain generalization technique, which does not require to 
modify training images (in contrast to GAN methods). It was 
used for training a vehicle re-id baseline by Huyn et al [9]. 
MixStyle [44] mixes features at the bottom layers of a CNN 
between instances from different domains, thus improving 
domain generalization. MixStyle takes an input batch 𝑥𝑥 and 
shuffles it to create 𝑥𝑥". Then standardizes 𝑥𝑥, and scales back 
according to the mixed statistics: 

MixStyle(𝑥𝑥) = γ!"# ⋅
𝑥𝑥 − µ(𝑥𝑥)
σ(𝑥𝑥) + β!"# (1) 

where 
γ!"# = λσ(𝑥𝑥) + (1 − λ)σ(𝑥𝑥") (2) 
β!"# = λµ(x) + (1 − λ)µ(𝑥𝑥") (3) 

and 𝜆𝜆 is a vector, whose elements are sampled from a 
Beta(α, α) distribution. If possible, in 𝑥𝑥" and 𝑥𝑥, samples at the 
same positions are from different domains, thus mixing their 
feature distributions. Two viable options for re-using multiple 
public re-id datasets are: inserting MixStyle into our network or 
train a GAN variant (like VTGAN) for each foreign dataset and 
transform its images into the style of our domain. 

E. Loss function 
Choosing appropriate loss functions is critical in training re-id 
networks. A common technique is to use a weighted sum of two 
types of losses: id loss and metric loss. The id loss is measured 
at the classification layer of the network, while the metric loss 
is at the feature extraction layer, and its goal is to make features 
of the same id converge and those from different classes 
diverge. Triplet loss [25], center loss [36], circle loss [27] and 
supervised contrastive loss [12] are commonly used as metric 
losses, while cross entropy is a typical id loss. The weight of id 
loss and metric loss in the final loss formula can be adapted 

Figure 3. Different scenarios for extracting static features: feeding re-id features into a single fully connected network (C), classifying 
bounding boxes with a single CNN (D), using separate classifiers to extract features from re-id vectors (E), running separate classifiers for 
cropped bounding boxes (F). 
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the most accurate predictions, however, it requires multiple 
networks to run for each cropped bounding box on all frames. 
The process can be optimized by running the models on only 
some designated Bboxes, after finalizing a single-camera 
trajectory. In scenarios C and E, if the static features are 
determined using the mean re-id features, the inference runs 
once per trajectory, which is the most lightweight solution. 

C. Fusion of features 
Hybrid re-id features are created in two phases, first during 
single-camera tracking, then during multi-camera trajectory 
matching. In the former case, temporal static features are 
merged with the re-id features of bounding boxes; while in the 
latter, the finalized static features are merged with the mean re-
id features. In case of well synchronized cameras, dynamic 
attributes could also be used in the trajectory matching, but we 
do not consider this situation. Dynamic attributes such as brake 
light on/off could help filtering out candidate bounding boxes 
during the association step. In case of architectures D and F 
(Fig. 3), dropping the prediction layers results in a feature 
extractor network, whose features then can be merged with the 
temporal re-id features. The same holds for trajectory matching, 
as methods C and E deliver the interpretable static attributes 
(e.g. license plate color, differentiating sign), which then can be 
used for filtering purposes. Whereas following architectures D 
or F gives latent attributes. 
 Fig. 4 shows the multi-target multi-camera vehicle tracking 
using hybrid re-id features. It is basically the same process as 
shown in Fig. 1, and therefore we grayed the closely related but 
less relevant elements (regarding hybrid re-id features), while 
omitted the non-related ones. The first part of the process is a 
two-phase single-camera tracking, which is followed by the  
multi-camera trajectory filtering and matching. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 4, hybrid re-id features are used in both; highlighted 
with blue boxes. Furthermore, classification of basic re-id and 
mean re-id features produces interpretable attributes that are 
integrated into the filtering approach; highlighted with green 
boxes. In case of multi-camera trajectory filtering, these 
attributes are exclusively static attributes. What is more 
interesting is that the matching step in single-camera tracking 
could benefit from the dynamic attributes as well (as mentioned 
above). We call the dynamic and static attributes on the 
bounding box level together as temporal attributes. 
 

D. Style transfer 
Image properties like lighting conditions and color distribution 
heavily depend on the camera, thus, when the images used for 
training and testing a re-id network were captured by different 
cameras, feature vector quality decreases. The domain bias is 
even more obvious between images generated by VehicleX and 
real-world images. For the domain adaptation of images 
SPGAN [4] was used in practice, however SPGAN was 
designed for images containing people, thus a new network, 
VTGAN [24] was proposed for vehicles. MixStyle is another 
domain generalization technique, which does not require to 
modify training images (in contrast to GAN methods). It was 
used for training a vehicle re-id baseline by Huyn et al [9]. 
MixStyle [44] mixes features at the bottom layers of a CNN 
between instances from different domains, thus improving 
domain generalization. MixStyle takes an input batch 𝑥𝑥 and 
shuffles it to create 𝑥𝑥". Then standardizes 𝑥𝑥, and scales back 
according to the mixed statistics: 

MixStyle(𝑥𝑥) = γ!"# ⋅
𝑥𝑥 − µ(𝑥𝑥)
σ(𝑥𝑥) + β!"# (1) 

where 
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β!"# = λµ(x) + (1 − λ)µ(𝑥𝑥") (3) 

and 𝜆𝜆 is a vector, whose elements are sampled from a 
Beta(α, α) distribution. If possible, in 𝑥𝑥" and 𝑥𝑥, samples at the 
same positions are from different domains, thus mixing their 
feature distributions. Two viable options for re-using multiple 
public re-id datasets are: inserting MixStyle into our network or 
train a GAN variant (like VTGAN) for each foreign dataset and 
transform its images into the style of our domain. 

E. Loss function 
Choosing appropriate loss functions is critical in training re-id 
networks. A common technique is to use a weighted sum of two 
types of losses: id loss and metric loss. The id loss is measured 
at the classification layer of the network, while the metric loss 
is at the feature extraction layer, and its goal is to make features 
of the same id converge and those from different classes 
diverge. Triplet loss [25], center loss [36], circle loss [27] and 
supervised contrastive loss [12] are commonly used as metric 
losses, while cross entropy is a typical id loss. The weight of id 
loss and metric loss in the final loss formula can be adapted 
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cropped bounding boxes (F). 
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during the training (in contrast to using constant values), as 
proposed in [9]. 

V. TRAJECTORY FILTERING AND MATCHING 
The trajectory filtering step (applied to single-camera 
trajectories) depends on the constellation of cameras. We 
consider a crossroad with four cameras pointing inwards. Such 
a scenario is shown in Fig. 5. We define zones as proposed by 
Hsu et al. [8]. If a single-camera trajectory does not start and 
end in one of the zones or is stationary for a long period (false 
prediction), then it can be filtered out. When matching 
trajectories across cameras, only those have to be considered 
that start and end in the same zone. The constraints, of course, 
need to be adjusted to the field of view of the cameras, because 
it is possible that not all cameras have a view of all zones. 
Another possible constellation is a series of cameras on a 
highway, with two zones (one direction) or four (two 
directional) and possible additional ones if the camera has a 
view on a highway ramp. 
 The multi-camera trajectory matching step has a strict 
temporal constraint in the crossroad scenario. If the video 
streams from cameras are synchronized, or the delays are 
known, almost exact timestamps are available about vehicles 
entering and leaving zones, thus the trajectory matching step 
becomes a simple association step, like the single-camera 
scenario. 

 

Figure 5. Common camera constellation at a crossroad 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we elaborated an approach for multi-target multi-
camera tracking using hybrid re-id features. The hybrid re-id 
features are created from static attributes and (basic) re-id 
features. However, this requires a two-phase tracking method, 
which is computationally more expensive than one-phase ones; 
furthermore, the calculation of static attributes comes with 
additional computation cost. We propose multiple scenarios to 
calculate the static attributes, from which the most appropriate 
one can be selected, based on the requirement of the task, i.e. 
higher accuracy or higher frame rate. 

Our research is currently at the stage of gathering real-world 
data, which includes multi-camera scenes at crossroads and 
highways. After the data is collected and cleaned, the proposed 
methods will be thoroughly tested and evaluated. 
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prediction), then it can be filtered out. When matching 
trajectories across cameras, only those have to be considered 
that start and end in the same zone. The constraints, of course, 
need to be adjusted to the field of view of the cameras, because 
it is possible that not all cameras have a view of all zones. 
Another possible constellation is a series of cameras on a 
highway, with two zones (one direction) or four (two 
directional) and possible additional ones if the camera has a 
view on a highway ramp. 
 The multi-camera trajectory matching step has a strict 
temporal constraint in the crossroad scenario. If the video 
streams from cameras are synchronized, or the delays are 
known, almost exact timestamps are available about vehicles 
entering and leaving zones, thus the trajectory matching step 
becomes a simple association step, like the single-camera 
scenario. 
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one can be selected, based on the requirement of the task, i.e. 
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Abstract—The Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) technology and 
protocols are the main cornerstones for advanced transportation 
and autonomous vehicle applications. V2X has several subsets, 
including Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure 
(V2I) communication contexts. The main benefit of applying V2X 
technologies is increased safety by facilitating predicted warnings 
supporting automated driving and traffic applications. Wirelessly 
transmitted messages are the information sources; therefore, 
security is critical in V2X systems. The V2X exchanged messages 
are sent wirelessly and must fulfill the security requirements, such 
as integrity, authenticity, and privacy support. The messaging 
between vehicles and networks must be trusted. Lately, promising 
and proliferating blockchain/hash chain technologies have been 
introduced in V2X communications and cope with the cooperative 
vehicular applications security and related efficiency aspects. This 
paper provides a comprehensive survey about the V2X use-cases 
based blockchain/hash chain and introduces the available 
solutions and methods in this domain.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
OOPERATIVE Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) 
introduce a new ecosystem of linked vehicles, roadside 

networks, and mobile connectivity valuable to the climate, 
society, and economy. Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) creates 
infrastructures that ensure optimal transport facilities, decrease 
traffic loads, environmental emissions, and increase road safety 
and transport quality [1]. Specifically, C-ITS performance 
relies on V2X communications since it is responsible for 
sharing data between the underlying communication 
technologies. This provides input and alerts from on-board 
sensors, such as the vehicle's current location and speed. V2X 
is a protocol family designed to exchange messages that include 

vehicle information and sensor data from a vehicle to another 
vehicle or any individual/infrastructure element capable of 
influencing the vehicle and vice versa. Some of the applications 
based on V2X are autonomous driving, improving road safety, 
reducing fuel consumption, and traffic efficiency. V2X systems 
will make the road safer in decreasing the number of accidents, 
managing traffic flows, and providing environmental benefits. 
V2X is a combination of different communication contexts. As 
shown in Figure 1 below, V2X is based on a cooperative 
exchange of data between vehicles, and anything else that is 
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), 
Vehicle-to-Network (V2N), Vehicle-to-Pedestrians (V2P) [2], 
Vehicle-to-Device (V2D) [3], Vehicle-to-Cloud (V2C) [4], 
Vehicle-to-Home (V2H) [5], or even Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) 
[6]. 

For example, a  vehicle that uses a navigation system based 
on GPS and other sensors can use V2V to indicate vehicle's 
location, speed, and direction. By broadcasting this information 
maximum of 10 times per second to the surrounding cars. When 
a vehicle receives this information, it will calculate the 
trajectories of the surrounding vehicles. Without entering into a 
hazardous situation or crash, it will warn the driver by visual 
alert to make them more aware of what is going around. 

V2I is used, for example, as a communication protocol 
between the vehicle and the traffic lights. It may advise the 
driver to select the optimal speed to travel through a set of 
intersections. Furthermore, V2G is an example of a game-
changing emerging technology that, along with smart charging, 
could change the electricity grid. In the case of V2C the ability 
to provide services from the vehicle maker and other suppliers 
directly over the Internet is established. V2N is a 
communication context used, e.g., for warning signs of 
impending barriers or road jams; and implementing centralized 
positioning systems [7]. V2D is applied, for example, as a 
communication method to transmit information between the 
vehicles and any electronic system to which the vehicle is 
connected. V2H refers to the exchange of data between vehicles 
and applications in the home. V2P establishes communication 
that involves exchanging information between vehicles and 
pedestrians, such as when the driver sends a message to a 
pedestrian alerting them to their location and that they are close. 

Independently of the applied communication context, the 
application of V2X includes multiple facets, such as intelligen t  
travel, intelligently linked vehicles, and autonomous driving. 
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Various applications have various specifications for latency, 
durability, throughput, user density, and protection in the V2X 
environment; protection and autonomous driving system need 
exceptionally low latency and a safe network environment; 
therefore, security is the highest priority for V2X [8]. Any 
vehicular network infrastructure requires comprehensive 
security mechanisms to enable vehicles and other actors to 
communicate securely and efficiently. 

  
Fig. 1.  Vehicle-to-Everything communication contexts. 
 
Two types of V2X communication technologies are currently 
available: the Wi-Fi-based and the mobile cellular-based 
solutions (known as V2X and C-V2X, the latter using the 3G, 
4G (LTE)/LTE-A, and 5G networks). The benefit of the short-
range Wi-Fi-based techniques is low latency compared to the 
C-V2X networking systems [9]. The additional advantage is 
that network complexity is significantly lower than mobile 
cellular technology [10], and the cost is comparatively low [11]. 
However, the cellular-based system has advantages in targeting 
far broader areas, pre-existing infrastructure networks, 
deterministic security, QoS, and improved scalability 
guarantees [11]. 

The existing standards for V2X communication are DSRC 
(Dedicated Short-Range Communication) in the US, and  ITS-
G5 in Europe (referencing the used 5.9 GHz frequency band) 
[12].  

In DSRC/ITS-G5, the vehicles use on-board units (OBUs) 
that send messages known as (BSM) Basic Safety Messages in 
the US that transmit the information about the vehicle, 
including the speed and location, acceleration, etc. In Europe 
the (CAM) Common Awareness Messages include similar 
status and attribute information [13], which have latency less 
than 100ms with a range of approximately 1600m. 

In contrast, the Roadside Unit (RSU) is meant to be 
wirelessly accessed by the OBUs and usually backhauled by 
wired technologies. Among the ITS Facilities layer services, 
RSUs send the Decentralized Environmental Notification 
Messages (DENM) that include, e.g., alerts for road work. 
However, DSRC/ITS-G5 could open the door for malicious 
attacks or cause harm by sending or alerting false safety 
messages, rendering vehicles unsafe [14]. Both DSRC and ITS-
G5 operate in the 5.9 GHz ITS band [15]. 
 Radio technology is a part of the IEEE 802.11 family of 
standards [16]. IEEE 802.11p was the initial name of the ad hoc 
Wi-Fi mode of operation IEEE 802.11-2016-OCB (Outside the 
Context of a Basic Service Set) [17]. Network architectures and 

security protocols are specified in IEEE 1609 WAVE [18], and 
SCMS (Security Credential Management System) [19] on 
which US DSRC is based, and ITS-G5 with CCMS (EU C-ITS 
Credential Management System) specifications [20] in the EU.  

Communication between vehicles is fundamental because 
the sensors cannot detect all the risky situations. This makes 
vehicle networks more vulnerable to various cyber threats that 
are internal or external attacks. The cooperative system between 
vehicles can only work when vehicles can trust the neighboring 
car's messages and the network where it is connected. In order 
to forge this trust, there are some privacy and security levels the 
message should pass through.  

This paper manifests a comprehensive survey on vehicular 
communications relying on blockchain networks and 
technology, which can be used to solve privacy and security 
issues.  

This paper is structured as follows. Section II gives an 
overview of the types of security attacks in the V2X domain. 
Section III introduces V2X security basics. Section IV presents 
background information on blockchain/hash chain 
technologies. Section V surveys the literature of different V2X 
topics combined with blockchain/hash chain paradigm. Finally, 
Section VI concludes the article. 

II. TYPES OF V2X SECURITY ATTACKS IN A NUTSHELL 
Protection of V2X communication is essential. Vehicular 

networks are especially susceptible to attacks due to their 
wireless communication properties. There are six main areas 
where attention is required to ensure V2X security. These are 
Validity, Non-Repudiation, Honesty, Confidentiality, 
Affordability, and Real-time constraints [8]. 
 

• Validity: means that the recipient is guaranteed to 
accept communications from a legitimate source [25]. 

• Honesty: all communications should be secured to 
deter hackers from modifying them and ensure that  
messages' content is trusted. This ensures that it is 
protected if the communications' contents are not 
edited or changed when the message is being sent [26].  

• Affordability: The network must be affordable at all 
times to transmit and receive messages [27]. 

• Real-time constraints: Vehicles drive at high speed, 
which will demand real-time action in certain 
situations; otherwise, the outcome will be catastrophic 
[26]. 

• Confidentiality: Community messages sent to all 
participants should not be decryptable by non-group 
vehicles. A group message sent to a dedicated member 
should only be decryptable by the dedicated recipient; 
other vehicles should not be able to decipher the 
message [27].  

• Non-repudiation: A sender node can attempt to deny 
that a message has been sent to escape responsibility 
for its contents. Non-repudiation is especially useful 
for the detection of corrupted nodes [27]. 

1. Attacks on Validity: Sybil attack, also known as Ghost 
attack, is an intruder that generates several vehicles 
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introduce a new ecosystem of linked vehicles, roadside 

networks, and mobile connectivity valuable to the climate, 
society, and economy. Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) creates 
infrastructures that ensure optimal transport facilities, decrease 
traffic loads, environmental emissions, and increase road safety 
and transport quality [1]. Specifically, C-ITS performance 
relies on V2X communications since it is responsible for 
sharing data between the underlying communication 
technologies. This provides input and alerts from on-board 
sensors, such as the vehicle's current location and speed. V2X 
is a protocol family designed to exchange messages that include 

vehicle information and sensor data from a vehicle to another 
vehicle or any individual/infrastructure element capable of 
influencing the vehicle and vice versa. Some of the applications 
based on V2X are autonomous driving, improving road safety, 
reducing fuel consumption, and traffic efficiency. V2X systems 
will make the road safer in decreasing the number of accidents, 
managing traffic flows, and providing environmental benefits. 
V2X is a combination of different communication contexts. As 
shown in Figure 1 below, V2X is based on a cooperative 
exchange of data between vehicles, and anything else that is 
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), 
Vehicle-to-Network (V2N), Vehicle-to-Pedestrians (V2P) [2], 
Vehicle-to-Device (V2D) [3], Vehicle-to-Cloud (V2C) [4], 
Vehicle-to-Home (V2H) [5], or even Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) 
[6]. 

For example, a  vehicle that uses a navigation system based 
on GPS and other sensors can use V2V to indicate vehicle's 
location, speed, and direction. By broadcasting this information 
maximum of 10 times per second to the surrounding cars. When 
a vehicle receives this information, it will calculate the 
trajectories of the surrounding vehicles. Without entering into a 
hazardous situation or crash, it will warn the driver by visual 
alert to make them more aware of what is going around. 

V2I is used, for example, as a communication protocol 
between the vehicle and the traffic lights. It may advise the 
driver to select the optimal speed to travel through a set of 
intersections. Furthermore, V2G is an example of a game-
changing emerging technology that, along with smart charging, 
could change the electricity grid. In the case of V2C the ability 
to provide services from the vehicle maker and other suppliers 
directly over the Internet is established. V2N is a 
communication context used, e.g., for warning signs of 
impending barriers or road jams; and implementing centralized 
positioning systems [7]. V2D is applied, for example, as a 
communication method to transmit information between the 
vehicles and any electronic system to which the vehicle is 
connected. V2H refers to the exchange of data between vehicles 
and applications in the home. V2P establishes communication 
that involves exchanging information between vehicles and 
pedestrians, such as when the driver sends a message to a 
pedestrian alerting them to their location and that they are close. 

Independently of the applied communication context, the 
application of V2X includes multiple facets, such as intelligen t  
travel, intelligently linked vehicles, and autonomous driving. 
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Various applications have various specifications for latency, 
durability, throughput, user density, and protection in the V2X 
environment; protection and autonomous driving system need 
exceptionally low latency and a safe network environment; 
therefore, security is the highest priority for V2X [8]. Any 
vehicular network infrastructure requires comprehensive 
security mechanisms to enable vehicles and other actors to 
communicate securely and efficiently. 

  
Fig. 1.  Vehicle-to-Everything communication contexts. 
 
Two types of V2X communication technologies are currently 
available: the Wi-Fi-based and the mobile cellular-based 
solutions (known as V2X and C-V2X, the latter using the 3G, 
4G (LTE)/LTE-A, and 5G networks). The benefit of the short-
range Wi-Fi-based techniques is low latency compared to the 
C-V2X networking systems [9]. The additional advantage is 
that network complexity is significantly lower than mobile 
cellular technology [10], and the cost is comparatively low [11]. 
However, the cellular-based system has advantages in targeting 
far broader areas, pre-existing infrastructure networks, 
deterministic security, QoS, and improved scalability 
guarantees [11]. 

The existing standards for V2X communication are DSRC 
(Dedicated Short-Range Communication) in the US, and  ITS-
G5 in Europe (referencing the used 5.9 GHz frequency band) 
[12].  

In DSRC/ITS-G5, the vehicles use on-board units (OBUs) 
that send messages known as (BSM) Basic Safety Messages in 
the US that transmit the information about the vehicle, 
including the speed and location, acceleration, etc. In Europe 
the (CAM) Common Awareness Messages include similar 
status and attribute information [13], which have latency less 
than 100ms with a range of approximately 1600m. 

In contrast, the Roadside Unit (RSU) is meant to be 
wirelessly accessed by the OBUs and usually backhauled by 
wired technologies. Among the ITS Facilities layer services, 
RSUs send the Decentralized Environmental Notification 
Messages (DENM) that include, e.g., alerts for road work. 
However, DSRC/ITS-G5 could open the door for malicious 
attacks or cause harm by sending or alerting false safety 
messages, rendering vehicles unsafe [14]. Both DSRC and ITS-
G5 operate in the 5.9 GHz ITS band [15]. 
 Radio technology is a part of the IEEE 802.11 family of 
standards [16]. IEEE 802.11p was the initial name of the ad hoc 
Wi-Fi mode of operation IEEE 802.11-2016-OCB (Outside the 
Context of a Basic Service Set) [17]. Network architectures and 

security protocols are specified in IEEE 1609 WAVE [18], and 
SCMS (Security Credential Management System) [19] on 
which US DSRC is based, and ITS-G5 with CCMS (EU C-ITS 
Credential Management System) specifications [20] in the EU.  

Communication between vehicles is fundamental because 
the sensors cannot detect all the risky situations. This makes 
vehicle networks more vulnerable to various cyber threats that 
are internal or external attacks. The cooperative system between 
vehicles can only work when vehicles can trust the neighboring 
car's messages and the network where it is connected. In order 
to forge this trust, there are some privacy and security levels the 
message should pass through.  

This paper manifests a comprehensive survey on vehicular 
communications relying on blockchain networks and 
technology, which can be used to solve privacy and security 
issues.  

This paper is structured as follows. Section II gives an 
overview of the types of security attacks in the V2X domain. 
Section III introduces V2X security basics. Section IV presents 
background information on blockchain/hash chain 
technologies. Section V surveys the literature of different V2X 
topics combined with blockchain/hash chain paradigm. Finally, 
Section VI concludes the article. 

II. TYPES OF V2X SECURITY ATTACKS IN A NUTSHELL 
Protection of V2X communication is essential. Vehicular 

networks are especially susceptible to attacks due to their 
wireless communication properties. There are six main areas 
where attention is required to ensure V2X security. These are 
Validity, Non-Repudiation, Honesty, Confidentiality, 
Affordability, and Real-time constraints [8]. 
 

• Validity: means that the recipient is guaranteed to 
accept communications from a legitimate source [25]. 

• Honesty: all communications should be secured to 
deter hackers from modifying them and ensure that  
messages' content is trusted. This ensures that it is 
protected if the communications' contents are not 
edited or changed when the message is being sent [26].  

• Affordability: The network must be affordable at all 
times to transmit and receive messages [27]. 

• Real-time constraints: Vehicles drive at high speed, 
which will demand real-time action in certain 
situations; otherwise, the outcome will be catastrophic 
[26]. 

• Confidentiality: Community messages sent to all 
participants should not be decryptable by non-group 
vehicles. A group message sent to a dedicated member 
should only be decryptable by the dedicated recipient; 
other vehicles should not be able to decipher the 
message [27].  

• Non-repudiation: A sender node can attempt to deny 
that a message has been sent to escape responsibility 
for its contents. Non-repudiation is especially useful 
for the detection of corrupted nodes [27]. 

1. Attacks on Validity: Sybil attack, also known as Ghost 
attack, is an intruder that generates several vehicles 
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with the exact identification on the lane. It gives 
delusions to other cars by sending out incorrect signals 
to benefit this intruder [28]. 

2. Attacks on Non-Repudiation: Traceability lack of 
incidents. When an attacker tries to tamper with the 
database, it must access the majority of the nodes in 
the network, which is very complex in realistic 
application scenarios [29]. 

3. Attacks on Honesty: GPS spoofing by having nodes 
that believe they are in various positions; attackers 
easily trick nodes. This form of assault can be carried 
out by having incorrect readings on GPS units. It 
allows attackers to produce a stronger signal than the 
signal produced by an actual satellite using a GPS 
satellite emulator [30]. 

4. Attacks on Affordability: Denial of Service (DOS) is 
the most common intrusive assault against 
availability; an attacker attempts to make tools and 
facilities inaccessible to users on the network. Either 
by jamming a physical channel or by "Sleep 
Deprivation" [31]. 

5. Attacks on confidentiality: This can be achieved by the 
well-known Man in the Middle Attack (MiM), which 
can intercept the conversation between two other 
vehicles. This attack is feasible in a vehicle network in 
various situations. The intruder positions himself 
between the two pairs of nodes that communicate. The 
intruder also assumes care of the communication 
between the two cars. Honesty, validity, and non-
repudiation concerns in-vehicle networks and can be 
violated by the MiM attack [25]. Moreover, it pretends 
to be the answer of either of them and inserts fake 
information between them [32].  

6. Attack on Real-time constraints: e.g., period of assault, 
timing attack [8], Real-time constraints should be 
enforced since vehicles can travel in and out of a group 
of a Vehicular  Ad Hoc Network (VANET) at random 
for a brief period of time [32]. 

 
To minimize all potential threats that could affect the protection 
of V2X contact, we need to ensure the effective deployment of 
adequate security services. 

III. V2X SECURITY BASICS 

A. V2X messages security 
V2X security should operate to check the message's integrity, 

test that the message's contents did not change, stay stable, and 
authenticate the sender to check whether the constructed data 
came from a trusted source. Current V2X standards use a 
trusted Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and a trustworthy third-
party Certificate Authority (CA) in the US, and a Certificate 
Policy Authority (CPA) in Europe. PKI uses elliptic curve 
cryptography (ECC) that facilitates message authentication and 
integrity [21]. CA and CPA have the highest management 
authority for issuing vehicle identification details and related 
certificates, identity verification, and pseudonym management 
of vehicles. Digital signatures are used to provide the 
authenticity of the message sent by a vehicle. Both Security 

Credentials Management System (SCMS) [22] and C-ITS 
Credential Management System (CCMS) [20] rely on digital 
signatures for authentication and validating V2X messages. 

B. Security and privacy methodology 
V2X message transmissions relay on asymmetric key pairs 

[23]. These public key; private key pairs are used to 
verify/encrypt and sign/decrypt messages (respectively) to 
avoid malicious eavesdropping tampering[23]. The public key 
is known by any user and is extracted and sent to CCMS. 

 In contrast, the private key is stored securely inside the 
vehicle and used exclusively for signing transactions and 
messages. Signed transactions are needed to avoid surveillance, 
shield the driver's identification, and conceal actual identities. 
The private and public keys will be changed every short period 
to achieve privacy [24]. On the other hand, CCMS uses this 
public key, generates specific vehicle certificates, and signs the 
certificate using the root CPA. The root CPA is the root of trust 
for all certificates. Both the vehicle certificates and the root 
CPA are then sent back to the vehicle. Information shall be 
given to an accredited PKI auditor for auditing. After being 
audited, the root CPA application form should be signed with 
its authorized representative. The CPA a ppoints the Trust List 
Manager (TLM), ensuring that all PKI participants have 
confidence in the TLM's service. The CPA grants permission 
for the root CA activity and agrees that the TLM will depend 
on the root CA (s). The TLM generates the European Certificate 
Trust List (ECTL), which provides all PKI participants with  
confidence in the accepted root CA's [20] (Figure 2). 

 
Fig. 2.  The C-ITS Trust model architecture. 

In the European C-ITS Platform's V2X security proposal 
implementations [20], the root CA sends the application to the 
sub-CA Enrolment Authority (EA) and Authorization 
Authority (AA) entities. In EA and AA, they check the integrity  
of the message since each message will contain the content, 
hash, and hash of the previous block (Figure 3). The contents 
are a set of transactions that could be information about the 
Vehicle, ID, speed, direction, braking, and even intention, etc. 
The hash part of the message is a string calculated based on the 
content. This hash depends on the content, and any alteration in 
a particular block or the content will eventually break the 
chain's integrity. However, each part of the message hashed and 
included the previous part, creating a hash chain for all these 
parts. After this process, EA and AA transmit their signed  
request electronically and deliver its application form to root 
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CA, verifying the request and the received documents. Suppose 
all checks lead to a positive result. In that case, the root CA 
issues the corresponding sub-CA certificate and then send the 
certificate of conformity to C-ITS Point of Contact (CPOC) and 
TLM. The main task of CPOC and TLM is to verify all 
documents and the self-signed certificates and send them back 
to CPA that transmit them to C-ITS (Figure 4). In system 
management, both TLM and CPOC are a single agency sub-role 
that operates in the EU CCMS and reports to the Operation 
Regulatory Body and the Credential Decision Authority  [19] 
[20]. 

      
Fig. 3.  The C-ITS PKI architecture.  

Furthermore, communications between V2X devices are about 
implemented messages being sent to and from vehicles or 
Road-side Units (RSUs). After receiving the hash, the vehicle 
can verify that the contents received from another vehicle have 
not been modified in transit by calculating and comparing the 
hash of the content with the one received by the vehicle. In the 
hash chain, the only packet in the chain that is not integrity 
protected is the first packet. Subsequently, we can use the 
private key's role to provide the first packet's integrity and 
protection to make the integrity safe. The signature calculation 
involves computing the hash of the message and encrypting the 
hash with the private key. Also, the benefit of the hash chain is 
the lightweight computing power requirements compared to 
other cryptographic algorithms. 

  
Fig. 4.  C-ITS Point of Contract. 

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 

A. Background on the hash chain  
The hash chain is the sequential implementation of the hash 

function encoded over a piece of data. Also, it is a  transaction 
that takes an input length that passes through a hashing 
algorithm and then gives an output with a fixed length, as seen 
in Figure 5. Moreover, the hash chain helps to protect the 
security of sending any message against tampering. To be 
considered as a secure hash chain, some requirements of the 
hash function should be satisfied. The first case should be 
deterministic, implying that the hash function's input gives the 
same output every time. Second, a quick computation, the hash 
function, should be able to return the hash's input quickly. The 
thirdv is preimage resistance; after knowing the output of the 
hash function H(x), it will be impossible to see the input of the 
function (x). Furthermore, any change to the content data would 
produce a different hash, as stated above. Finally, collision 
resistance means that two different inputs will have two 
different hash outputs with high probability. 

 

   
Fig. 5. Digital signature based on cryptographic hash (digest). 

The hash chain is a technology used in Bitcoin to transfer 
digital coins from one individual to another and later the 
blockchain network's cornerstone. Consequently, all the above 
process is the key to creating the chain between messages that 
are called the Blockchain. 

One application of the hash chain was the DHT (Distributed  
Hash Tables) network.  

B. Basics of Blockchain 
 For the first time, the Blockchain was introduced by Satoshi 
Nakamoto as a peer-to-peer electronic cash system in 2008 
[33]. When he published a paper entitled "Bitcoin": "A peer-to-
peer electronic cash system, " which introduced an innovative 
and novel way to transfer (send and receive) digital money 
(called crypto-currency) without the need of going through a 
trusted third party.  

 The Blockchain is based on an immutable digital ledger that 
records all transactions verifiably and consistently. The ledger 
is replicated across several nodes, which means that no single 
authority owns or maintains it. The ledger's version validity is 
established through consensus among the participating nodes, 
also called miners. The transactions are stored in blocks linked 
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using cryptography (hence the term Blockchain), explicitly  
using hash functions: each block stores the previous block 's 
hash, timestamp, and transactions data. Therefore, data on a 
specific block cannot be altered without changing subsequent 
blocks, which requires the network's consensus. Each block 
holds a set of transactions and the previous block's hash, as seen 
in Figure 6 [34] below. 

 
Fig. 6.  General Blockchain blocks sequence. 

The transactions are stored after verification throughout the 
network. The verification is via consensus between the nodes; 
there are different methods to achieve consensus. Information 
in Blockchain cannot be added or modified until the consensus 
is reached, making it fraud-proof.  

C. Ethereum and decentralized applications (DApps) 
The exchange of digital currency was the primary purpose of 

Bitcoin. Afterward, researchers started developing platforms 
based on Blockchain technology for running distributed 
software called decentralized applications (DApps) 
development through "Smart Contracts". A smart contract is a  
computer code running over Blockchain capable of exchanging 
any value a third party needs. They offer the following 
advantages over the existing computer programs: 1) 
Autonomous: the network, 2) Manage their execution Trust-
less: the ledger's version is validated with consensus among 
nodes, 3) Data safe: the application's data remain permanently 
in the Blockchain, 4) Transparent: smart contract's code and 
storage are publicly available. Ethereum is one example of a  
DApps blockchain network [35]. 

V. V2X EXTENSIONS/MODIFICATIONS USING BLOCKCHAIN 
Blockchain technology started to be considered in V2X 

systems research areas. The Blockchain n etworks can be 
applied in many use cases not limited listed briefly below. The 
Blockchain offers information trust because event data is 
maintained on a publicly achievable blockchain. It provides the 
secure flow of data between network objects (Vehicle, RSU 
servers).  The Blockchain can solve the safety for the transfer 
of important data and reliable information transmission, while 
preventing deformation, which may result in negative 
outcomes. To avoid these outcomes, Blockchain technology is 
based on rules and principles. Because of the nature of 
blockchain trust management, it can be successfully 
implemented across nodes in decentralized networks. Using 
blockchain could prevent harmful nodes from accessing the 
network and disseminating misleading information on the 
network, creating disruptions of the transportation network.  In 
some use cases, blockchain can be applied to rate a road user in 
V2X system, taken against offenders. This will guarantee that 

harmful messages that harm the V2X system or degrade its 
efficiency are decreased. The use of trust management 
algorithms and priority separation allows traffic users to assess 
if a  received message is credible with a high degree of certainty. 

Blockchain could provide the flexibility to store and 
distribute the public keys or the vehicle certificates without the 
need of a 3rd party (trusted or not trusted) and, therefore, the 
generation of secure sessions between devices. It enables 
security between devices from different organizations. In some 
use cases, the immutably shared data among many devices and 
organizations. But on the other hand, Blockchain is not a  mature 
technology yet. The transaction cost is increasing with digital 
currency prices and the scalability of the network should be also 
considered. 

There were some proposals to use blockchain technology to 
ensure the security of V2X and mitigate the security issues 
listed above. The main advantage of Blockchain technology's 
application in V2X is the simple implementation of the trust 
authentication between vehicles, including the messages' 
integrity and confidentiality. The standard mechanism of 
security and privacy of the messages described by, e.g., the 
C-ITS could be simplified using the Blockchain. 

Here we provide a summary of two existing survey papers on 
V2X and Blockchain. The document [36] lists articles around 
the integration of three technologies in one network: the 5G, 
Edge Cloud nodes, and Blockchain, showing this approach's 
advantages in Cellular V2X networks. The paper lists a 
comparative study of Blockchain in advanced vehicular 
networks with 5G-based edge computing and introduces the 
open issues like the storage in Blockchain with a massive 
volume of data transactions, the performance due to the limited 
throughput in terms of the number of transactions per second, 
delay, and network resource usage when blockchain and 5G-
based MEC are integrated. The survey lists papers indicating 
that Blockchain consumes large network resources related to 
the mining and emphasizes that the consensus mechanism could 
result in high latency. The survey provides a future direction for 
research which could be to develop an efficient and robust 
incentive mechanism to encourage all parties and miners to 
engage in the blockchain. In addition, it suggests penalty 
systems to discourage any harmful activities. As a conclusion, 
the paper states that the Blockchain has emerged as a promising 
technology to solve most issues and challenges related to 
privacy, security, and networking faced by the existing and 
next-generation V2X technologies. 

Whereas, survey document [37] lists research articles around 
the processing power and efficient trust mechanisms for 
information exchange in V2X communications and Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS).  Traditional access to the remote 
cloud may degrade the V2X services due to incurred latency. 
This survey lists and examines important solutions written  
around Edge solutions and Blockchain applied to V2X or what 
is called Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and provides a related 
technical classification from access technology, IoV 
architecture layers, network layers including SDN and NFV, 
blockchain layers execution and finally algorithm s and 
applicability of machine learning through a comparative 
summary. It highlights their main features, advantages, and 
limitations to provide subsidies for further proposals.  
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Our actual survey includes the latest written papers onV2X 
solutions where the Blockchain is also the main component. 
Our survey is general, not limited to any specific technical 
topics or feature areas within Blockchain applications in V2X. 
On the contrary, the survey [36] covers only papers related to 
V2X, 5G, edge computing, and Blockchain integration only. 
After an exhaustive explanation of the V2X systems and their 
issues, the security and V2X evolution are the main focus. They 
list research papers related to this subject and do a comparative 
study of Blockchain with 5G and edge computing from system 
characteristics, considering the following parameters: the 
Blockchain type / consensus algorithm / edge solution / cellular 
technologies. 

On the other hand, the survey [37]  provides a taxonomy of 
bockchain and edge computing technologies for papers written 
in the context of IoV by analyzing the Blockchain type, the 
Blockchain layer, the adopted consensus algorithm, and the 
architectural approach. 

Based on the identified gaps, we have reviewed several 
recent works not covered by the above available surveys but 
related to V2X systems and blockchain/hash chain 
technologies. We highlight the proposals' main idea, 
advantages, and weaknesses for each selected paper in the 
below sections. 

A. Traceable and Authenticated Key Negotiations via 
Blockchain for Vehicular Communications: 

In paper [38], authors analyze the communication between 
vehicles and between vehicles and people, and analyze 
requirements of low latency, high reliability, and traceability. 
The paper gets the Master Key (MK) information on blockchain 
and realize the master key negotiation. The proposed scheme 
utilizes a transaction data structure to generate key pairs like the 
Diffie–Hellman key-exchange process. This is achieved 
through four algorithms where the system parameters are 
generated and stored in blockchain, master key parameters in 
blockchain, and one algorithm to generate from the master key 
parameters the master key in the blockchain. This proposal can 
resist MiM and packet dropping attacks, and others. The key 
materials can be traced back by timestamps upon request and 
can be confirmable to avoid decryption failure attacks. The 
main issue is the long and unpredictable time to create secure 
connectivity due to blockchain latency . 

B. A Secure Priority Vehicle Movement based on Blockchain 
Technology in Connected Vehicles: 

A novel blockchain architecture was presented in paper [51], 
which protects vehicles from any attack, isolates them from 
other vehicles, and reduces the number of potential threats they 
will encounter. Their proposal could be modified to 
accommodate the priority vehicles' speeds to accommodate the 
Blockchain architecture. According to the specified maximum 
speed, the priority vehicle can travel through all the RSUs and 
reach its destination without any information-sharing 
mechanism between the RSUs and the priority vehicle. This is 
what we consider the proposa l's vulnerability. On the other 
hand, the system is based on an ideal security system that 
exchanges information between priority vehicles and the RSUs 
without allowing anyone to communicate with them. 

This system builds the authenticity and integrity between the 
RSU and the authentication center and the vehicles with the 
RSU in another way. Also, the hash chain makes the 
communication between the vehicle and the RSU secure. 

C. A Tiered Blockchain Framework for Vehicular Forensics: 

The authors of [52] developed a concept for vehicle forensics 
using blockchain technology,. An analysis of the security levels 
that a car should pass through in the aftermath of an accident 
using blockchain technology and their resiliency to attack. The 
authors have contrasted and studied their proposed blockchain 
system (Block4Forensic) with other Blockchain systems for 
conflict resolution and responsibility attribution, demonstrating 
the strength of their proposed structure. 

D. Block-VN: A Distributed Blockchain-Based Vehicular 
Network Architecture in Smart City:  

In paper [39], the authors Proposed a distributed system based 
on blockchain for the ad hoc vehicle network. This modern 
network was called Blockchain-Based Vehicular Network  
(Block-VN) and allowed vehicles to explore and exchange their 
resources to build a network of vehicles that work together to 
deliver value-added services like forensics after a car accident 
occurs. The car's security level passed through a blockchain and 
analyzed. Furthermore, the authors discuss the architecture's 
security and dependability. 

E. A Novel Sender Authentication Scheme Based on Hash 
Chain for Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks:  

The authors of paper [40] presented a hash chain scheme for 
promoting VANET security and secure communication 
between the vehicle, RSU, and authentication center. The 
authors used the symmetric key in hash chaining. The 
asymmetric keys were not considered because the symmetric 
key provides faster encryption and decryption in a secure 
network compared to the asymmetric keys. 
The idea of this paper was to develop the symmetric hash chain 
process to strengthen the authenticity and integrity between the 
RSU and authentication center in one sense and the vehicles 
with the RSU in another sense. As a result of the hash chain, the 
communication between the Vehicle and RSU is secure and 
resistant to various attacks. 

F. Comparative Experiments of V2X Security Protocol Based 
on Hash Chain Cryptography: 

In paper [53], the authors proposed a lightweight message 
authentication and privacy preservation protocol for V2X 
communications. The proposed protocol achieves highly secure 
message authentication by introducing a hash chain of secret 
keys for a Message Authentication Code (MAC). The reason is 
that V2X security protocols based on the Elliptic Curve Digita l 
Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) provide a high-security level at 
the cost of excessive communication and computation 
overhead. The proposed protocol was tested in a stationary state 
using their proposed test platform using commercial DSRC 
devices (Cohda wireless MK5 (5th Generation Market) devices 
that provide two types MK5-OBU that are installed on the 
Vehicle and MK5-RSU installed on the road) [41]. By using the 
well-known Wireshark utility, they measured the messaging 
performance.  
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Furthermore, they enabled security by using the 
cryptographic Library (Aerolink Library) configuration that 
uses the Hardware Security Model (HSM). Moreover, for 
signing and verifying the messages, they used ECDSA National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) P256 with SHA 
256. Therefore, using IEEE 1609.2 and ETSI-103-097 
standards, the result for the number of messages per second was 
183 messages. In contrast, for non-standard protocol, the 
number of messages per second was only 54 messages. The 
authors conclude that the proposed protocol significantly 
decreases the average end-to-end delay and proves its 
performance advantages over the standard and non-standard 
protocols.  

G. Hash-Chain-Based Cross-Regional Safety Authentication 
for Space-Air-Ground Integrated VANETs: 

Authors of article  [42] presented a new concept of 
connectivity between vehicles, RSUs, and Certificate 
Authorities (Cas), with drones or Security Manager (SM) acting 
as intermediaries, sending information and data between them 
through a space air-ground integrated network (SAGIN) which 
establishes higher security standards. The authors developed a 
consensus framework based on the Hash chain, combined with 
the Radio Frequency (RF) fingerprint theory, simplifying the 
Blockchain, introducing the Kafka  distributed messages, and 
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance Algorithm  (PBFT). 
According to the simulation-based on Hyperledger–Fabric 
architecture, it shows that the average delay of the block 
produced by a single transaction is approximately 0.9ms, which 
achieves effective and low latency authentication. 

H. A New-Type of Blockchain for Secure Message Exchange 
in VANET: 

A new Blockchain form is presented in this paper [54] to 
address issues of critical message propagation in VANET 
environments. This Blockchain doesn't use any crypto coins to 
handle safety event messages. After determining the vehicle's 
location with the aid of proof of location (POL), the VANET 
messages don't have to go beyond the country's bounda ry. The 
scheme depends on each geographical a rea isolated from the 
other, which ensures that traffic information of one country is 
unrelated to vehicles based in another country. Furthermore, 
after the vehicle receives the message, it tests it against the 
Blockchain. It then verifies the event messages to see if they are 
trustworthy before broadcasting them to the surrounding 
vehicles and storing the message in the local memory pool or 
discarding them. The results of this paper's assessment and 
review suggest that the proposed local Blockchain can be used 
effectively in the VANET without the need for additional 
storage. 

I. Secure V2X environment using Blockchain Technology: 
 In article [55], the authors' purpose is to provide a 
hypothetical scenario that depicts the effect of challenging 
factors on applying the Blockchain in the V2X paradigm. 
However, the authors have discussed considerations that may 
hurt the application of Blockchain in V2X context. A total of 
10 of the most critical challenges are established using the 
Systematic Literature Review (SLR) method, and their 
corresponding hypothesis was also developed. Some studies 

were considered for the data extraction process by applying the 
tollgate method. They have explored in this study the factors 
that could have a negative impact on the implementation of 
blockchain in V2X environment. By considering both studies' 
results (SLR and case study), the authors have created a 
hypothetical model that helps practitioners revise their 
strategies and create an efficient method for successfully 
implementing Blockchain in the V2X context. 

J. A Remote Attestation Security Model based on Privacy- 
Preserving Blockchain for V2X:  

Intelligent, V2X-based applications require the real-time 
integration of all kinds of information on roads, pedestrians, the 
environment, and vehicles themselves. This information also 
needs to be shared and integrated privately with other vehicles. 
The authors of paper [29] suggest a remote attestation 
protection mechanism built on a privacy-preserving blockchain 
called the remote attestation model (RASM). This scheme 
entails two main stages. The first is the credible verification of 
identification. The second uses estimation for decision-making 
to classify the node trusted or malicious, for example.  

K. BloCkEd: Blockchain-based Secure Data Processing 
Framework in Edge Envisioned V2X Environment: 

The authors of article [56]. proposed a Blockchain-based data 
processing platform (BloCkEd) for the V2X environments, 
where the V2X users are connected to the EDGE nodes. The 
scheme allows V2X users' requests to be handled/processed by 
nodes at the edge of the network; thus, reducing latency; and 
preserving the privacy of user data/activities. BloCkEd 
comprises an optimal container-based data processing scheme; 
and a blockchain-based data integrity management scheme; 
designed to minimize link breakage and reduce latency. The 
program implementation of the proposed architecture was 
tested against a plausible scenario in Chandigarh City, Punjab, 
India. The results showed that the proposed solution promotes 
less migration due to an efficient allocation strategy, decreasing 
regular connection breaks and service disturbances. 

L. Efficient Mining Cluster Selection for Blockchain-Based 
Cellular V2X Communications: 

Using game theory, paper [57] demonstrates how to balance 
the load on mining clusters while ensuring unloading vehicles' 
justice. As mining tasks are unloaded in cellular V2X networks, 
they can cause congestion and disproportionate vehicle network 
resources. Moreover, a  short block length transmission design  
was considered to meet the low-latency standards of safety 
applications. The proposed solution guarantees decent 
transmission speeds and preserves justice between the 
unloading of vehicles. The findings show that the proposed 
methodology's efficiency rises as the number of mining clusters 
in the network increases. 

M. A Blockchain Approach for Decentralized V2X (D-V2X) 
As we introduced above, the current V2X solutions rely on 

using a Public Key Infrastructure that enables secure 
collaboration between the different entities in the V2X 
ecosystem. However, managing such infrastructure requires 
reaching agreements between ma ny parties with conflicts of 
interest between automakers and telecommunication operators. 
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In paper [43], the authors propose a decentralized V2X 
(D-V2X) solution based on Blockchain that does not need any 
trusted authority and can be applied on top of any 
communication protocol. The authors describe a proof-of-
concept to build the D-V2X on top of a low-cost and high-
security System-on-Chip (SoC) that could enable widespread 
D-V2X adoption. 

N. PF-BVM: A Privacy-aware Fog-enhanced Blockchain 
Validation Mechanism 

In paper [44], the authors suggested a Privacy-aware Fog-
enhanced Blockchain Validation Mechanism (PFBVM) to 
reduce the load on the network by implementing a new 
validation mechanism and equivalent consensus feature, where 
trusted authenticated fog nodes can validate trans actions on 
behalf of blockchain nodes. It integrates fog computing, the 
Internet of Things, and Blockchain techniques. The PF-BVM 
algorithm aims to reduce the approval of a transaction and, in 
that way, to reduce the latency in Blockchain. PF-BVM allows 
trusted rich fog nodes to perform transaction validation on 
behalf of other blockchain nodes as a conceptual criterion. The 
trust is gained by randomly running matching tests which adds 
to the integration of fog computing. According to the findings, 
the greater the number of transactions per block, the higher the 
blockchain system 's un-reliability metric. The authors used a 
specially formulated simulation code to analyze the proposed 
mechanism. The experimental results demonstrated that 
PF-BVM could significantly improve a blockchain system 
validation in time consumption, energy efficiency, and storage 
capacity. 

O. Blockchain-based Service Sharing Via Roadside Unit-
Performance Evaluation: 

Using Blockchain technology, the authors proposed a model 
for services sharing via RSU [45], which has just one RSU that 
receives and saves services on Blockchain, and vehicles interact 
with each other via RSU. A simulation was implemented to 
estimate the performance of the system using Python. There are 
two forms of communication discussed: communication 
between vehicles and communication between vehicles and 
RSUs. When the vehicle agrees to share its services with a 
requested vehicle, a  smart contract will be established between 
two vehicles, provided both agree to the smart contract 
regulations.  

P. Technological Aspects of Blockchain Application for 
Vehicle-to-Network: 

In paper  [46], the authors suggested using Blockchain 
technology in V2N to tackle the problem of maintaining 
information security, which is very sensitive related to the 
specifics of the operation of transport networks. Four 
experiments were conducted to demonstrate the numerical 
features for resource allocation on devices engaged in arranging 
V2N communication. The findings show that the nodes' activity 
determines the channel bandwidth consumed. During 
blockchain operation, the latency of packets between nodes 
decreased significantly, and there was almost no influence on 
the delay with the nodes of another network. In comparison, the 
latency variation in operating the blockchain failed nodes 

simultaneously without synchronizing the mining interaction  
did not occur significantly between the nodes. 

Q. Blockchain Enhanced V2X Communication System and 
Method:  

In this patent application [47], the authors propose an 
authentication system for V2X communication systems based 
on a private blockchain. The system includes a blockchain-
based V2X decentralized Certificate Authority (CA) instead of 
a  third-party CA. A blockchain-based V2X CA provides an 
open, distributed ledger that can efficiently record transactions 
between multiple parties in a verifiable and permanent way. 

R. Distributed Edge Computing with Blockchain Technology 
to Enable Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency V2X Communications: 

Paper [48] aims to solve the problem of building a vehicular 
network for reliable delivery data according to the V2X 
standard and improving road users' safety using blockchain 
technology and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). Again, here 
the authors of this paper consider the four technology 5G, V2X, 
MEC, and blockchain. The proposed work provides a 
mathematical model of the system, considering the 
interconnection of objects and V2X information channels and 
an energy-efficient offloading algorithm to manage traffic 
offloading to the MEC server.  

The proposed system architecture consists of roadside 
participants like vehicles, several RSUs, distributed MEC units, 
and the application server. The blockchain technology can be 
used to manage information trustworthiness, as event 
information would be stored in a publicly accessible 
blockchain. Blockchain can solve major problems faced by 
V2X systems and provide security for the distribution of critical 
information. One scenario is that Malicious nodes can infiltrate 
the network and spread false information, causing the transport 
network to fail. The blockchain can rate a road user is also an 
effective solution for use in the V2X system. A rating facility 
would allow action against offenders and encourage decent 
users. 

The paper provides a framework of V2X based on distributed 
edge computing integrated with blockchain technologies. A 
model for the interaction of blockchain technology in the 
system was introduced to achieve the required level of security. 
The developed Blockchain–MEC model was evaluated over an 
NS-3 environment for various simulation scenarios, and the 
results validate the system in terms of reliability, latency, and 
energy efficiency. The results showed that Blockchain–MEC 
V2X system achieved higher relia bility than existing V2X 
models. 

S. Blockchain for V2X: A Taxonomy of Design Use Cases 
and System Requirements: 

Article [49] provides an overview of V2X blockchain 
architecture applications and examines them in order to define 
the needs of a V2X blockchain. The study investigates possible 
blockchain applications in the V2X space, identifying and 
assessing use cases based on their underlying blockchain needs. 
The authors classify blockchain into two categories: 
permissionless and permissioned blockchains. According to the 
authors, permissioned blockchains are the greatest solution for 
enabling the largest range of applications while also ensuring 
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that throughput, user privacy, and Know Your Costumer (KYC) 
requirements are all satisfied. 

T. A blockchain-based V2X communication system: 
A new blockchain-based V2X secure communication 

platform was proposed in this paper [50], which integrates 
PKI/CA model aspects with blockchain technology. The 
authors describe a typical PKI/CA-based alternative solution to 

the European standard C-ITS' authentication. The solution 
attempts to alleviate trust problems in the existing PKI/CA 
infrastructure while also facilitating vehicle authentication and 
security in the V2X network. The platform is based on the 
Ethereum blockchain to store and retrieve the Public keys of the 
roadside participants and RSU. 
 

 
Table 1: A comparative analysis of the surveyed V2X papers related to Blockchain technologies. 

 
Author Technology Use case  Description Brief Summary of Results 

Y. Chen et al. 
[38], 2019 
 

Blockchain/ 
Authenticated 
key negotiations 

Vehicular 
communicati
on 

A Blockchain to resolve the key negotiation 
between two vehicles to be authenticated and 
traceable. 

The Key materials can be publicly 
tracked back by timestamps and 
confirmed to prevent decryption 
failure attacks. 

A. Saini et al. 
[51], 2019 

Blockchain/ 
Privacy and 
security  

Connected 
Priority 
vehicles 

A novel blockchain architecture that protects  
vehicles from many attacks and isolates them 
from other vehicles. 

The proposed scheme will efficiently 
and safely address priority vehicle 
movement. 

M. C. Ugwu 
et al. [52], 
2018 

Blockchain/ 
Watchdog entity  

Vehicular 
Forensics 

A blockchain concept for vehicular forensics; 
after an accident occurs, the car s security level 
should pass through blockchain technology and 
analyze them against attack. 

Demonstrates the proposed 
architecture  effectiveness compared 
to the current Blockchain-based 
system. 

Pradip Kumar 
Sharma et al. 
[39], 2017 

Blockchain/ 
Block-VN 

Ad hoc 
Vehicle 
network 

An ad hoc network application and discovered 
capabilities that the current infrastructure 
cannot quickly provide. 

The Block-VN paradigm encourages 
vehicles to explore and exchange 
their resources, resulting in a network 
of vehicles cooperating to create 
value-added services. 

N. V. 
Vighnesh et 
al. [40], 2011 

Blockchain/ 
Hash chain 

Vehicular ad 
hoc network 
(VANET) 

Hash chain scheme that promotes VANET 
security and secure communication between 
the vehicle, RSU, and authentication center. 

Its widespread use in crypto-graphy 
explains the popularity of the hash 
function. 

S. A. A. 
Hakeem et al. 
[53], 2020 

Blockchain/ 
MAC algorithm 

Vehicle-to-
Everything 
(V2X) 

Security protocols have been tested in a 
stationary state using commercial DSRC 
devices. 

The proposed protocol significantly 
decreases the average end-to-end 
delay. 

 
G. Luo et al. 
[42], 2020 

Hash chain/ 
space–air–
ground 
integrated 
network 
(SAGIN) 

VANETs A new idea of communication between 
vehicles that plays the role of sending 
information and data between them and use the 
space-air-ground integrated network (SAGIN) 
to set out higher security standards. 

The average delay of the block 
produced by a single transaction is 
approximately 0.9ms to achieve 
effective and low latency 
authentication. 

R. Shrestha et 
al. [54], 2020 

Blockchain/ 
Mobile Edge 
Computing 

VANET A new form of Blockchain to address issues of 
critical message propagation in VANET. 

The proposed local Blockchain can 
be used effectively in the VANET 
without the need for additional 
storage. 

 
Ms. Taiyaba 
et al. [55], 
2020 

Blockchain/ 
Systematic 
literature review 
(SLR) 

V2X Provides a hypothetical scenario that depicts  
the effect of challenging factors on applying the 
Blockchain in the V2X paradigm. 

A hypothetical model was created 
that helps practitioners revise their 
strategies and develop efficient 
methods for successfully 
implementing Blockchain in the V2X 
context. 

C. Xu et al. 
[29], 2018 

Blockchain/ 
Remote 
attestation 
security 
Model (RASM) 

V2X A remote attestation protection mechanism 
built on a privacy-preserving blockchain called 
the remote attestation model RASM. 

The findings demonstrate that a high 
proportion of progress can be 
attained with the scheme. 
 

G. S. Aujla et 
al. [56], 2020 

Blockchain/ 
BlockED 

V2X A blockchain-based protected data processing 
system for an EDGE node of the V2X area 
called BloCkEd. 

The proposed solution promotes less 
migration due to an efficient 
allocation strategy, decreasing 
regular connection breaks and service 
disturbances. 

F. Jameel et 
al. [57], 2020 

Blockchain/ 
Blocklength 
transmission 

V2X A game-theoretic approach to balance the load 
on mining clusters while ensuring the justice of 
unloading vehicles. 

The findings show that the proposed 
methodology s efficiency rises as the 
number of mining clusters in the 
network increases. 
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I. Agudo et 
al. [43], 2020 

Blockchain/ 
System-on-Chip 
(SoC) 

V2X Decentralized V2X (D-V2X) solution based on 
Blockchain, that does not need any trusted 
authority and can be applied on top of any 
communication protocol. 

The Current V2X solutions rely on 
using a public key infrastructure that 
enables secure collaboration between 
the different entities in the V2X 
ecosystem.  

H. Baniata et 
al. [44], 2020 

Blockchain/ 
Internet of 
things, Fog 
computing 

Vehicle Privacy-aware Fog-enhanced Blockchain 
Validation Mechanism (PFBVM). 

PF-BVM could significantly improve 
a blockchain system validation in 
terms of time consumption, energy 
efficiency, and storage capacity. 

I. Kiran et 
al. [45],  2019 

Blockchain/ 
Proof of Work 
(PoW)  

V2V, V2I They are examining the performance of the 
vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to RSU 
communication at the time of service sharing. 
Its primary purpose is to minimize average time 
delay. 

RSU helps to minimize the average 
delay time to achieve maximum 
throughput. 

V. Elagin et 
al. [46],     
2020 

Blockchain V2N Blockchain is employed as a system platform 
to serve the demands of transportation systems 
for safe information sharing. 

The usage of blockchain technology 
is not an appropriate solution for 
V2N. 

Qi. Jimmy et 
al. [47],   
2020 

Blockchain/ 
Certificate 
Authority (CA), 
PKI 

V2X Patent Application for V2X decentralized CA 
based on blockchain instead of third-party CA. 

Authentication system for V2X 
communication based on private 
blockchain. 

A. Vladyko 
et al. [48],  
2022 

Blockchain/ 
mobile edge 
computing 
(MEC)/ 5G 

V2X The simulation model consists of roadside 
participants (vehicles, RSUs, distributed MEC 
units, and application server). The model was 
evaluated over an NS-3 environment for 
various simulation scenarios.  

Validation of the system in terms of 
latency, reliability, and energy 
efficiency. Blockchain-MEC V2X 
system achieved higher reliability 
than existing V2X models. 

J. Meijers et 
al. [49],   
2021 

Blockchain/ IoT  V2X Investigating potential blockchain applications  
in the V2X, finding and evaluating use cases  
based on their underlying blockchain 
requirements. 

Permissioned blockchains are the 
greatest solution for enabling the 
largest range of applications. 

H. Farran et 
al. [50], 2021 

Blockchain/ 
Public Key 
Infrastructure 
(PKI), CA  

V2X  A blockchain to resolve the existing PKI/CA 
infrastructure's trust concerns and facilitate the 
authentication and security of the vehicles in 
the V2X network. 

A platform based on Ethereum 
blockchain to store and retrieve the 
public keys of the roadside 
participants and RSU. 

II. CONCLUSION 
By way of inference, safety is the primary issue for road 

drivers using highly advanced applications in the future's highly 
cooperative ITS environments. V2X has the potential to comply 
with safety criteria providing updates to drivers on the road. 
Hence, it is necessary to ensure the network's security and 
establish confidence in V2X interactions. This paper provides a 
comprehensive survey on different vehicular applications using 
blockchain technologies to enhance the main message from the 
studied articles is that the Blockchain offers reliability, trust, 
and simplification in implementing security to V2X networks. 
Blockchain-based solutions construct durability and reliability 
in V2X, together with distributed operation and data storage. 

Based on this survey, we conclude that blockchain networks 
and technology can play an important role in V2X applications 
from different aspects and resolve many technical issues. We 
enumerate the following: 1) traceable key negotiation between 
two vehicles; 2) protection of vehicles from many attacks and 
isolates them from other vehicles; 3) security and secure 
communication between the vehicle, RSU, and authentication 
center; 4) ad hoc network application and discovered 
capabilities; 5) vehicular forensics after an accident incidence; 
6) security between devices from different organizations; 7) the 

immutably shared data among ma ny devices and organization; 
8) simplifying the distribution of the participants' CA in V2X; 
9) improving the performance of the V2X system when 
combined with EDGE node in terms of latency, reliability, and 
energy efficiency; and 10) trust authentication between 
vehicles, including the messages' integrity and confidentiality. 
We expect that the list of functions will further improvse, and 
implementation of V2X systems based on Blockchain will 
increase in the coming years. 

On the other hand, Blockchain is not mature technology yet 
and requires a lot of improvements in scalability, transactions 
latency, and cost. 

Preparing this survey taught us that Blockchain quickly 
became an important topic also in V2X communications. As a 
part of our future work, we design a novel Blockchain-based 
proof-of-concept V2X security solution to highligh t  
possibilities and  implement security on such new based in the 
C-ITS domain. Our primary purpose is to increase awareness of 
Blockcahin+V2X and to create a lightweight, distributed pilot 
alternative to the PKI-based current schemes and the 
complicated assignment of the CAs to the vehicles or IoT 
devices in general by a more generic and simplified method 
based on the Ethereum Blockchain.  
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Optimizing Camera Stream Transport
in Cloud-Based Industrial Robotic Systems

Marcell Balogh, Attila Vidács

Abstract—Combining visual-guided robotics with cloud net-
working brought a new era into industrial robotic research and
development. New challenges have to be tackled with a focus
on providing proper communication and data processing setup:
sensor data processing as well as the control software should
be decoupled from the local robot hardware and should move
into the cloud. In the emerging field of cloud robotics, there are
trade-offs that have to be handled. More and more sensors such
as cameras are being integrated but it comes with a cost. All
sensory data have to be sent through often limited networking
resources, while latency must be kept as low as possible.

In this paper we propose a general solution for efficient camera
stream transportation in cloud robotic systems. After introducing
our test scenario with the used hardware and software elements, a
detailed overview of the architecture is presented with describing
each task of the components. The goal of this paper is to
examine the current stream transportation implementations in
ROS environment and implement a more efficient method.
The performance of the proposed method is investigated and
compared with other solutions evidenced by measurements.

Index Terms—cloud robotics; distributed systems; image pro-
cessing;

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTRARY to certain expectations that human workers
will be displaced by robots, the real trend is to utilize

collaborative robots beside humans to work with. This change
necessitates robots to be aware of their full surroundings real
time, that seems to be the real challenge.

Vision systems are widely used in industrial robotics for
various tasks and processes such as inspection and quality
control, robot guidance, safety of workers, assembly lines,
etc. As a result of the continuous improvement of camera
sensors, the size of the raw sensory information significantly
increased. It became a trade-off between the camera quality
and the latency of the transported image stream. In order to get
the best performance, modifications need to be tailor-made.

We expect these systems to examine their environment
through various sensors and act immediately to prevent human
injuries or collisions. Having applied the techniques of cloud
computing, image processing, robotics and distributed net-
works, we present an alternative stream transportation method
for vision aided real-time robotic systems. Our approach is to
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combine the existing methods in a more efficient way with
distributed systems.

Throughout this work we utilized the Robot Operating
System (ROS) [1] which became the de facto standard of
robotic development. ROS based systems fit well into the
concepts of cloud architecture. Sensors are providing real-time
information which are being sent over the network, while data
are processed in the cloud, and only the acting commands are
being sent back to the robot. In this scheme, complex sensor
networks can be easily managed, and data could be processed
off board.

The paper is outlined as follows. In Section II, the back-
ground of the applied technologies is introduced. Section III
presents an overview of the system including the hardware
devices and the software design. Section IV explains the
demonstration task, the steps of image processing alongside
with the network setup. In Section V the different measure-
ment methods are presented with their arrangements. This
is followed by the performance measurement in Section VI
which contains a detailed comparison of the different op-
tions. It contains the overall result and performance of the
implemented system. Finally, conclusions and considerations
regarding the improved solutions are presented in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Industrial robots took a long way to reach their current form
and the new era of collaborative robots is currently rising. On
the contrary of what people believed with the appearance of
industrial robots, workers are still essential elements in the
factories thus a stronger human-robot cooperation has started
to emerge. Robots are able to cooperate even better with
humans, taking their presence into account and proceed with
caution.

To help robots look around and act within their environment,
visual servoing is a popular approach. Visual servoing is
an approved technology which was first proposed in 1996
by Hutchinson et al. [2], and was significantly improved by
F. Chaumette and S. Hutchinson [3]. Nowadays two popular
approaches were formalized: Position Based Visual Servoing
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I. INTRODUCTION

CONTRARY to certain expectations that human workers
will be displaced by robots, the real trend is to utilize

collaborative robots beside humans to work with. This change
necessitates robots to be aware of their full surroundings real
time, that seems to be the real challenge.
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the best performance, modifications need to be tailor-made.
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combine the existing methods in a more efficient way with
distributed systems.

Throughout this work we utilized the Robot Operating
System (ROS) [1] which became the de facto standard of
robotic development. ROS based systems fit well into the
concepts of cloud architecture. Sensors are providing real-time
information which are being sent over the network, while data
are processed in the cloud, and only the acting commands are
being sent back to the robot. In this scheme, complex sensor
networks can be easily managed, and data could be processed
off board.

The paper is outlined as follows. In Section II, the back-
ground of the applied technologies is introduced. Section III
presents an overview of the system including the hardware
devices and the software design. Section IV explains the
demonstration task, the steps of image processing alongside
with the network setup. In Section V the different measure-
ment methods are presented with their arrangements. This
is followed by the performance measurement in Section VI
which contains a detailed comparison of the different op-
tions. It contains the overall result and performance of the
implemented system. Finally, conclusions and considerations
regarding the improved solutions are presented in Section VII.
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the contrary of what people believed with the appearance of
industrial robots, workers are still essential elements in the
factories thus a stronger human-robot cooperation has started
to emerge. Robots are able to cooperate even better with
humans, taking their presence into account and proceed with
caution.

To help robots look around and act within their environment,
visual servoing is a popular approach. Visual servoing is
an approved technology which was first proposed in 1996
by Hutchinson et al. [2], and was significantly improved by
F. Chaumette and S. Hutchinson [3]. Nowadays two popular
approaches were formalized: Position Based Visual Servoing
(PBVS) and Image Based Visual Servoing (IBVS). PVBS
seeks to calculate and minimize errors in the global reference
frame while IBVS minimizes errors in the image plane of the
camera.

Autonomous navigation for mobile robots is a prevailing
topic among robotic researchers. To tackle with challenges,
Kalman Filter-based solutions are the leading methods for
sensor fusion [4]. Nguyen et al. proposed a solution for
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autonomous navigation based on Robot Operating System and
Gazebo [5]. They used deep learning with simulation data to
improve real-world applications. Authors in [6] proposed an
improved algorithm with Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to
estimate the state of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) in
real time.

To be able to select the optimal streaming method, a
comparison was carried out in [7]. After thoroughly comparing
H.264 Advanced Video Codec, Dirac, Theora and Motion
JPEG2000, the study clearly indicated the advantage of inter-
frame comparison in H.264.

Visual aided robots require a well-considered approach for
a proper real time stream forwarding. Video streaming over
cellular or wireless networks also appears in various fields.
A popular and versatile tool for stream forwarding is to
utilize GStreamer [8]. A typical use-case of GStreamer is real-
time video streaming but it is also useful for acoustic signal
processing [9] or even for detecting gravitational waves [10].

Examining the capabilities of a closed-loop control over
imperfect networks were investigated by Rácz et al. [11] They
worked with an Universal Robots UR5 manipulator to test
and measure the performance impact of Ultra Reliable Low
Latency Communication (URLLC) capability in 5G networks.
As a result, measurements showed that network delay lower
that 4 ms has no significant performance impact in case of the
robot arm.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The selected use case presents a visual guided robot arm
manipulation task, where the emphasis is on the near real
time control of the manipulator, based on visual information.
However, a large variety of different applications can be real-
ized using the same design patterns that the ROS ecosystem
provides.

Fig. 1. Realized robotic system: An UR3e industrial robotic arm equipped
with a RealSense D435i depth camera.

Our test scenario consists of an UR3e collaborative robotic
arm from Universal Robots [12], an Intel RealSense D435i

depth camera [13] and Raspberry Pi4B devices to host the
camera driver. As an end-effector for the robotic arm, an
OnRobot RG2-FT gripper [14] is applied for pick and place
tasks. As Fig. 1 shows, the depth camera is rigidly mounted
onto the last joint of the robot arm following the eye-in-hand
approach to be able to inspect both the surroundings and the
gripped object.

The software implementation is based on the Robot Op-
erating System and follows the cloud robotic aspects as Fig.
2 presents. It provides a framework with the most common
communication patterns for a distributed system like publish-
subscribe or request-response. The ROS structure consists of a
ROS Master running in the cloud, an image forwarding node
on a local hardware element (RPi4), and an image processing
node placed in the cloud.

Generally, ROS offers raw image transport but it can be
extended with plugins to support JPEG or PNG compression.
In case of the RealSense camera, an official ROS package
[15] is available for retrieving data through topics to work
with. Besides ROS, there is an open-source solution for
depth cameras to be networked over wired Ethernet or Wi-Fi
connection [16]. To help object detection, OpenCV library[17]
is used both for colour and depth image processing.

Fig. 2. System architecture.

IV. SYSTEM REALIZATION

In order to demonstrate the system capabilities, our robot
is programmed to build a tower from small identical wooden
blocks in a jenga tower style. The task for the robot is to
automatically detect jenga pieces on the table, then grab and
place them on top of the already built structure.

The detection task includes two different phases. First, when
a new jenga block is detected by the camera, its position is
acquired in order to be able to pick it up. To achieve this, only
the colour frame is used with filtering for colour ranges. The
other part that requires the camera is when the robot wants
to place the jenga onto the tower being built. It examines the
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target area whether a previous element or elements have been
already placed using the depth camera image. Being conscious
of the 3D coordinates of the top tower elements will help the
actual block to be placed in the right position.

Note here, that neither the pick position nor the follow up
tower position is pre-programmed. It is up to the robot to
automatically detect and decide, even making it possible for
a human to join in and build the jenga tower together with
the robot in a cooperative manner. The robot will put its own
actual jenga piece on top of the structure, no matter whether
the user just placed a new piece atop, or even removed the
last one.

A. Image processing

Image processing has to provide reliable actual informa-
tion to achieve the introduced demonstration task. It requires
techniques handling both colour and depth information. The
current problem could be separated into two phases: working
with colour images and working with depth images.

1) Colour image: The task related to the colour image is
to find a black jenga block on the table, and if there are more,
choose one considering whether the robot can reach it or not.
It is based on a robust colour segmentation process in HSV
colour space. The black colour of the jenga block and its
non-reflecting surface makes accurate filtering for black colour
possible. It also excludes objects where there is a measurable
difference of the length of the sides and the area of the object
in sight. To prove its robustness, it has been successfully tested
with strong light sources and with different lighting conditions.
With OpenCV, the orientation and exact position have been
extracted from the detection image. These are then sent to the
robot to grip the object at the right pose.

2) Depth image: From the depth image, the goal is to
extract the accurate distance and provide an illustrative image
about the tower level measurement. Intel gives examples for
depth images processing [18]. Calculating the Z distance from
the depth image is helped by a function that returns the depth
distance from a 2D pixel coordinate. First, an edge-preserving
spatial filter is applied, which smooths the depth noise while
attempting to preserve edges. In a noisy measurement it will
smooth the data but could result in unwanted artifacts such as
rounded or elongated edges. It is followed by temporal filtering
and hole filling. It is also advised to do whenever possible,
making sure not to let holes—where the depth equals zero—
influence calculations. It is done by an exponential moving
average (EMA) filter which is also used for spatial filtering.
With an accurate parameter, we tried to reduce temporal
smoothing near edges and also exclude holes.

Fig. 3 presents the before and after phases of jenga depth
detection. It clearly shows that the holes were eliminated, and
the contours became more accurate.

3) Equalization: Because the gripper was too close to the
camera, it distracted the depth measurement. Thus, the task
was to equalize the histogram of the depth image, because
a 1 cm difference in a 16 bit image cannot be easily distin-
guished. To improve the detection, histogram equalization was
only applied to a region of interest, where jenga block could

Fig. 3. Depth images of two jenga pieces as seen from above, before (left)
and after (right) image processing.

occur. In Fig. 4 the distances of the tower corners are pre-
sented. Due to a shallow depth, histogram equalization results
in displaying small differences with significantly changing
colours. The distances are calculated as the median value of
the intersecting jenga block marked with the white dots.

Fig. 4. Depth histogram equalization: raw camera image (left) and equalized
depth image (right).

B. Network setup

All the components of the robotic system are prepared to
connect and communicate using a cloud architecture with
wireless radio access (such as 5G). Fig. 5 depicts the dis-
tributed software architecture of the system.

Fig. 5. Distributed software architecture with cloud elements.

1) Robot arm with cloud control: Although the UR3e
controller can be connected directly to the network, the
challenging part is to perform the low-level (servo-)control
the robot from the (edge-)cloud. Due to its ultra-low latency
requirement, it is not yet possible to run the low-level control
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from the cloud. (Later, with the improvement of the experi-
mental 5G network parameters, it could also be moved to the
cloud.)

2) Camera and cloud image processing: A Raspberry Pi
device (RPi4) serves as a gateway and driver host for the
RealSense camera, since the camera hardware lacks any direct
network connectivity.

Note here, that although the publish-subscribe scheme pub-
lishes every camera frame, the image processing takes only
one frame from the stream to work on. hence, there is no
need to to transfer the camera stream to the cloud continuously.
Taking this into account, live streaming can be reduced to give
a frame only when it is required. Because of the camera has
a warm-up time, the idea is to combine the publish-subscribe
communication scheme with a service-based request-response
phase to fetch the image frame as Fig. 6 presents.

Fig. 6. Combined publish-subscribe and request-response (aka. client-server)
communication for acquiring an image from the camera for cloud processing.

According to this enhancement, the camera driver node
running in the background always provides the camera stream,
but it will not transfer the stream continuously over the
network but only forwards it to a local service server. This
server provides only one image by grabbing a frame from the
published camera stream in case of an incoming request from
the cloud. This frame is then processed in the cloud which
serve as a basis of further robot movement calculations.

V. STREAMING AND IMAGE TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

Here we propose a custom method for image transportation
that offers low bandwidth and latency. A hybrid method is
also introduced with the combination of different network
schemes. Alongside with our implementation, popular image
transportation methods are introduced that are common in
robotic applications.

A. ROS streaming

To transmit data among nodes, ROS by default use seri-
alization and sends raw image objects as string which is a
less effective way of image transportation and streaming. As
measurements show, it takes 25 MB/s to transfer raw colour
and depth images with 30 FPS. ROS plugins offer compression
methods for a more effective image transport. It can be
configured for PNG or JPEG compression. The compression

range in case of the JPEG is [1, 100] where lower values trade
image quality for bandwidth savings. To find the appropriate
balance between image size and quality, parameters needs to
be fine-tuned according to the application’s needs.

B. Streaming via GStreamer

GStreamer is a current open-source multi-platform mul-
timedia framework with widespread API options like the
OpenCV library, OpenGL, RealSense or other community-
driven projects [19]. It became popular for streaming audiovi-
sual content and has been frequently used in studies relating to
video transmission for its utility and flexibility in the delivery
of audio and visual content. The multimedia pipelines of
GStreamer are completed through the use of plugins which
are assembled using so called pads to form an interconnected
framework, moving video from the sink pad of a plugin to act
as the source of another.

The common part in each image processing solution is the
utilization of OpenCV. To exploit its capabilities, OpenCV is
compiled on both sender and receiver side with GStreamer
integration. The goal of GStreamer in this project is to separate
the application (e.g., video player, video editor) from the
streaming media complexity (e.g., hardware acceleration, re-
moteness). In this case only the video transmission is relevant
without the audio track.

Fig. 7. Streaming and image transport solutions software architecture.

Regarding the restrictions and specialities, the streamer
pipeline looks as Fig. 7 presents. Because of the pipeline
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forwards preprocessed images from OpenCV, the frames in-
serted directly from script to the GStreamer pipeline. To
encode camera stream, H.264 encoding is applied. Instead of
encoding frames individually, H.264 compress across frames.
This inter-frame compression significantly reduces bandwidth
consumption because most frames record only the changes
from the previous frame. In order to be able to send the H.264
stream over the network, it needs to be encapsulated into Real-
time Transport Protocol (RTP) packets [20]. After providing
the H.264 payload, it is combined with UDP, and is ready to
be sent through the network.

In receiver side the source is an UDP connection with
a related port number. Upon receiving the datagram, the
decoder extracts H.264 video from RTP packets and sends it to
another converter which creates a raw formatted stream with
the requested parameters (640x480 resolution, 8-bit grayscale)
which could be managed by OpenCV. After the stream is
handed over to OpenCV, it is ready for ROS integration. With
OpenCV, the image stream is then packed into a ROS compli-
ant sensor msgs/Image type message. After this conversion,
the image stream is being published on a ROS topic.

C. Streaming via EtherSense

Intel provides an open-source solution for its D435i depth
camera for connecting to the network by using a Raspberry
Pi device [21]. It applies industry standard RTP protocol for
streaming. Raspberry Pi only responsible for the transportation
part, meanwhile post-processing such as depth decimation or
spatial and temporal filtering could remain in the cloud.

According to the measurements, the bandwidth for both
colour and depth stream with 640x360 resolution and 30 FPS
requires 27.6 MB/s. By exploiting the full potential of the
camera, with 848x480 resolution and 90 FPS, the required
bandwidth reaches 146 MB/s. This option can easily saturate
the available networking bandwidth, thus it does not provide
a scalable solution for mass-robotic application of visual
guidance.

VI. MEASUREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Next, we present performance measurement results of our
system with the different camera image transport solutions.
Besides end-to-end latency as being perhaps the most impor-
tant transport performance parameter, the required transmis-
sion bandwidth is also measured and compared with different
network and image parameters, then the advantages and limi-
tations are evaluated.

A. Required bandwidth

An important performance indicator of the realized system
is the required bandwidth to operate with. First, the ROS
streaming solution is measured, then it is compared with our
GStreamer solution to present the results.

For traffic measurement purposes, we used the internal topic
bandwidth monitor on ROS side, while for Gstreamer traffic
the real time Linux network bandwidth tool called Interface
TOP (IFTOP) was used. To measure exclusively the image

transport, the actual port was filtered where GStreamer is
forwarding the stream. All the measurements reflect an average
of 10-minute data traffic.

The performance of ROS streaming is summarized in Fig. 8
where all the measurements were done with 640x480 resolu-
tion and 30 FPS. As expected, the raw image transport over
ROS has the highest bandwidth requirement. These results
are close to Intel’s official EtherSense realization, where for
example the depth streaming with similar parameters took
13.88 MB/s.

Fig. 8. ROS image streaming comparison.

Although compressed image transport could significantly
lower the data rate, the hybrid method could present an even
better solution. The idea of providing only one frame on
request could minimize the data transfer. However, the image
streaming is still running locally in the background, but does
not flow into the cloud unless it is requested.

The JPEG compression methods can also be applied to the
requested frame as well. This results in such a small image
size that could be easily transferred without any difficulties.
The size of only one colour frame with 15% JPEG quality is
approximately 215 kB, the corresponding depth frame size is
265 kB.

Fig. 9. Depth image streaming comparison.

Comparing these results with the ROS streaming options,
GStreamer could perform better up to more than an order
of magnitude. Rather than compressing images one by one
as ROS does, GStreamer uses H.264 encoding where the
inter-frame compression significantly reduces the bandwidth
consumption. (Note, that static scenes with mostly still frames
encoded with H.264 can result in very low data volumes,
therefore the measurements used contain both still scenes and
scenes in motion to collect more meaningful data.) GStreamer
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camera for connecting to the network by using a Raspberry
Pi device [21]. It applies industry standard RTP protocol for
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part, meanwhile post-processing such as depth decimation or
spatial and temporal filtering could remain in the cloud.

According to the measurements, the bandwidth for both
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requires 27.6 MB/s. By exploiting the full potential of the
camera, with 848x480 resolution and 90 FPS, the required
bandwidth reaches 146 MB/s. This option can easily saturate
the available networking bandwidth, thus it does not provide
a scalable solution for mass-robotic application of visual
guidance.
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Next, we present performance measurement results of our
system with the different camera image transport solutions.
Besides end-to-end latency as being perhaps the most impor-
tant transport performance parameter, the required transmis-
sion bandwidth is also measured and compared with different
network and image parameters, then the advantages and limi-
tations are evaluated.
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An important performance indicator of the realized system
is the required bandwidth to operate with. First, the ROS
streaming solution is measured, then it is compared with our
GStreamer solution to present the results.

For traffic measurement purposes, we used the internal topic
bandwidth monitor on ROS side, while for Gstreamer traffic
the real time Linux network bandwidth tool called Interface
TOP (IFTOP) was used. To measure exclusively the image

transport, the actual port was filtered where GStreamer is
forwarding the stream. All the measurements reflect an average
of 10-minute data traffic.

The performance of ROS streaming is summarized in Fig. 8
where all the measurements were done with 640x480 resolu-
tion and 30 FPS. As expected, the raw image transport over
ROS has the highest bandwidth requirement. These results
are close to Intel’s official EtherSense realization, where for
example the depth streaming with similar parameters took
13.88 MB/s.
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better solution. The idea of providing only one frame on
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not flow into the cloud unless it is requested.

The JPEG compression methods can also be applied to the
requested frame as well. This results in such a small image
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The size of only one colour frame with 15% JPEG quality is
approximately 215 kB, the corresponding depth frame size is
265 kB.
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was set up to forward with constant quality. To show a
more revealing chart and visualize the differences, logarithmic
scaling is applied in the figures.

Fig. 10. Colour image streaming comparison.

While examining the streaming of colour images, the pa-
rameters and measurement method remained unchanged. Here
the results (see Fig. 10) show the overhead of ROS streaming
against GStreamer.

Taking into account the image quality and the required
bandwidth, it is clearly a trade-off. According to our experi-
ences, among all the available ROS image transport methods,
the 15% JPEG option with 640x480 resolution turned out to
be the best trade-off between image quality and bandwidth
usage, when detecting a jenga block. Thus, the following
measurements were all carried out in 640x480 resolution.

B. End-to-end latency

For latency measurements, glass-to-glass method was ap-
plied: it measures the time it takes between the moment
of action happens in front of a camera (first glass), and
the moment that a viewer sees the result of this action on
the screen (second glass). To determine latency, an online
stopwatch were used meanwhile the camera was faced to
the notebook screen and forwarded the encoded stream for
cloud processing (see Fig. 11). This method makes end-to-
end latency measurement possible, including such elements
like the camera readout time, encoding and so on. On the
other hand, with this method a possible bottleneck is the 60 Hz
refreshing rate of the screen. Because of the camera relies on
the content of the screen, it could not be more accurate than
1/60 s (approx. 17 msec).

Fig. 11. Latency measurement setup and methodology (wireless connection:
blue dotted line, wired connection: straight line).

During the measurement, the camera detects an appearing
jenga (see step 1 on Fig. 11) from a pre-recorded video shown
on the laptop screen, which also displays a running stopwatch.
The camera stream is then forwarded into the cloud (step 2)
where the image processing takes place (step 3). Finally, the
result is sent back and displayed on the laptop screen (step 4).

The critical component of an end-to-end latency is the radio
transport delay over the wireless link. In order to be able to
examine this component, reference measurements were taken
where all wireless links were replaced by wired connections
(see Fig. 11). Table I presents results collected from 10 dif-
ferent measurements for both the wireless and wired options
where the average latency and its standard deviation are listed
for the two image transport methods.

TABLE I
END-TO-END LATENCY MEASUREMENT RESULTS

ROS transport GStreamer
wireless wired wireless wired

average 2286.9 ms 1123.7 ms 244 ms 222.3 ms
standard deviation 383.1 ms 120.2 ms 66.2 ms 32.3 ms

The highest average delay is measured for ROS transport
over wireless. Its value is two times higher that the experi-
enced wired transmission delay. The standard deviation for
the wireless ROS transport is also three times as high as for
its wired counterpart. However, the end-to-end delay for the
GStreamer solution does not show significant difference for
the two cases, although the standard deviation is doubled for
the wireless case. Note here, that the standard deviation of
end-to-end latency can be directly translated to delay jitter,
which is an important performance metric for video streaming.
The most important finding here is that the average delay for
the ROS transport is significantly higher than the GStreamer
option.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the standard ROS-based network image trans-
mission method was examined, and an efficient custom image
transport solution based on GStreamer was proposed and
evaluated through a demonstration use case. The trade-off be-
tween image quality and network transmission bandwidth was
highlighted. Comparing our streaming implementation with
the industry-standard ROS solution, our method showed better
performance by one order of magnitude. Even in wireless
systems our method showed significantly lower latency. When
continuous image transfer is not required, the bandwidth usage
can be even more reduced when—instead of forwarding the
whole stream over the network—only a single frame is sent
for image processing.

Visual-aided robotics is a rapidly emerging field in Industry
4.0 solutions, thus efficient video streaming and image trans-
mission techniques together with cloud-based image process-
ing will form the backbone of such applications.
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During the measurement, the camera detects an appearing
jenga (see step 1 on Fig. 11) from a pre-recorded video shown
on the laptop screen, which also displays a running stopwatch.
The camera stream is then forwarded into the cloud (step 2)
where the image processing takes place (step 3). Finally, the
result is sent back and displayed on the laptop screen (step 4).

The critical component of an end-to-end latency is the radio
transport delay over the wireless link. In order to be able to
examine this component, reference measurements were taken
where all wireless links were replaced by wired connections
(see Fig. 11). Table I presents results collected from 10 dif-
ferent measurements for both the wireless and wired options
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for the two image transport methods.
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The highest average delay is measured for ROS transport
over wireless. Its value is two times higher that the experi-
enced wired transmission delay. The standard deviation for
the wireless ROS transport is also three times as high as for
its wired counterpart. However, the end-to-end delay for the
GStreamer solution does not show significant difference for
the two cases, although the standard deviation is doubled for
the wireless case. Note here, that the standard deviation of
end-to-end latency can be directly translated to delay jitter,
which is an important performance metric for video streaming.
The most important finding here is that the average delay for
the ROS transport is significantly higher than the GStreamer
option.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the standard ROS-based network image trans-
mission method was examined, and an efficient custom image
transport solution based on GStreamer was proposed and
evaluated through a demonstration use case. The trade-off be-
tween image quality and network transmission bandwidth was
highlighted. Comparing our streaming implementation with
the industry-standard ROS solution, our method showed better
performance by one order of magnitude. Even in wireless
systems our method showed significantly lower latency. When
continuous image transfer is not required, the bandwidth usage
can be even more reduced when—instead of forwarding the
whole stream over the network—only a single frame is sent
for image processing.
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During the measurement, the camera detects an appearing
jenga (see step 1 on Fig. 11) from a pre-recorded video shown
on the laptop screen, which also displays a running stopwatch.
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where the image processing takes place (step 3). Finally, the
result is sent back and displayed on the laptop screen (step 4).

The critical component of an end-to-end latency is the radio
transport delay over the wireless link. In order to be able to
examine this component, reference measurements were taken
where all wireless links were replaced by wired connections
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over wireless. Its value is two times higher that the experi-
enced wired transmission delay. The standard deviation for
the wireless ROS transport is also three times as high as for
its wired counterpart. However, the end-to-end delay for the
GStreamer solution does not show significant difference for
the two cases, although the standard deviation is doubled for
the wireless case. Note here, that the standard deviation of
end-to-end latency can be directly translated to delay jitter,
which is an important performance metric for video streaming.
The most important finding here is that the average delay for
the ROS transport is significantly higher than the GStreamer
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where the image processing takes place (step 3). Finally, the
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the two cases, although the standard deviation is doubled for
the wireless case. Note here, that the standard deviation of
end-to-end latency can be directly translated to delay jitter,
which is an important performance metric for video streaming.
The most important finding here is that the average delay for
the ROS transport is significantly higher than the GStreamer
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Abstract—Data flow graphs are a popular program represen-
tation in machine learning, big data analytics, signal processing,
and, increasingly, networking, where graph nodes correspond to
processing primitives and graph edges describe control flow. To
improve CPU cache locality and exploit data-level parallelism,
nodes usually process data in batches. Batchy is a scheduler for
data flow graph based packet processing engines, which uses
controlled queuing to reconstruct fragmented batches inside
a data flow graph in accordance with strict Service-Level
Objectives (SLOs). Earlier work showed that Batchy yields up
to 10x performance improvement in real-life use cases, thanks to
maximally exploiting batch processing gains.

Batchy, however, is fundamentally restricted to single-threaded
execution. In this paper, we generalize Batchy to parallel execution
on multiple CPU cores. We extend the analytical model to the
parallel setting and present a primal decomposition framework,
where each core runs an unmodified Batchy controller to schedule
batch-processing on a subset of the data flow graph, orchestrated
by a master controller that distributes the delay-SLOs across the
cores using subgradient search. Evaluations on a real software
switch provide experimental evidence that our decomposition
framework produces 2.5x performance improvement while accu-
rately satisfying delay SLOs that are otherwise not feasible with
single-core Batchy.

Index Terms—data flow graph, decomposition, software switch,
SDN, NFV

I. INTRODUCTION

BATCH-SCHEDULING is a near-universal technique to im-
prove performance of software packet processing engines:

collect multiple packets into a single burst and perform the same
operation on all the packets in one shot. Processing packets
in batches is much more efficient than processing a single
packet at a time, thanks to amortizing one-time operational
overhead, optimizing CPU cache usage, and enabling loop
unrolling and SIMD optimizations [1], which often yields 2–5×
performance boost. Consequently, batching is used in essentially
all software switches (e.g., BESS [2], VPP [3], FastClick [4],
and ESwitch [5]), high-performance OS network stacks and
libraries [6], user-space I/O libraries [7], and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) platforms [8], [9].

Batchy [10] is a state-of-the-art batch-scheduling framework
for high-end programmable software switches. Batchy abstracts
the software switch dataplane as a data flow graph; here, nodes
represent packet-processing primitives (e.g., L3 Lookup) and
arcs represent the control flow. This data flow graph is executed
in a run-to-completion fashion; when a packet-processing
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Figure 1. Batchy System Architecture.

node finishes work on a packet batch, execution proceeds
on the downstream nodes along all outgoing arcs of the node.
Unfortunately, run-to-completion tends to fragment batches
inside the data-flow graph, as each node may split the input
batch into multiple sub-batches to be passed to downstream
nodes; e.g., an L3 Lookup table or a round-robin LoadBalancer
may distribute the packets inside the batch across multiple
downstream processing chains, a network stack may split a
burst of mixed input packets per L3/L4 protocol to execute each
MPLS, IPv4 and IPv6 packet on a separate downstream protocol
engine, etc. Since the downstream modules are executed on
smaller batches we lose batch-efficiency, which inherently
curtails the available performance, often an order of magnitude
lower than with full batches [1].

Batchy attempts to recover some of the lost batch-efficiency
by artificially queuing up packets inside the data flow graph
to be able to execute the downstream processing nodes on
larger batches. Inspired by Nagle’s algorithm [11], Batchy uses
a model-predictive controller to regulate queue backlogs for
maximizing batch sizes across the pipeline in a way so that the
end-to-end queuing delay remains under a given requirement
(Fig. 1). This brings massive performance improvement, and
delay Service Level Objective (SLO) conformance in the
𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 range even at million-packet-per-second scale traffic [10].
Unfortunately, the model underlying Batchy assumes single-
core execution.

Motivated by the need to run software switches on multicore
systems to maximize performance [12], [13], in this paper we
extend Batchy to leverage parallel execution. As Fig. 2 shows,
this is not trivial. The task is two-fold: i) find an optimal batch-
schedule on each core, and ii) distribute delay budgets among
cores in a way so that the end-to-end delay remains under the
SLO. This is a two-level optimization problem: on per core
basis the goal is to find the optimal queue backlog sizes and
on a higher level to determine how long each core can process
a packet batch so to meet end-to-end delay SLOs. To solve
this complex multi-level problem, we propose a decomposition
technique [14].

The general idea of decomposition is to break a complex
problem into simpler subproblems, then solve the simple
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node finishes work on a packet batch, execution proceeds
on the downstream nodes along all outgoing arcs of the node.
Unfortunately, run-to-completion tends to fragment batches
inside the data-flow graph, as each node may split the input
batch into multiple sub-batches to be passed to downstream
nodes; e.g., an L3 Lookup table or a round-robin LoadBalancer
may distribute the packets inside the batch across multiple
downstream processing chains, a network stack may split a
burst of mixed input packets per L3/L4 protocol to execute each
MPLS, IPv4 and IPv6 packet on a separate downstream protocol
engine, etc. Since the downstream modules are executed on
smaller batches we lose batch-efficiency, which inherently
curtails the available performance, often an order of magnitude
lower than with full batches [1].

Batchy attempts to recover some of the lost batch-efficiency
by artificially queuing up packets inside the data flow graph
to be able to execute the downstream processing nodes on
larger batches. Inspired by Nagle’s algorithm [11], Batchy uses
a model-predictive controller to regulate queue backlogs for
maximizing batch sizes across the pipeline in a way so that the
end-to-end queuing delay remains under a given requirement
(Fig. 1). This brings massive performance improvement, and
delay Service Level Objective (SLO) conformance in the
𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 range even at million-packet-per-second scale traffic [10].
Unfortunately, the model underlying Batchy assumes single-
core execution.

Motivated by the need to run software switches on multicore
systems to maximize performance [12], [13], in this paper we
extend Batchy to leverage parallel execution. As Fig. 2 shows,
this is not trivial. The task is two-fold: i) find an optimal batch-
schedule on each core, and ii) distribute delay budgets among
cores in a way so that the end-to-end delay remains under the
SLO. This is a two-level optimization problem: on per core
basis the goal is to find the optimal queue backlog sizes and
on a higher level to determine how long each core can process
a packet batch so to meet end-to-end delay SLOs. To solve
this complex multi-level problem, we propose a decomposition
technique [14].

The general idea of decomposition is to break a complex
problem into simpler subproblems, then solve the simple
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node finishes work on a packet batch, execution proceeds
on the downstream nodes along all outgoing arcs of the node.
Unfortunately, run-to-completion tends to fragment batches
inside the data-flow graph, as each node may split the input
batch into multiple sub-batches to be passed to downstream
nodes; e.g., an L3 Lookup table or a round-robin LoadBalancer
may distribute the packets inside the batch across multiple
downstream processing chains, a network stack may split a
burst of mixed input packets per L3/L4 protocol to execute each
MPLS, IPv4 and IPv6 packet on a separate downstream protocol
engine, etc. Since the downstream modules are executed on
smaller batches we lose batch-efficiency, which inherently
curtails the available performance, often an order of magnitude
lower than with full batches [1].

Batchy attempts to recover some of the lost batch-efficiency
by artificially queuing up packets inside the data flow graph
to be able to execute the downstream processing nodes on
larger batches. Inspired by Nagle’s algorithm [11], Batchy uses
a model-predictive controller to regulate queue backlogs for
maximizing batch sizes across the pipeline in a way so that the
end-to-end queuing delay remains under a given requirement
(Fig. 1). This brings massive performance improvement, and
delay Service Level Objective (SLO) conformance in the
𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 range even at million-packet-per-second scale traffic [10].
Unfortunately, the model underlying Batchy assumes single-
core execution.

Motivated by the need to run software switches on multicore
systems to maximize performance [12], [13], in this paper we
extend Batchy to leverage parallel execution. As Fig. 2 shows,
this is not trivial. The task is two-fold: i) find an optimal batch-
schedule on each core, and ii) distribute delay budgets among
cores in a way so that the end-to-end delay remains under the
SLO. This is a two-level optimization problem: on per core
basis the goal is to find the optimal queue backlog sizes and
on a higher level to determine how long each core can process
a packet batch so to meet end-to-end delay SLOs. To solve
this complex multi-level problem, we propose a decomposition
technique [14].

The general idea of decomposition is to break a complex
problem into simpler subproblems, then solve the simple
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Figure 2. Motivating example for multicore Batchy [10]. The pipeline runs on
3 cores and serves a single flow. NFs on each core require a given amount of
time to process a full packet batch (core1: 1, core2: 1, and core3: 4 units). Note
that per-core delays add up, so that a flow’s end-to-end delay equals the sum
of the delay imposed on the flow’s packets at each core. a) Naïve approach:
no coordination between the CPU cores. This yields limited performance
since the delay on core3 always exceeds the per-core delay budget and hence
there is no room to reconstruct batches. b) Optimal adaptive per-core delay
budget distribution: core3 now gets a higher delay budget than the rest of
the cores. Per-core delay budgets are now satisfied and there is enough delay
budget to efficiently defragment batches on core3, which then yields significant
performance improvement.

subproblems separately under the control of a global prob-
lem that takes care of the “complicating constraints”. This
technique was already adapted to many networking domains,
such as network utility maximization [15], radio transceiver
design [16], and beamforming [17]. The goal of decomposition
in Batchy is to split the global scheduling problem among
the cores (i.e., CPUs) in a multicore system, so that each
core autonomously optimizes batch sizes across a subset of
the data flow graph subject to a per-core flow delay budget,
with minimal switch-level orchestration that adjusts the delay
budgets per each core to meet the global delay SLOs. The
per-core controller will be conveniently implemented by the
unmodified single-core Batchy algorithm. This setup reflects a
primal decomposition [14] structure.

Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
Analytical model. After a short recap 1 on Batchy (§II), we
introduce an expressive mathematical model for SLO-based
batch-scheduling on multicore software switches (§III). Our
framework allows to formally reason about the performance
and adaptively distribute end-to-end delay SLOs across cores
to maximize performance.
Control algorithms. We design control algorithms for effective
multicore batch-scheduling under delay SLOs (§IV).
Design, implementation, and evaluation. We present a
practical implementation of the multicore scheduling framework
by extending Batchy and using the BESS software switch [2]
(see §IV). We demonstrate the effectiveness of our control
algorithms in a realistic use case, VRF (Virtual Routing Func-
tion), taken from an official industry 5G NFV benchmarking
suite [13]. We show that our control algorithms increase total
packet rate by up to 2.5× beyond what is available with
single-core Batchy, while meeting delay SLO requirements
that are otherwise not feasible with single-core Batchy. Our
implementation is available for download at [18].

We close the paper discussing related work (§VI) and
deriving the main conclusions (§VII).

1In this paper we only introduce Batchy essentials due to space constraints.
For Batchy details, we kindly refer the reader to the Batchy paper [10].
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Figure 3. A Batchy Module.

II. BATCHY SYSTEM MODEL

Next, we introduce our analytical model. We mostly repro-
duce the main ideas from the single-core setting, highlighting
the extensions we introduce for the multicore setting.

A. Concepts

Data flow graph. We model the pipeline as a directed graph
G = (𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉), with modules 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 and directed links (𝑢𝑢𝑉 𝑣𝑣) ∈ 𝑉𝑉

representing the connections between modules. A module 𝑣𝑣 is a
combination of a (FIFO) ingress queue and a network function
at the egress connected back-to-back (see Fig. 3). Input gates
(or ingates) are represented as in-arcs (𝑢𝑢𝑉 𝑣𝑣) ∈ 𝑉𝑉 : 𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝑉𝑉

and output gates (or outgates) as out-arcs (𝑣𝑣𝑉 𝑢𝑢) ∈ 𝑉𝑉 : 𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 .
A batch sent to an outgate (𝑣𝑣𝑉 𝑢𝑢) of 𝑣𝑣 will appear at the
corresponding ingate of 𝑢𝑢 at the next execution of 𝑢𝑢. Modules
never drop packets; we assume that whenever a module (e.g.,
access control) would drop a packet it will rather send it to a
dedicated “drop” gate, so that we can account for lost packets.
Batch processing. Packets are injected into the ingress,
transmitted from the egress, and processed from outgates to
ingates along data flow graph arcs, in batches [2], [5], [7]. We
denote the maximum batch size by 𝐵𝐵, a system-wide parameter.
For the Linux kernel and DPDK 𝐵𝐵 = 32 or 𝐵𝐵 = 64 are usual
settings, while GPU/NIC offload often works with 𝐵𝐵 = 1024
or even larger to maximize I/O efficiency [8], [19].
Module service time profile. After extensive evaluation of
network functions on various software switches, we observe
two distinct execution time components. The per-batch cost
component, denoted by 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣0 [sec] for a module 𝑣𝑣, characterizes
the constant cost that is incurred just for calling the module
on a batch, independently from the number of packets in it.
The per-packet cost component 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣1, [sec/pkt], on the other
hand, models the execution cost of each individual packet in
the batch. Accordingly, we shall use the linear approximation
𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 = 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣0 + 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣1𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 [sec] to describe the execution cost of a
module 𝑣𝑣 where 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 is the batch-size, i.e., the average number
of packets in the batches received by module 𝑣𝑣.
Module types. Any module may have multiple ingates (merger)
and/or multiple outgates (splitter), or may have no ingate
or outgate at all. An L3 Lookup module would distribute
packets to several downstream branches, each performing group
processing for a different next-hop (splitter); a NAT module
may multiplex traffic from multiple ingates (merger); and an
IP Checksum module would apply to a single datapath flow
(single-ingate–single-outgate). Certain modules are represented
without ingates, such as a NIC receive queue; we call these
ingress modules. Similarly, a module with no outgates (e.g., a
transmit queue) is an egress module.
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Compute resources. A task (𝑡𝑡 ∈ T ) is our main compute
resource abstraction. Tasks are modeled as a connected sub-
graph G𝑡𝑡 = (𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 , 𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 ) of G, with strictly one ingress module
representing an ingress queue that buffers packets between
subsequent executions of the task. We assume that when a data
flow graph has multiple ingress modules then each ingress is
assigned to a separate task, with packets passing between tasks
over double-ended queues. Each task uses run-to-completion
scheduling, and there is a separate CPU core assigned per task.
Consequently, in a multicore scenario we have as many tasks
as there are cores.
Flows. A flow 𝑓𝑓 = (𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓 , 𝑅𝑅 𝑓𝑓 , 𝐷𝐷 𝑓𝑓 ), 𝑓𝑓 ∈ F is an abstraction
for a service chain, where 𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓 is a path through G from the
flow’s ingress module to the egress module, 𝑅𝑅 𝑓𝑓 denotes the
offered packet rate at the task ingress, and 𝐷𝐷 𝑓𝑓 is the delay
SLO, the maximum permitted latency for any packet of 𝑓𝑓

to reach the egress. What constitutes a flow, however, will
be use-case specific: in an L3 router a flow is comprised of
all traffic destined to a single next-hop or port; in a mobile
gateway a flow is a complex combination of a user selector
and a bearer selector; in a programmable software switch flows
are completely configuration-dependent and dynamic. In our
framework flow dispatching occurs intrinsically as part of the
data flow graph; accordingly, we presume that match-tables
(splitters) are set up correctly to ensure that the packets of
each flow 𝑓𝑓 will traverse the data flow graph along the path
𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓 associated with 𝑓𝑓 . During this traversal, flow goes through
tasks. A taskflow is a part of a flow that is executed on a single
task.

B. System Variables
We use a fluid model. Thus, variables are continuous and

differentiable, describing system statistics over a longer period
of time that we call the control period. We use the following
variables to describe the state of the data flow graph in a given
control period (dimensions indicated in brackets). The variables
needed for the multicore extension are marked by ☛.
Batch rate 𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣 [1/𝑠𝑠]: the number of batches per second entering
the network function in module 𝑣𝑣 (see again Fig. 3).
Batch size 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 [pkt]: the average number of packets per batch
at the input of the network function in module 𝑣𝑣, where 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 ∈
[1, 𝐵𝐵] (recall 𝐵𝐵 is the maximum allowed batch size).
Packet rate 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 [pkt/𝑠𝑠]: the number of packets per second
traversing module 𝑣𝑣: 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 = 𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 .
Maximum delay 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣 [sec]: delay contribution of module 𝑣𝑣 to
the total delay of packets traversing it. We model 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣 as

𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣 = 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣queue + 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣svc = 1/𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣 +
�
𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣0 + 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣1𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣


, (1)

where 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣queue = 1/𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣 is the queuing delay by Little’s law and
𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣svc = 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣0 + 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣1𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 is the module service time profile.
System load 𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣 (dimensionless): the network function in
module 𝑣𝑣 with service time 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣svc executed 𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣 times per second
incurs 𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣 = 𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑣svc = 𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣 (𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣0 +𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣1𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣) system load on its task.
☛ Task turnaround-time 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 [sec]: Turnaround-time of task
𝑡𝑡 is the time while task 𝑡𝑡 processes a packet batch. This is
the multicore equivalent of the turnaround-time (see [10] for
details). We consider the time to execute all task modules on
maximum sized batches as an upper bound:

𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 ≤
∑︁
𝑣𝑣∈𝑉𝑉

(𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣0 + 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑣1𝐵𝐵) ∀𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 . (2)

☛ Taskflow 𝜋𝜋: For each flow 𝑓𝑓 ∈ F , 𝜋𝜋 𝑓𝑓 is a list of tasks the
packets of 𝑓𝑓 traverse in the data flow graph.
☛ Per-task flow delay budget Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑣 𝑓𝑓 [sec]: delay allocated for
a taskflow of flow 𝑓𝑓 in task 𝑡𝑡; i.e., the maximum delay allowed
for a flow to traverse a task. A column vector representing
delay budgets for each flow of task 𝑡𝑡 is noted as Δ𝑡𝑡 .

C. Assumptions

Our aim is to define the simplest possible batch-processing
model that still allows us to reason about flows’ packet rate
and maximum delay, and modules’ batch-efficiency. The below
assumptions will help to keep the model at the minimum; see
[10] for a detailed justification and several ideas to overcome
them. New assumptions added for the multicore setting are
marked by ☛.
Feasibility. We assume that the pipeline runs on a single task
and this task has enough capacity to meet the delay SLOs.
Buffered modules. We assume that all modules contain an
ingress queue and all queues in the pipeline can hold up to at
most 𝐵𝐵 packets at any point in time.
Static flow rate. All flows are considered constant-bit-rate
during the control period (usually in the millisecond time
frame).
☛ Task-exclusive modules: Each module is assigned to exactly
one task. If a module needs to present in multiple tasks, it will
be replicated for each task.

III. BATCHY DECOMPOSITION

Decomposition is a general framework for breaking down
complex optimization problems into simple subproblems, which
are assumed to be easy to solve in separation, and a global
problem that orchestrates the subproblems and takes care of the
“complicating constraints” [14]. Each subproblem is defined in
terms of a set of private variables, which appear only in this
subproblem, and a set of public variables that are common
to multiple subproblems. The problem is solved iteratively:
first we fix the public variables and solve each subproblem
separately to find the optimal setting of the private variables
under the current setting of the public variables, and then in
a “master step” we update the public variables and start a
new iteration. The update drives the system in a direction
so that the global objective is improved, e.g., moving along
the objective function gradient with a pre-defined step size.
Depending on the type of the public variables, we distinguish
primal decomposition and dual decomposition frameworks. In
primal decomposition the public variables are primal variables,
while in dual decomposition the subsystems are manipulating
dual variables (i.e., prices) of the global problem.

To demonstrate the two methods, consider an example of a
printed circuit board, where the board is the global system and
the integrated circuits on the board are the subsystems. Suppose
we want to design a complex circuit from subcircuits (e.g.,
integrated circuits), and our goal is to minimize the overall
power usage. Subcircuits have properties, some of them are not
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relevant to how they connect to each other (e.g., dimensions),
some are important in the interconnection (e.g., power usage).
In this case, we say dimension is a private variable, and power
usage is a public variable of the subcircuits. Then, in primal
decomposition we fix the amount of power usage available to
each subcircuit and design the subcircuits according to that
specification. Then, we update the public variables (i.e., the
subcircuits’ power budgets) in a way as to improve the overall
power usage and then we restart the iteration, by redesigning
the subcircuits (i.e., solving the subproblems) subject to the
new power budget. In dual decomposition, we allow subcircuits
to choose how much power they want to use, however, each
subcircuit has to “pay” a certain price for power usage. The
price depends on the system-wide power budget: when the
current power usage is low the prices are also low, but as the
system’s power constraints become more and more tight so do
the per-unit power usage price goes up. In the global step we
set the prices in a way to improve the design.

In general, if the global problem is optimized using the
subgradient method then decomposition methods are guaranteed
to converge “close” to the optimum, even for a constant step
size [14]. With a dimisihing step size rule, arbitrary close
convergence to the optimum is guaranteed in finite steps.

A. Batchy: Multicore System Model

We extend Batchy to the multicore setting by formulating
the global problem for multiple cores and then applying primal
decomposition to the system to obtain per-core controllers. The
global problem sets the per-core delay budgets so that end-to-
end delay SLOs are met and the total system load is minimized.
Subproblems in turn control the batch size over a partition
of the data flow graph, subject to the delay budgets set by
the global problem. Then, private variables are the per-module
queue sizes while the public variables are the per-task delay
budgets (i.e., the maximum time allowed for processing a flow
in a task). In the following sections we provide further detail.

First, we recap the original Batchy model implementing
single-core execution [10]. As (3) shows, we express system
load 𝐿𝐿 as a function of queue backlogs while conforming delay
requirements (4) and queue sizing limits (5) in a single task.

𝐿𝐿 = min
∑︁
𝑣𝑣∈𝑉𝑉

𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣

𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣
(𝑇𝑇0,𝑣𝑣 + 𝑇𝑇1,𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣) (3)

s.t. 𝜏𝜏 +
∑︁
𝑣𝑣∈𝑃𝑃 𝑓𝑓

( 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣
𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣

+ 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣,0 + 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣,1𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣) ≤ 𝐷𝐷 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓 ∈ 𝐹𝐹 (4)

1 ≤ 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 ≤ 𝐵𝐵 𝐵𝐵 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 (5)

Next, we extend the single-core model to the multicore
setting. For this purpose, we break up the data flow graph to
tasks, under the assumptions of §II-C. The problem decomposes
on a per-task basis as shown in (6)–(10).

𝐿𝐿 = min
∑︁
𝑡𝑡∈T

∑︁
𝑣𝑣∈𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡

𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣

𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣
(𝑇𝑇0,𝑣𝑣 + 𝑇𝑇1,𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣) (6)

s.t. 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 +
∑︁

𝑣𝑣∈𝑃𝑃 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑡𝑡

( 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣
𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣

+ 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣,0 + 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣,1𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣) ≤ Δ𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓 ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹 ∈ T

(7)

∑︁
𝑡𝑡∈T

Δ𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝐷𝐷 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓 ∈ 𝐹𝐹 (8)

1 ≤ 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 ≤ 𝐵𝐵 𝐹𝐹 ∈ T 𝐹 𝐵𝐵 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡

(9)
Δ𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓 ≥ 0 𝑓𝑓 ∈ 𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹 ∈ T

(10)

Next, we show the global and subproblem objectives of our
decomposition. In this context, we use the term problem and
task interchangeably due to the per-task decomposition.

B. Global Problem

In our primal decomposition structure the global problem
is responsible for distributing the flow delay budgets among
tasks in a way to minimize system load (11). We also need to
ensure the sum of per-task delay budgets are not over the flow
delay budget (12) and each task will receive non-negative flow
delay budgets (13).

𝐿𝐿 = min
∑︁
𝑡𝑡∈T

𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 (Δ𝑡𝑡 ) (11)

s.t.
∑︁
𝑡𝑡∈T

Δ𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝐷𝐷 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓 ∈ 𝐹𝐹 (12)

Δ𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓 ≥ 0 (13)

C. Subproblems

Subproblems optimize task performance, while keeping
delays under the per-task flow delay budgets assigned by the
global problem. We observe that the resultant control problem is
effectively the same as the single-core control problem (3)–(5).
Therefore, we will mostly reuse the original Batchy controller
from [10] with minimal changes to handle the private/public
variables and per-core delay budgets.

We need a framework to distribute the per-flow delay budgets
Δ𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓 across the tasks 𝐹𝐹 ∈ T traversed by 𝑓𝑓 . Correspondingly,
for every flow there is a dedicated leader task that sets the
per-task delay budgets, and zero or more follower tasks that
merely track the budgets assigned by the leader. Each task may
be a leader for any flow and follower for others. We categorize
tasks ∀𝐹𝐹 ∈ T in the system:

• Ω𝑡𝑡 = { 𝑓𝑓 : 𝐹𝐹 is the leader for 𝑓𝑓 },
• Ψ𝑡𝑡 = { 𝑓𝑓 : 𝐹𝐹 is a follower for 𝑓𝑓 }.
The fundamental difference between leaders and followers

is that a leader keeps track of the per-task flow delay budget
subgradients along the flow path: Θ𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓 : 𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ω𝑡𝑡 𝐹 𝑠𝑠 ∈ T : 𝑓𝑓 ∈
Ψ𝑠𝑠. Leaders use both subgradients and queue size backlogs
𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 : 𝐵𝐵 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 as private variables. Likewise, followers use queue
backlog sizes as private variables, and per-task flow budgets
Δ𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓 as public variables.

Take the pipeline of Fig. 2 as an example; we have a single
flow 𝑓𝑓1 passing over 3 tasks T = 𝐹𝐹1𝐹 𝐹𝐹2𝐹 𝐹𝐹3. Select 𝐹𝐹3 as the
leader of 𝑓𝑓1, so Ω𝑡𝑡3 = { 𝑓𝑓 }. Consequently, 𝐹𝐹1 and 𝐹𝐹2 will be
followers of 𝑓𝑓1. Leader private variables are the delay budget
subgradients Θ𝑡𝑡1 , 𝑓𝑓1 and Θ𝑡𝑡2 , 𝑓𝑓1 , and the queue backlog sizes
𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 𝐹 𝐵𝐵 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡3 . Followers tasks optimize their private variables 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣
according to public variables: Δ𝑡𝑡1 , 𝑓𝑓1 or Δ𝑡𝑡2 , 𝑓𝑓1 .

The subproblem objective function (14) minimizes task load;
in this manner it is equivalent to the single-core objective
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function. Private delay budget variables Θ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 are not effecting
the task load, therefore are omitted from the objective function.

𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 (Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 ) = min 𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 = min
∑︁
𝑣𝑣∈𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡

𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣

𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣
(𝑇𝑇0𝑡𝑣𝑣 + 𝑇𝑇1𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣) (14)

The objective function is subject to the following constraints.
For both leader and follower problems, the batch size limiting
constraint (15) applies.

1 ≤ 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 ≤ 𝐵𝐵 𝐵𝐵 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 (15)

Additionally, flows passing the task must meet their delay
SLO requirement. The constraints are slightly different for
leader and follower problems. As of follower problems, con-
straint (16) keeps per-task flow delays under the budget (Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 ).
Recall, these budgets come from the global problem (11).

𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 +
∑︁

𝑣𝑣∈𝑃𝑃 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑡𝑡

( 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣
𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣

+ 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑡0 + 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑡1𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣) ≤ Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ψ𝑡𝑡 (16)

Leader problems have multiple delay constraints. First,
constraint (17) ensures compliance with delay SLOs of both
taskflows and flows. This is doable since leader tasks have a
view on private delay variables (Θ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 ). Second, constraint (18)
ensures equivalence between public and private delay variables.

𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 +
∑︁

𝑣𝑣∈𝑃𝑃 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑡𝑡

( 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣
𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣

+ 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑡0 + 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑡1𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣) +
∑︁

𝑠𝑠∈T: 𝑡𝑡 ∈Ψ𝑠𝑠

Θ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝐷𝐷 𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ω𝑡𝑡

(17)

Θ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 = Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ω𝑡𝑡 , 𝑠𝑠 ∈ T : 𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ψ𝑠𝑠 (18)

IV. CONTROL ALGORITHMS

In this section we present efficient control algorithms to
solve both the global problem and the subproblems. These
algorithms are suitable for a real-life implementation.

A. Solving Subproblems

Batchy uses a controller based on the gradient projection
method of Rosen [21]. The Rosen method is compatible with
our decomposition: it handles equality-type constraints (18)
and generates gradients and dual variables for the subgradient
method, which are used in the subgradient step for solving the
global problem (see later in §IV-B).

Let us briefly recap the gradient projection method. The
method consists of three main steps: i) find an improving
direction; ii) find a suitable step size; iii) optimize along the
direction with the step size. In the first step, we obtain an
improving feasible direction by projecting the gradient of the
objective function into the feasible space using a projection
matrix. The projection matrix P ensures that the resultant update
will not violate the per-task delay budgets. For this end, we
show the construction of variable coefficients matrix M and
the projection matrix P:

• Let M1 = [𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵] be a matrix where 𝐴𝐴 is a matrix in which
row 𝑖𝑖 reflects the effect of increasing queue backlog sizes
(𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣) on 𝑖𝑖-th flow delay in F with tight delay constraints
from (16) and (17), and 𝐵𝐵 is a zero matrix corresponding
to the private variables Θ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 : 𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ω𝑡𝑡 , 𝑠𝑠 ∈ T : 𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ψ𝑠𝑠 .

• Let M2 = [𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍] where 𝑍𝑍 is a zero matrix with as many
rows as there are constraints in (18) and as many columns
as the number of task modules |𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 | (corresponding to 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣
variables). 𝑍𝑍 is a matrix with row 𝑖𝑖 set to 1 where Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 is
the 𝑖𝑖-th taskflow in a list of taskflows 𝑡𝑡, 𝑓𝑓 : 𝑓𝑓 ∈ F , 𝑡𝑡 ∈ T .

• Let 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 = [𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇
1 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇

2 ].
• Then, we construct P as P = 𝐼𝐼 − 𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 )−1𝑀𝑀 .
The subproblem control algorithm reuses the single-core

Batchy control algorithm with the new projection matrix P.
The control algorithm generates the duals of private delay
variables Θ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 (𝜔𝜔) for the sugradient method by the leader task
of flow 𝑓𝑓 . We summarize the per-task projected gradient control
algorithm we use to solve the subproblems in Algorithm 1.

Unfortunately, the control algorithm cannot handle an infeasi-
ble state; i.e., a state where the SLOs cannot be met. To recover
the system from infeasibility we introduce a simple heuristic:
the subsystems reuse the feasibility-recovery mechanisms from
single-core Batchy [10], while multicore feasibility-recovery
is implemented in the global controller (§IV-B).

Algorithm 1 Projected Gradient Control Algorithm
procedure PROJECTEDGRADIENT(G, F ,Δ𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓 )

⊲ Gradient projection
while 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 do

P = I − M𝑇𝑇 (MM𝑇𝑇 )−1M
Δb = P∇𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 ⊲ Δb has useless coordinates corresponding to

private variables Θ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡

w = −(MM𝑇𝑇 )−1M∇l = [𝑇𝑇, 𝜔𝜔] ⊲ 𝑇𝑇 corresponds to 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 and
𝜔𝜔 corresponds to Θ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡

if Δb ≠ 0 then break
if u ≥ 0 then return ⊲ Optimal KKT point reached
delete row for 𝑓𝑓 from M for some 𝑓𝑓 ∈ F : 𝑤𝑤 𝑡𝑡 < 0

⊲ Line search
for 𝐵𝐵 ∈ 𝑉𝑉, 𝑓𝑓 ∈ 𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣 do

if Δ𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 > 0 then

𝜆𝜆𝑣𝑣 = min
𝑡𝑡 ∈F:𝑣𝑣∈𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓


Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡

Δ𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣



𝜆𝜆 = min𝑣𝑣∈𝑉𝑉 𝜆𝜆𝑣𝑣
for 𝐵𝐵 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 do SETTRIGGER(𝐵𝐵, 𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣 + Δ𝑏𝑏𝑣𝑣𝜆𝜆)

B. Solving The Global Problem

Subproblems are handled by the Batchy projected gradient
controller at each control period. After every 𝑁𝑁 iteration, the
global problem controller kicks in to reallocate the per-task
delay budgets (i.e., the public variables Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑡𝑡 ).

The global control algorithm relies on two types of inputs: the
duals 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 of the subproblem constraints (16), and duals 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 of
constraints corresponding to private variables in (18). Gradients
𝑔𝑔 are obtained by summing global and subproblem subgradients
pairwise: 𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑡 = 𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚 + 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 ∀ 𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ω𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛 ∈ T : 𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ψ𝑛𝑛. Based
on these inputs, the global control algorithm (Algorithm 2)
first calculates a step size, then updates per-task delay budgets
for each flow. For simplicity, the algorithm uses a fix step size
calculated as a configurable percentage 𝛿𝛿 of flow delay 𝐷𝐷 𝑡𝑡 .

We apply a simple heuristics to prevent infeasible states
in the global problem. We collect taskflows that exceed their
delay budget and increase their budget with a configurable and
fixed percentage of flow delay, balancing this delay increment
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Figure 5. Control Parameters of the First Flow in VRF(2,4): control for ACL
module and per-task delay budget on the second core (recall Fig. 4).
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Figure 6. Key Performance Indicators of the VRF(2,4) pipeline: total packet
rate and delay of the first flow. Delay SLOs are set to 72𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇.

budget to the processing-heavy per-VLAN traffic processing;
ii) this gives enough time to the per-VLAN task controller to
queue up larger packet batches. This coordinated optimization
improves the overall performance (Fig. 6). Over single-core
Batchy, packet rate increases 2.5× and flow delay reduces to
0.75×. More importantly, the delay is finally below the SLO!

As of the controller performance, we measured the per-
task and global controllers running time in each control
period during the measurement and found that the multicore
approaches result only a 7% increase on average due to extra
global control steps.

To conclude, we see that our multicore extension is an
enabler technology for Batchy, supporting use cases with
ultra-low delay SLOs. We see the decomposition improves
performance and its control overhead is negligible.

VI. RELATED WORK

A. Optimizing Resource Usage

Carefully execute an NF-chain on general-purpose hardware
is one way to achieve performance improvement. Shenango [22]
improves CPU utilization by bypassing the kernel and resched-
ule or scale up according to the occupancy of the packet ring
buffers. This technique results low latency and improved CPU
utilization Similarly, IX [6] utilizes adaptive batch control
to improve throughput and latency. Metron [20] improves

end-to-end performance in NF-chains by avoiding cross-CPU
issues in NF-scheduling. These works focus on optimizing
performance without controlling latency. In contrast, Batchy
not just improves performance but carefully controls latency
to meet SLOs.

B. Improving Performance by Offloading

Offloading some part of the processing to hardware compo-
nents such as SmartNICs [23], FPGAs [24], or GPUs [8], [25],
[26] is widely used to improve packet processing performance.
To mitigate the packet offloading cost and to maximize
GPU utilization, extensive batching [26] and careful load
balancing between the offload hardware and the CPU [25]
are required. Offloading works motivate the importance of
batching, however, they are orthogonal to our work since they
incorporate offloading to specific hardware elements.

C. Meeting Delay SLOs

Beside performance optimization, guaranteeing SLOs is
another highly-desired behavior of NFV systems. Grus [8]
an NFV framework with GPU offload introduces a multi-
layer system with admission control and latency prediction
model to guarantee delay SLOs. As opposed to our work,
Grus guarantees delay SLO only for single VNF deployments,
and the model is tailored for the GPU offloading scenario.
SLOMO [27] predicts potential performance of VNF colocation,
but does not provide SLO guarantees. In contrast to Grus,
ResQ [28] provides performance isolation at CPU last-level
cache solving the noisy neighbor problem of VNFs, and
enables enforcing SLOs. NFV-RT [29] provides soft real-
time guarantees for NF service chains deployed in data center
environment using a fat-tree topology.

As opposed to our controller framework running on general
hardware, these works are bound to a given NFV environment:
they require a certain CPU feature, or specific underlying
network topology. Our work focuses on a single host using
general CPUs. Moreover, our controller framework extends
previous work by providing a unique combination of dynamic
internal batch de-fragmentation instead of applying batching
only to packet I/O, analytic techniques for controlling queue
backlogs, and selective SLO-enforcement at the granularity of
individual flows in multicore systems.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Batchy, a state-of-the-art batch-scheduling framework,
presents massive performance improvements while conforming
delay SLOs even at Mpps-scale traffic with SLOs at 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 range.
Batchy focuses on single-core execution.

In this paper we introduce a multicore extension to Batchy.
To this end, we formulated a primal decomposition to find
the optimal run-to-completion batch-scheduling on multicore
systems. We developed and implemented effective control
algorithms to be used in practical data flow graph batch-
scheduling. Our evaluation on a real 5G use-case focusing
on latency-optimized network function virtualization shows
that the multicore Batchy provides better performance (2.5×

INFOCOMMUNICATIONS JOURNAL 6

Algorithm 2 Global Control Algorithm
procedure SUBGRADIENT GLOBAL STEP(G, F , 𝜋𝜋, 𝜋𝜋, 𝜋𝜋)

for 𝑓𝑓 ∈ F do
⊲ Calculate step size
𝛼𝛼 = 𝐷𝐷 𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝜋𝜋
⊲ Update allocated per-task flow delays on 𝜋𝜋 𝑓𝑓

for 𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝜋𝜋 𝑓𝑓 do
Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑓𝑓 = Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑓𝑓 + 𝛼𝛼 ∗ 𝜋𝜋𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑓𝑓

Table I
STEADY-STATE RESULTS (SIMPLE PIPELINE).

Rate [Mpps] Delay (p99) [𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇]

No Batching 0.971 15.445
Static Delay Budgets 0.991 18.615

Multicore Batchy 1.348 11.255

by decreasing surplus budgets of the feasible taskflows. This
simple technique is sufficient to ensure flow delay SLOs (12)
and non-negative per-task flow delay budgets (13).

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our Batchy multicore extension
on both synthetic example and real-life use-case. We reused
existing Batchy codebase [10] as a controller to solve the
per-task subproblems (Algorithm 1) and implemented the
subgradient controller to orchestrate the per-task Batchy
controllers (Algorithm 2). The source code is available on
GitHub [18]. The evaluation was running on a server with
6×2.4GHz CPU (power-saving disabled) and 64GB RAM
installed with Debian 11 GNU/Linux.

A. Concept Validation: A Simple Pipeline

The first evaluation scenario focuses on validating the
concept.
Evaluation setup. We use a simple pipeline of two tasks
connected back-to-back. Tasks run on different cores and
contain one module. The system has one flow that traverses
both tasks. The last module is a computation-heavy module
that requires significantly more per-batch processing time (tens
of thousands of CPU cycles) than the first module (hundreds of
CPU cycles). This pipeline is similar to the example in Fig. 2.

We compare multicore Batchy to two baselines. The first
baseline does no packet batching. The second baseline runs
Batchy, but does not adjust per-task delay budgets adaptively;
i.e., adopts the naïve approach of Fig. 2. The measurements
focus on steady state performance: the first 100 control periods
are considered as warmup time, and we focus on the next 100
control periods. The flow delay SLO is set to 12𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇.
Results. Table V-A summarizes steady packet rate and 99th
percentile delays of the measurements. The two baselines
produce limited packet rate due to poor batch-scheduling
algorithms. Namely, baselines cannot mitigate the cost of
computation-heavy task by intensive batching. There is a slight
difference between the performance of the two baselines: in
case of static delay budgets, Batchy has enough room for
batching in the first task, yielding a slight overall improvement
of the packet rate at a 20% delay penalty. In contrast to
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Figure 4. The Virtual Routing Function Pipeline on 𝑁𝑁 Cores.

baselines, multicore Batchy can distribute the global delay
bound across the tasks optimally, so that it assigns extra delay
budget surplus for the last task that enables it to execute the
computation-heavy module on larger batches. This optimization
improves throughput by 30% while decreases delay by 60%,
and makes multicore Batchy the only solution to meet the flow
delay SLO.

To sum up, this experiment highlights the importance of
batching in multicore scenarios. However, careful distribution
of delay budgets among processing cores is necessary to get
the most of batch-efficiency gains.

B. Case Study: Virtual Routing Function

We demonstrate the real-life applicability of multicore Batchy
on a sample use case, the Virtual Routing Function (VRF),
taken from an official 5G benchmarking suite [13]. In this
measurement we are focusing on the following questions: i) can
we decrease the delay compared to single-core Batchy; ii) how
efficient is the decomposition-based delay budget distribution
compared to a naïve approach; iii) how much extra processing
is required for the hierarchical control?
Evaluation setup. The VRF pipeline (Fig. 4) implements a
latency-optimized L2/L3 routing scenario often arising in the
context of network function virtualization. In addition to L2/L3
routing, the pipeline also performs access control and address
translation over multiple virtual LANs (VLANs). First, traffic
is split per VLANs, and then for each VLAN the next hop
is selected using longest-prefix matching (L3 Lookup). For
each next hop, traffic undergoes access control (ACL), address
translation (NAT), and group processing. The pipeline has two
parameters: the number of VLANs (𝑛𝑛), and the number of
next-hops per VLAN (𝑚𝑚). The pipeline is provisioned on 𝑛𝑛 + 1
cores: VLAN splitting is done on the first core, and per-VLAN
traffic is processed on the remaining 𝑛𝑛 cores.

For the evaluation, we use the VRF(2,4) pipeline (2 VLANs
and 4 next-hops/VLAN). We set a 72𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 delay SLO for all
flows. The system runs for 60 control periods, and each control
period takes 0.5s. The global controller kicks in at every 10th
period; this gives enough time to the per-core (subproblem)
controllers to adapt to new delay budgets. We compare single-
core Batchy, naïve multicore (static per-task delay budgets),
and full-fledged multicore Batchy.
Results. Fig. 6 shows the key performance indicators (i.e.,
rate and delay) in the system. Naïve and Batchy multicore
approaches start from the same initial state. Yet, the full-fledged
multicore Batchy is able to further improve the performance
by adjusting the per-task delay budgets. Fig. 5 shows the
underlying control loops: i) the global controller takes the
surplus delay budget of the VLAN splitting task and gives extra
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module and per-task delay budget on the second core (recall Fig. 4).
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Figure 6. Key Performance Indicators of the VRF(2,4) pipeline: total packet
rate and delay of the first flow. Delay SLOs are set to 72𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇.

budget to the processing-heavy per-VLAN traffic processing;
ii) this gives enough time to the per-VLAN task controller to
queue up larger packet batches. This coordinated optimization
improves the overall performance (Fig. 6). Over single-core
Batchy, packet rate increases 2.5× and flow delay reduces to
0.75×. More importantly, the delay is finally below the SLO!

As of the controller performance, we measured the per-
task and global controllers running time in each control
period during the measurement and found that the multicore
approaches result only a 7% increase on average due to extra
global control steps.

To conclude, we see that our multicore extension is an
enabler technology for Batchy, supporting use cases with
ultra-low delay SLOs. We see the decomposition improves
performance and its control overhead is negligible.

VI. RELATED WORK

A. Optimizing Resource Usage

Carefully execute an NF-chain on general-purpose hardware
is one way to achieve performance improvement. Shenango [22]
improves CPU utilization by bypassing the kernel and resched-
ule or scale up according to the occupancy of the packet ring
buffers. This technique results low latency and improved CPU
utilization Similarly, IX [6] utilizes adaptive batch control
to improve throughput and latency. Metron [20] improves

end-to-end performance in NF-chains by avoiding cross-CPU
issues in NF-scheduling. These works focus on optimizing
performance without controlling latency. In contrast, Batchy
not just improves performance but carefully controls latency
to meet SLOs.

B. Improving Performance by Offloading

Offloading some part of the processing to hardware compo-
nents such as SmartNICs [23], FPGAs [24], or GPUs [8], [25],
[26] is widely used to improve packet processing performance.
To mitigate the packet offloading cost and to maximize
GPU utilization, extensive batching [26] and careful load
balancing between the offload hardware and the CPU [25]
are required. Offloading works motivate the importance of
batching, however, they are orthogonal to our work since they
incorporate offloading to specific hardware elements.

C. Meeting Delay SLOs

Beside performance optimization, guaranteeing SLOs is
another highly-desired behavior of NFV systems. Grus [8]
an NFV framework with GPU offload introduces a multi-
layer system with admission control and latency prediction
model to guarantee delay SLOs. As opposed to our work,
Grus guarantees delay SLO only for single VNF deployments,
and the model is tailored for the GPU offloading scenario.
SLOMO [27] predicts potential performance of VNF colocation,
but does not provide SLO guarantees. In contrast to Grus,
ResQ [28] provides performance isolation at CPU last-level
cache solving the noisy neighbor problem of VNFs, and
enables enforcing SLOs. NFV-RT [29] provides soft real-
time guarantees for NF service chains deployed in data center
environment using a fat-tree topology.

As opposed to our controller framework running on general
hardware, these works are bound to a given NFV environment:
they require a certain CPU feature, or specific underlying
network topology. Our work focuses on a single host using
general CPUs. Moreover, our controller framework extends
previous work by providing a unique combination of dynamic
internal batch de-fragmentation instead of applying batching
only to packet I/O, analytic techniques for controlling queue
backlogs, and selective SLO-enforcement at the granularity of
individual flows in multicore systems.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Batchy, a state-of-the-art batch-scheduling framework,
presents massive performance improvements while conforming
delay SLOs even at Mpps-scale traffic with SLOs at 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 range.
Batchy focuses on single-core execution.

In this paper we introduce a multicore extension to Batchy.
To this end, we formulated a primal decomposition to find
the optimal run-to-completion batch-scheduling on multicore
systems. We developed and implemented effective control
algorithms to be used in practical data flow graph batch-
scheduling. Our evaluation on a real 5G use-case focusing
on latency-optimized network function virtualization shows
that the multicore Batchy provides better performance (2.5×
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Algorithm 2 Global Control Algorithm
procedure SUBGRADIENT GLOBAL STEP(G, F , 𝜋𝜋, 𝜋𝜋, 𝜋𝜋)

for 𝑓𝑓 ∈ F do
⊲ Calculate step size
𝛼𝛼 = 𝐷𝐷 𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝜋𝜋
⊲ Update allocated per-task flow delays on 𝜋𝜋 𝑓𝑓

for 𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝜋𝜋 𝑓𝑓 do
Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑓𝑓 = Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑓𝑓 + 𝛼𝛼 ∗ 𝜋𝜋𝑡𝑡 𝑡 𝑓𝑓

Table I
STEADY-STATE RESULTS (SIMPLE PIPELINE).

Rate [Mpps] Delay (p99) [𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇]

No Batching 0.971 15.445
Static Delay Budgets 0.991 18.615

Multicore Batchy 1.348 11.255

by decreasing surplus budgets of the feasible taskflows. This
simple technique is sufficient to ensure flow delay SLOs (12)
and non-negative per-task flow delay budgets (13).

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our Batchy multicore extension
on both synthetic example and real-life use-case. We reused
existing Batchy codebase [10] as a controller to solve the
per-task subproblems (Algorithm 1) and implemented the
subgradient controller to orchestrate the per-task Batchy
controllers (Algorithm 2). The source code is available on
GitHub [18]. The evaluation was running on a server with
6×2.4GHz CPU (power-saving disabled) and 64GB RAM
installed with Debian 11 GNU/Linux.

A. Concept Validation: A Simple Pipeline

The first evaluation scenario focuses on validating the
concept.
Evaluation setup. We use a simple pipeline of two tasks
connected back-to-back. Tasks run on different cores and
contain one module. The system has one flow that traverses
both tasks. The last module is a computation-heavy module
that requires significantly more per-batch processing time (tens
of thousands of CPU cycles) than the first module (hundreds of
CPU cycles). This pipeline is similar to the example in Fig. 2.

We compare multicore Batchy to two baselines. The first
baseline does no packet batching. The second baseline runs
Batchy, but does not adjust per-task delay budgets adaptively;
i.e., adopts the naïve approach of Fig. 2. The measurements
focus on steady state performance: the first 100 control periods
are considered as warmup time, and we focus on the next 100
control periods. The flow delay SLO is set to 12𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇.
Results. Table V-A summarizes steady packet rate and 99th
percentile delays of the measurements. The two baselines
produce limited packet rate due to poor batch-scheduling
algorithms. Namely, baselines cannot mitigate the cost of
computation-heavy task by intensive batching. There is a slight
difference between the performance of the two baselines: in
case of static delay budgets, Batchy has enough room for
batching in the first task, yielding a slight overall improvement
of the packet rate at a 20% delay penalty. In contrast to
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Figure 4. The Virtual Routing Function Pipeline on 𝑁𝑁 Cores.

baselines, multicore Batchy can distribute the global delay
bound across the tasks optimally, so that it assigns extra delay
budget surplus for the last task that enables it to execute the
computation-heavy module on larger batches. This optimization
improves throughput by 30% while decreases delay by 60%,
and makes multicore Batchy the only solution to meet the flow
delay SLO.

To sum up, this experiment highlights the importance of
batching in multicore scenarios. However, careful distribution
of delay budgets among processing cores is necessary to get
the most of batch-efficiency gains.

B. Case Study: Virtual Routing Function

We demonstrate the real-life applicability of multicore Batchy
on a sample use case, the Virtual Routing Function (VRF),
taken from an official 5G benchmarking suite [13]. In this
measurement we are focusing on the following questions: i) can
we decrease the delay compared to single-core Batchy; ii) how
efficient is the decomposition-based delay budget distribution
compared to a naïve approach; iii) how much extra processing
is required for the hierarchical control?
Evaluation setup. The VRF pipeline (Fig. 4) implements a
latency-optimized L2/L3 routing scenario often arising in the
context of network function virtualization. In addition to L2/L3
routing, the pipeline also performs access control and address
translation over multiple virtual LANs (VLANs). First, traffic
is split per VLANs, and then for each VLAN the next hop
is selected using longest-prefix matching (L3 Lookup). For
each next hop, traffic undergoes access control (ACL), address
translation (NAT), and group processing. The pipeline has two
parameters: the number of VLANs (𝑛𝑛), and the number of
next-hops per VLAN (𝑚𝑚). The pipeline is provisioned on 𝑛𝑛 + 1
cores: VLAN splitting is done on the first core, and per-VLAN
traffic is processed on the remaining 𝑛𝑛 cores.

For the evaluation, we use the VRF(2,4) pipeline (2 VLANs
and 4 next-hops/VLAN). We set a 72𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 delay SLO for all
flows. The system runs for 60 control periods, and each control
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packet rate) over the single-core algorithm and guarantees
delay SLOs that are otherwise not feasible with the single-core
algorithm.

Future work focuses on applying Batchy for ultra-low-latency
and real-time applications in 5G and beyond networks.
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Abstract—The semiconductor supply chain is characterized
by a global and complex production network in a competitive
market. The time when work at one location ends and can be
resumed at another is defined as Transit Time (TT). Therefore,
planning Transit Time accurately and minimizing delays is
crucial as it is used in the execution system to determine the
Available to Promise (ATP) and thus important for daily order
confirmation. By determining the ATP, the customer receives
a response to the resource availability and a due date to the
customer requests. Due to tool inherent differences, we choose
semantic integration via Knowledge Graph (KG) to match the
planned TT used in the execution system and the actual TT
measured in the monitoring tool. KnowGraph-TT thereby serves
as a role model for further matching and alignment tasks using
KG. It connects actual and planned TT, highlights the gaps via
applied queries, and enables an optimized update of planned TT.
With our solution, deviations of actual and planned TT can be
minimized and confirmations of unrealizable deliverable times
are avoided.

Index Terms—knowledge graph, semiconductor, order man-
agement, transit time mismatch

I. INTRODUCTION

The semiconductor industry is competitive with a dynamic
market characterized by time-intensive processes [9]. Espe-
cially in this highly competitive domain, semiconductor com-
panies strive to offer the highest quality to their customers
which implies sustaining delivery reliability. Reliable deliver-
ies are important as customers depend on the delivery promises
and their further production steps are based on this commit-
ment. To achieve planning dependability, it is important to
implement precise and reliable planning processes. The key
to better planning and to foresee delays is to examine Transit
Times (TTs). Transit time is the time taken to move goods
physically between different locations in a supply chain or
laterally to another facility [21].

Supply Chain (SC) integration, as well as the flow of infor-
mation SC are essential for carrying out effective exchanges
between parties [15], thus can enhance SC planning. Semantic
data integration enables combining SC data from disparate
sources and consolidating it into meaningful and valuable
information.

In this paper, we present Knowledge-Graph-based TT
matching (Knowgraph-TT), aligned with existing approaches
solution that matches transit times of different data sources
based on semantic data integration to minimize and prevent
delays. Knowgraph-TT leverages a well defined ontology to
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many

model TTs. Via KnowGraph-TT, delays are identified and data
is kept up to date through semantic transit time matching to
create more reliable planning processes within the SC.

The remainder of the paper is divided as follows: After
an introduction, section II covers the relevant background
knowledge and the need for TT matching. section III describes
related approaches for data integration in SC and the gap that
motivates the use of semantic data integration for TT matching.
section IV contains the implementation details i.e., the ontol-
ogy modelling, mapping to data sources. The semantic data
integration process is shown with an example of two tools that
store transit time based on different definitions. section V is
the evaluation of the implementation. We rely on competency
questions and SPARQL and we discuss the results. Finally, the
work is rounded off with section VI where we conclude and
discuss the next steps about further analysis in which external
factors like a pandemic are addressed.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we present the necessary background knowl-
edge e.g., order management, transit time and the need for TT
matching.

A. Transit Time

Transit time is the time taken to move goods physically
between different locations in a supply chain or laterally to
another facility [21]. We distinguish between the actual and
the planned transit. The first is the time needed to deliver
particular products to the customer. While the planned transit
time on the other hand is the time that is expected and planned
for future deliveries to the customer. The planned transit time
is used to determine the Available To Promise (ATP) which is
important for daily order confirmation.

Figure 1 shows that the actual and the planned transit time
might be split into several small time intervals and might
be in different tools (e.g. one for measuring and one for
planning) and are measured and calculated differently. Despite
one definition of transit time, the actual and the planned transit
time might be in different tools as they reflect different parts
of the supply chain. The focus of the planning tool is to plan
transit times, while the focus of another tool, e.g., an internal
logistics monitoring tool, is to track actual transit times.
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a response to the resource availability and a due date to the
customer requests. Due to tool inherent differences, we choose
semantic integration via Knowledge Graph (KG) to match the
planned TT used in the execution system and the actual TT
measured in the monitoring tool. KnowGraph-TT thereby serves
as a role model for further matching and alignment tasks using
KG. It connects actual and planned TT, highlights the gaps via
applied queries, and enables an optimized update of planned TT.
With our solution, deviations of actual and planned TT can be
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I. INTRODUCTION

The semiconductor industry is competitive with a dynamic
market characterized by time-intensive processes [9]. Espe-
cially in this highly competitive domain, semiconductor com-
panies strive to offer the highest quality to their customers
which implies sustaining delivery reliability. Reliable deliver-
ies are important as customers depend on the delivery promises
and their further production steps are based on this commit-
ment. To achieve planning dependability, it is important to
implement precise and reliable planning processes. The key
to better planning and to foresee delays is to examine Transit
Times (TTs). Transit time is the time taken to move goods
physically between different locations in a supply chain or
laterally to another facility [21].

Supply Chain (SC) integration, as well as the flow of infor-
mation SC are essential for carrying out effective exchanges
between parties [15], thus can enhance SC planning. Semantic
data integration enables combining SC data from disparate
sources and consolidating it into meaningful and valuable
information.

In this paper, we present Knowledge-Graph-based TT
matching (Knowgraph-TT), aligned with existing approaches
solution that matches transit times of different data sources
based on semantic data integration to minimize and prevent
delays. Knowgraph-TT leverages a well defined ontology to
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model TTs. Via KnowGraph-TT, delays are identified and data
is kept up to date through semantic transit time matching to
create more reliable planning processes within the SC.

The remainder of the paper is divided as follows: After
an introduction, section II covers the relevant background
knowledge and the need for TT matching. section III describes
related approaches for data integration in SC and the gap that
motivates the use of semantic data integration for TT matching.
section IV contains the implementation details i.e., the ontol-
ogy modelling, mapping to data sources. The semantic data
integration process is shown with an example of two tools that
store transit time based on different definitions. section V is
the evaluation of the implementation. We rely on competency
questions and SPARQL and we discuss the results. Finally, the
work is rounded off with section VI where we conclude and
discuss the next steps about further analysis in which external
factors like a pandemic are addressed.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we present the necessary background knowl-
edge e.g., order management, transit time and the need for TT
matching.

A. Transit Time

Transit time is the time taken to move goods physically
between different locations in a supply chain or laterally to
another facility [21]. We distinguish between the actual and
the planned transit. The first is the time needed to deliver
particular products to the customer. While the planned transit
time on the other hand is the time that is expected and planned
for future deliveries to the customer. The planned transit time
is used to determine the Available To Promise (ATP) which is
important for daily order confirmation.

Figure 1 shows that the actual and the planned transit time
might be split into several small time intervals and might
be in different tools (e.g. one for measuring and one for
planning) and are measured and calculated differently. Despite
one definition of transit time, the actual and the planned transit
time might be in different tools as they reflect different parts
of the supply chain. The focus of the planning tool is to plan
transit times, while the focus of another tool, e.g., an internal
logistics monitoring tool, is to track actual transit times.
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Fig. 1. Definition of Actual and Planned Transit Time.

Namely, within the tools, transit time is measured differently
which leads to difficulties in matching the information and
keeping it up to date. One example is the divergent interpre-
tation of geographic data. In one tool, transit time is based on
facility level and is measured as actual transit time and in the
other tool, transit time is based on location level and measured
as planned transit time. Transit times need to be accurate and
therefore, a matching of the planned transit time and the actual
transit time is needed. The matching results in an avoidance
of order confirmations to unrealizable ATP’s.

B. Transit Time Matching

When a customer requests products from the order manage-
ment (OM), the divisional model (DM) checks whether and
when the request can be fulfilled. All involved parties rely on
the ATP and it is of special importance for the customer. [7].
Since the ATP is defined by the planned transit time at the time
when the goods are sent out by backend (BE), it is important
to detect deviations between actual and planned transit time
early on and keep plan transit time up-to-date. After creating

an ATP, the DF (Demand Fulfillment) confirms on a daily
base the Orders and Order Management (OM) sends an Order
Promise (OP) to the customer. Thus the OP is based on the
ATP which uses the planned transit time. With the OP, the
delivery date becomes binding. By then, the customer trusts
that the products will be delivered on time.

Figure 2 shows an example of the mismatch between the
actual transit time and the planned transit time. The x-axis is
the time course and on the y-axis are different blocks each
describing a scenario. The first block is the Plan (Weekly)
describing that 100 pieces are planned to be delivered to the
distribution centers (DC) every Sunday, i.e., on weekly basis.
The distribution center is a core part of a supply chain and
connects factories and retailers [10]. An Available To Promise
(ATP) of 100 pieces can be served from Sundays – it was
committed from the factory, the factory gets measured on it
and it has some buffer in it.

The second block is the plan at the point of shipment when
the weekly plan is broken down on a daily basis. Within a
planned transit time of three days, it is planned to transit
the products from the backend on Monday to the distribution
centers on Thursday. Backend is part of the chip production
process and involves the steps of assembly, test and shipment
to the DC. However, when it is shipped from backend the
commitment with buffer is replaced by a calculation being the
shipment date + planned transit time. So assuming that 50 are
shipped on Monday with a planned transit time of 2 days, the
ATP of 100 on Sunday is reduced by 50, which are expected
on Wednesday (Monday shipping date + 2 days planned transit
time). In the daily rerun of the order confirmation, these 50
are used and orders are brought forward.

Actual scenario in the third block shows, that the actual
transit time takes longer than the planned one and the planned
scenario is not fulfilled. Thus, the planned transit time does
not correspond to the actual transit time. Now when the actual
transit time is not 2 days but 4 days the brought forward orders
need to be delayed as the goods are not coming on Wednesday
but on Friday (= shipping date + 4 days actual transit time).

The fourth block is the Communication to Customer. The
order management creates an availability commitment to the
customers on Monday and communicates that the order will be
shipped on Thursday. Thus, the customers can expect, that they
will receive the products in three days. If the promises cannot
be kept, it potentially leads to customer dissatisfaction. A
deviation between the target and the actual transit time causes
planning difficulties for all parties involved. For example, the
production site or the customer has no planning certainty when
promises are postponed. Therefore, it is important to correlate
and match transit times.

III. SEMANTIC DATA INTEGRATION FOR TT
A. Related Work

1) Approaches for TT planning: There are various ap-
proaches to planning and optimizing transit times within a
supply chain. One example to improving supply chain per-
formance from the retail supply chain is the use of Radio
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Fig. 2. Transit time mismatch.

Frequency Identification (RFID) technology. The technology is
used to increase communication and information transparency
between an object and other systems or software (e.g. ERP sys-
tem) along the supply chain [17]. Methods like forecasting and
simulation are also options for the planning and optimization
process. The problem remains that the different information
provided by such technologies cannot be compared directly.
Data integration allows the alignment of data from different
data sources.

2) Traditional Data Integration: One of the popular ap-
proaches to data integration is Extract Transform and Load
(ETL). [20] provides a survey about traditional data integration
and ETL techniques. Authors identify that ETL tools show
limited ability is available to extract data from different
sources at the same time. Moreover, without this domain
knowledge, it is impossible to extract, transform and load.
Semantic technologies are used to further enhance definitions
of the ETL activities involved in the process [14]. Ontologies
provide a common vocabulary for the integrated data and
generate semantic data as part of the transformation phase of
ETL. Semantic data integration is aligned with traditional data
integration techniques. It can be referred to as Semantic ETL.

B. Semantic Data Integration
We rely on the ontology-based data access (OBDA) ap-

proach for semantic data integration. The schema is given in
terms of an ontology representing the formal and conceptual
view of the domain [8]. Also, we use ontology merging
to overcome challenges such as the various definitions of
location. A knowledge graph refers to a semantic network
of concepts, properties, individuals and links representing
and referencing foundational and domain knowledge relevant
for a domain [5]. By creating the knowledge graph that is
connecting different data sources, the data can be visualized

and analyzed without changing the original data sources.
Therefore, redundancies can be avoided and the data is con-
nected. Flexibility can be increased by having the possibility
to implement changes on the data or adding new data sources.
Semantic models are characterized with easy extendibility
which makes them significant to the agile supply chain do-
main. In addition, this method of data integration achieves
interoperability and information transparency. This type of
data integration is particularly relevant in domains where data
models are diverse and entity properties are heterogeneous
[13].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we show KnowGraph-TT: applying semantic
data to match the transit times of two tools of a multinational
semiconductors company.

A. Ontology Modeling

The basis for the process KnowGraph-TT is to acquire
different sources of transit time. Two different sources that
manage transit time are found and analyzed. In the following,
the sources are referred to as Tool A and Tool B. Tool A is
equivalent to the executing tool while Tool B corresponds to
the monitoring tool.

Firstly, Tool A stores the actual transit time on location
level. The transit takes place from one location to another.
Therefore, the location shipped from and the location shipped
to are important concepts for the matching process. The class
“TT Actual” represents the Actual Target Time to ship a
product from the location “ShipFrom Loc” to the location
“ShipTo Loc”.

Secondly, Tool B records the planned transit time on
a facility level. Here, the transit takes place between two
facilities. The planned transit time is the time it takes to
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ship the products from the finishing facility to the expecting
facility. It is similar to the structure of Tool A. The class
“FTRN TRANSIT TIME” is the planned transit time it takes
to ship products from “FAC FACILITY NAME FROM” to
“FAC FACILITY NAME TO”. Each facility is identified by
the class “FAC FACILITY NAME” which is important for
the matching of locations in the location ontology.

As transit times are provided in various ways and they can
not be matched directly, an additional intermediate ontology
is necessary. Therefore, the location ontology, Figure 3, aligns
the concepts of locations to be able to compare the different
transit times with each other. Here, one location can have
multiple facilities. Therefore, a location key is assigned to each
facility so facilities and locations can be compared with each
other.

Fig. 3. Single Location Ontology.

B. Ontology Merging

Figure 4 shows the individual ontologies and the merged
ontology. The output merged ontology is referred to as the
semantic abstraction layer, it represents the schema of the
domain. It contains the main concepts and relationships of
the transit time domain. We rely on this to map data from
different data sources and match TT.

The left side, is the ontology for the Actual Transit Time in
Tool A. While on the right is the ontology for the Planned
Transit Time in Tool B. Lastly, the Location Ontology is
depicted in the middle part in Figure 4. Each facility from
Tool A is uniquely identified by the class “LocationKey”. The
matching between facility and location is explained in more
detail in Figure 3. Figure 3 translates the facilities from Tool
A to the locations in Tool B.

C. Mapping

After generating the semantic abstraction layer, the next
step is to connect the data sources from the different tools
to the merged ontology. For this step, the tool Protégé plugin
“Cellfie” [19] is used. This is used because Protégé is an
open source tool and therefore a common used tool. It creates
instances out of the given data for every class contained in the
given data sources. The semantic abstraction layer contains
multiple triples. Each of those triples consists of a subject,

predicate and object. For the TT ontology one example triple
looks as follows:

V. EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the implementation and show the
outcomes of the semantic data integration for TT matching.

A. Setup

The output of the implementation is a knowledge graph
that contains the ontology (Figure 4) along with the mate-
rialized triples as shown in the mapping. We rely on SPARQL
[18] queries to evaluate the knowledge-graph. We upload the
knowledge-graph on Apache Jena Fueski Server and execute
the queries.

The choice of this methodology for evaluation is driven by
the fact that SPARQL is a standard that allows to express
queries across diverse data sources. SPARQL can be used
to query external data sources e.g. weather reports to add
explainability and find a correlation between TT mismatch
and bad weather conditions. Also, in case we wanted to
attribute the mismatch to locations geospatial SPARQL allows
to represent geospatial data is using GeoSPARQL, which is an
RDF vocabulary and a set of extensions to SPARQL to support
spatial queries. The results of the queries are discussed below.
It is important to mention, that the transit times are given in
hours. Also, the transit time data is partially extracted from
the tools to illustrate the methodology.

B. Queries and Answers

For conciseness we show the Competency Questions (CQs),
representing the SPARQL queries but in natural language. We
refer to a GitHub repository for detailed queries. CQs are a
set of requirements on the content as well as a way of scoping
and delimiting the TT matching problem.

CQ1: What are the planned transit times and average
actual transit times for delivery routes between locations?

Firstly, all delivery routes that address the same location
are grouped. After summarizing the deliveries of the same
routes, the corresponding actual transit time is averaged. For
each route, the planned transit time is compared to the average
actual transit time. Possibly, different planned transit times are
assigned to an average actual time because several facilities
can be related to one location. Results in Figure 7(a) provide
an overview of the results from the query evaluation. For
example, the average actual transit time of 295 hours differs
from the planned transit time of 165 hours. It can be seen that
within the same delivery route, there are large deviations in
the average actual transit time and the planned transit time.

CQ2: What are the actual transit times and its planned
transit time for a certain delivery route between locations?

This query filters one delivery route between two locations.
Here, the planned TT is compared to the actual TT. Since
different facilities are assigned to one location, various facility
delivery routes exist within one location delivery route. This
means, that several actual transit times are related to one
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Fig. 4. Transit Time Ontology matching in the Measurement Tool for Actuals and in the Base Data Tool for Planning purposes.

Fig. 5. Triple City.

Fig. 6. Triple Facility.

planned transit time. Based on this delivery route, the actual
TT is compared to the planned TT.

The query result is represented in Figure 7(b). The resulting
planned transit times are 48 hours and 120 hours. Nevertheless,
the actual transit times for the delivery route vary from 51
hours to 82 hours. The interval from 51 to 82 hours of the
actual transit time shows, that there are large fluctuations
between transit times.

CQ3: What are the actual transit times and its planned
transit time for a certain delivery route between facilities?

This query only filters one shipping and one receiving
facility. The results in Figure 7(c) show, that the planned transit
time within this delivery route is 48 hours. Furthermore, the
actual transit time may vary from 51 to 82 hours. Figure 7(c)

shows, that the deviations between planned transit time and
actual transit time are not as large as in CQ2.

CQ4: What are the highest and lowest transit times of
certain delivery routes?

In this query, the plan transit time, average actual transit
time, and both the minimum and maximum actual transit
time are compared with each other. The results in Figure
7(d) show the big difference between the maximum and the
minimum actual transit time. One example for a query result
is a delivery route with a planned transit time of 72 hours,
an average actual transit time of 62 hours, a maximum of 71
hours with a minimum transit time of 45 hours. One reason
for the fluctuations is that several facilities are located in one
location. Thus, according to one plan transit time, there are
various actual transit times.

CQ5: For which transit route is the actual transit time
higher than the planned transit time?

In this query, the plan transit time is compared to the actual
transit time. Some deliveries are stated several times when
different planned transit times are given. Finally, the deliveries
are filtered which in reality took longer than planned. In Figure
7(e) the query results show, that in several cases the actual
transit time is higher than the planned transit time of the
delivery route.

CQ6: What location transits have the highest discrepancy
between planned and actual transit times? (Ordered by
discrepancy)

This query relies on the transits between locations. For each
transit, the actual transit time, maximum planned transit time,
and discrepancy obtained from the actual and planned transit
times are given. The result table in Figure 7(f) is ordered
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descending by the discrepancy. The highest discrepancy for
this data is 820 hours with an actual transit time of 928
hours and a maximum plan value of 108 hours. The large
discrepancy of 820 hours between the planned transit time and
the actual transit time shows how unreliable the key figures
can be sometimes.

C. Results & Discussion

The implemented approach combines the planned transit
time used in the execution system and the actual transit time
measured in the monitoring tool. The queries, which are
evaluated in section V highlight the gaps between planned
transit time from different viewpoints. The results show, that
the gaps of TT matching between location routes are larger
than the gaps between facilities. One possible explanation
is, that different facilities can be assigned to one location.
Therefore, different actual transit times are assigned to one
planned transit time. Based on the query results, it could
be shown that a timely update of planned transit times can

be enabled as well as unachievable order confirmations are
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In this paper, two tools were successfully connected using
semantic data integration to combine the distinct interpretation
of transit time and to enable the analysis of the consequences
of the mismatch. Semantic Data Integration is applicable in
other Supply Domains to integrate dispersed data sources.
We can rely on the proposed location ontologies to extend
to other domains e.g., Customer Relationship Management,
Revenue Management as per [16]. Also, the semantic abstrac-
tion layer secures a common understanding of the domain in
question, thus entails interoperability and extendibility. How-
ever, the approach has some limitations. First, KnowGraph-
TT provides a self-created location ontology, thus missing
the re-usability characteristic of ontologies. We did not re-use
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planned transit time. Based on this delivery route, the actual
TT is compared to the planned TT.

The query result is represented in Figure 7(b). The resulting
planned transit times are 48 hours and 120 hours. Nevertheless,
the actual transit times for the delivery route vary from 51
hours to 82 hours. The interval from 51 to 82 hours of the
actual transit time shows, that there are large fluctuations
between transit times.

CQ3: What are the actual transit times and its planned
transit time for a certain delivery route between facilities?

This query only filters one shipping and one receiving
facility. The results in Figure 7(c) show, that the planned transit
time within this delivery route is 48 hours. Furthermore, the
actual transit time may vary from 51 to 82 hours. Figure 7(c)

shows, that the deviations between planned transit time and
actual transit time are not as large as in CQ2.

CQ4: What are the highest and lowest transit times of
certain delivery routes?

In this query, the plan transit time, average actual transit
time, and both the minimum and maximum actual transit
time are compared with each other. The results in Figure
7(d) show the big difference between the maximum and the
minimum actual transit time. One example for a query result
is a delivery route with a planned transit time of 72 hours,
an average actual transit time of 62 hours, a maximum of 71
hours with a minimum transit time of 45 hours. One reason
for the fluctuations is that several facilities are located in one
location. Thus, according to one plan transit time, there are
various actual transit times.

CQ5: For which transit route is the actual transit time
higher than the planned transit time?

In this query, the plan transit time is compared to the actual
transit time. Some deliveries are stated several times when
different planned transit times are given. Finally, the deliveries
are filtered which in reality took longer than planned. In Figure
7(e) the query results show, that in several cases the actual
transit time is higher than the planned transit time of the
delivery route.

CQ6: What location transits have the highest discrepancy
between planned and actual transit times? (Ordered by
discrepancy)

This query relies on the transits between locations. For each
transit, the actual transit time, maximum planned transit time,
and discrepancy obtained from the actual and planned transit
times are given. The result table in Figure 7(f) is ordered
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descending by the discrepancy. The highest discrepancy for
this data is 820 hours with an actual transit time of 928
hours and a maximum plan value of 108 hours. The large
discrepancy of 820 hours between the planned transit time and
the actual transit time shows how unreliable the key figures
can be sometimes.

C. Results & Discussion

The implemented approach combines the planned transit
time used in the execution system and the actual transit time
measured in the monitoring tool. The queries, which are
evaluated in section V highlight the gaps between planned
transit time from different viewpoints. The results show, that
the gaps of TT matching between location routes are larger
than the gaps between facilities. One possible explanation
is, that different facilities can be assigned to one location.
Therefore, different actual transit times are assigned to one
planned transit time. Based on the query results, it could
be shown that a timely update of planned transit times can

be enabled as well as unachievable order confirmations are
avoided.

In this paper, two tools were successfully connected using
semantic data integration to combine the distinct interpretation
of transit time and to enable the analysis of the consequences
of the mismatch. Semantic Data Integration is applicable in
other Supply Domains to integrate dispersed data sources.
We can rely on the proposed location ontologies to extend
to other domains e.g., Customer Relationship Management,
Revenue Management as per [16]. Also, the semantic abstrac-
tion layer secures a common understanding of the domain in
question, thus entails interoperability and extendibility. How-
ever, the approach has some limitations. First, KnowGraph-
TT provides a self-created location ontology, thus missing
the re-usability characteristic of ontologies. We did not re-use
standard ontologies representing the location. Moreover, for
the evaluation KnowGraph-TT is not evaluated versus other
existing approaches or related work. We only used CQs for the
evaluation to ensure that the output Knowledge Graph covers
the domain in question, and enables the transit time mismatch
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ever, the approach has some limitations. First, KnowGraph-
TT provides a self-created location ontology, thus missing
the re-usability characteristic of ontologies. We did not re-use
standard ontologies representing the location. Moreover, for
the evaluation KnowGraph-TT is not evaluated versus other
existing approaches or related work. We only used CQs for the
evaluation to ensure that the output Knowledge Graph covers
the domain in question, and enables the transit time mismatch

analysis.

VI. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
In a competitive market, semiconductor manufacturers seek

to offer the highest quality to their customers and rely on
an accurate and reliable supply chain planning and commit-
ment. In this work, we propose KnowGraph-TT to connect
plan- and actual transit times on different definitions and
tools via semantic data integration. Based on this, we apply
this KnowGraph-TT to a use case of an international semi-
conductor manufacturing firm. The use case was evaluated
successfully via competency questions in highlighting actual-
versus plan transit time mismatches. Incorrectly planned transit
times are the cause of ATP postponements and negative Early
Warnings (a negative Early Warning is when a previously
committed delivery date is postponed), but by far not every
violation of a planned transit time in the internal supply
chain causes an Early Warning. Thus, we can examine now
the extent of the effect of time violations as a root cause
of ATP postponements and negative Early Warnings. Conse-
quently, we can study how to update the planned transit time
concerning actual transit times to create a non-conservative
and reliable demand fulfilment. In future work, we aim to
analyze the effect of external factors on the supply chain. We
intend to extend the knowledge graph capabilities to effects
like the pandemic, which strongly influences the supply chain
processes. This should enable us to correlate the transit time
mismatch with COVID-19 reports, to be able to proactively
change the plan transit times before violations happen.
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Therefore, different actual transit times are assigned to one
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be shown that a timely update of planned transit times can

be enabled as well as unachievable order confirmations are
avoided.

In this paper, two tools were successfully connected using
semantic data integration to combine the distinct interpretation
of transit time and to enable the analysis of the consequences
of the mismatch. Semantic Data Integration is applicable in
other Supply Domains to integrate dispersed data sources.
We can rely on the proposed location ontologies to extend
to other domains e.g., Customer Relationship Management,
Revenue Management as per [16]. Also, the semantic abstrac-
tion layer secures a common understanding of the domain in
question, thus entails interoperability and extendibility. How-
ever, the approach has some limitations. First, KnowGraph-
TT provides a self-created location ontology, thus missing
the re-usability characteristic of ontologies. We did not re-use
standard ontologies representing the location. Moreover, for
the evaluation KnowGraph-TT is not evaluated versus other
existing approaches or related work. We only used CQs for the
evaluation to ensure that the output Knowledge Graph covers
the domain in question, and enables the transit time mismatch
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In a competitive market, semiconductor manufacturers seek

to offer the highest quality to their customers and rely on
an accurate and reliable supply chain planning and commit-
ment. In this work, we propose KnowGraph-TT to connect
plan- and actual transit times on different definitions and
tools via semantic data integration. Based on this, we apply
this KnowGraph-TT to a use case of an international semi-
conductor manufacturing firm. The use case was evaluated
successfully via competency questions in highlighting actual-
versus plan transit time mismatches. Incorrectly planned transit
times are the cause of ATP postponements and negative Early
Warnings (a negative Early Warning is when a previously
committed delivery date is postponed), but by far not every
violation of a planned transit time in the internal supply
chain causes an Early Warning. Thus, we can examine now
the extent of the effect of time violations as a root cause
of ATP postponements and negative Early Warnings. Conse-
quently, we can study how to update the planned transit time
concerning actual transit times to create a non-conservative
and reliable demand fulfilment. In future work, we aim to
analyze the effect of external factors on the supply chain. We
intend to extend the knowledge graph capabilities to effects
like the pandemic, which strongly influences the supply chain
processes. This should enable us to correlate the transit time
mismatch with COVID-19 reports, to be able to proactively
change the plan transit times before violations happen.
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VI.CONCLUSION&OUTLOOK
Inacompetitivemarket,semiconductormanufacturersseek

toofferthehighestqualitytotheircustomersandrelyon
anaccurateandreliablesupplychainplanningandcommit-
ment.Inthiswork,weproposeKnowGraph-TTtoconnect
plan-andactualtransittimesondifferentdefinitionsand
toolsviasemanticdataintegration.Basedonthis,weapply
thisKnowGraph-TTtoausecaseofaninternationalsemi-
conductormanufacturingfirm.Theusecasewasevaluated
successfullyviacompetencyquestionsinhighlightingactual-
versusplantransittimemismatches.Incorrectlyplannedtransit
timesarethecauseofATPpostponementsandnegativeEarly
Warnings(anegativeEarlyWarningiswhenapreviously
committeddeliverydateispostponed),butbyfarnotevery
violationofaplannedtransittimeintheinternalsupply
chaincausesanEarlyWarning.Thus,wecanexaminenow
theextentoftheeffectoftimeviolationsasarootcause
ofATPpostponementsandnegativeEarlyWarnings.Conse-
quently,wecanstudyhowtoupdatetheplannedtransittime
concerningactualtransittimestocreateanon-conservative
andreliabledemandfulfilment.Infuturework,weaimto
analyzetheeffectofexternalfactorsonthesupplychain.We
intendtoextendtheknowledgegraphcapabilitiestoeffects
likethepandemic,whichstronglyinfluencesthesupplychain
processes.Thisshouldenableustocorrelatethetransittime
mismatchwithCOVID-19reports,tobeabletoproactively
changetheplantransittimesbeforeviolationshappen.
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Bemutatjuk a Legrand megújult, 
Linkeo C kábelezési rendszerét,
amellyel kimagasló minôségû helyi adatátviteli hálózat 
hozható létre kis, közepes és nagyvállalati környezetben 
egyaránt. Az egyedülálló és innovatív keystone csatlakozós 
rendszert úgy tervezték, hogy optimális áron segítse a gyors 
és hibamentes munkavégzést, legyen szó telepítésrôl vagy 
karbantartásról. A termékek minôségi szintjét jól mutatja, 
hogy a gyártó 25 év rendszergaranciát hajlandó vállalni  
a szakszerûen kiépített hálózatokra.

A gyártó számos videót osztott meg a termékek részletes bemutatására, amelyek a Legrand hazai youtube 
oldalán megtekinthetôk. A teljes kínálat megtalálható a Legrand legfrissebb LAN és adatközponti rendszerek 
katalógusában.

További részletek a Legrand LAN és adatközponti megoldásairól: https://www.legrand.hu/HALOZAT

Fôbb termékelônyök:
 • komplett Cat5e, Cat6 és Cat6A rendszer (patch panelek, portok, fali 

csatlakozók, fali- és patch kábelek) kedvezô árszinten 
 • gyárilag feliratozott porthelyekkel valamint címketartóval  

és egyedileg feliratozható címkével elláttot,  
24 keystone port fogadására képes, fém kialakítású,  
19” széles patch panelváz

 • elôpozicionálásra és automatikus EPH csatlakozásra képes patchváz, mely 
hátsó kábelrendezôvel rendelkezik a fali kábelek strukturált elrendezésére 
és stabil megfogatásra (LCS3 rendszerhez hasonló kialakítás)

 • betûzô szerszám nélküli kábelcsatlakoztatásra képes keystone rendszerû 
RJ45 portok, amelyeknek egyedi kialakítása fájdalom mentes és gyors 
munkavégzést tesz lehetôvé (áltagos csatlakoztatási idô 70 másodperc)

 • magas minôségû RJ45 portok 5 alkalommal köthetôek (4 alkalommal 
újraköthetô) anélkül, hogy az a mûszaki paraméterek romlását okozná 

 • portok kategóriája és árnyékolása ránézésre egyszerûen megállapítható  
a különbözô színû és anyagú kialakításoknak köszönhetôen

 • mûanyag nélküli, kizárólag kartonpapíros csomagolás,  
amely költség és környezetvédelem szempontból  
egyaránt optimális

ÚJ LINKEO C 
RÉZ KÁBELEZÉSI RENDSZER 

A LEGRANDTÓL

https://www.legrand.hu/HALOZAT


SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION FOR INFOCOMMUNICATIONS

Who we are
Founded in 1949, the Scientific Association for Info-
communications (formerly known as Scientific Society 
for Telecommunications) is a voluntary and autono-
mous professional society of engineers and econo-
mists, researchers and businessmen, managers and 
educational, regulatory and other professionals work-
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Besides its 1000 individual members, the Scientific 
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HÍRKÖZLÉSI ÉS INFORMATIKAI TUDOMÁNYOS EGYESÜLET, HTE) 
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and skills of our members, to facilitate the exchange
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To achieve these goals, we…
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tence, and forward the synthesized opinion of our 
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cational organizations and institutions;
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